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I find it difficult to explain to the older generation what geography is 

about. They still tend to look on us as Guinness Record Books - able to 

quote the longest river or the highest mountain with the drop of a hat.

Emyr Estyn Evans Geography and Archaeology

Any museum worthy of the name is rooted in a sound philosophy and 

aspires to an objective which, in the final analysis, is spiritual rather than 

material; it seeks to nourish and develop the intellect of the community it

serves.

George B. Thompson The Road to Ballycultra
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Preface

As Hewison has put it, 'a display in a museum may simply be telling a story, but the 

existence of a museum has a story to tell'.1 It is with such a sentiment in mind that 

this thesis examines the history, identity and cultural politics involved in the creation 

of the Ulster Folk Museum, in that it records a particular version of Ulster's past and 

culture. In writing the history of a region, 'knowledge' is paramount - the story told 

being highly dependent on the author. These mediators, or 'organic intellectuals' as 

Antonio Gramsci termed them, can influence the version of the past that is made 

available. Situated in Cultra, near Holywood, County Down, the Ulster Folk Museum 

was founded at a time when Northern Ireland was endeavouring to establish its own 

sense of national identity. Furthermore, it was created by an Act of Parliament - the 

first folk museum to be sanctioned by a government.

Heritage - a way of understanding the past in the present - is liable to different 

interpretations. However, as chapter one outlines, it is the purpose of heritage 

representation that is significant. Whether it is considered an opportunity to 

consolidate identity, or to satisfy a nostalgic outlook, 'heritage' is a contested term that 

has been subject to rigorous debate within cultural geography. One of the most
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common forms of heritage representation is the museum. Dating to circa 1450, 

museums are cultural institutions that are dedicated to the display of 'material 

evidence'.2 Simultaneously reflecting and contributing to the creation of social 

values, museums are a visible aspect of both the cultural and physical landscape of 

Europe. Being a 'temple of carefully chosen best goods', they implement a tripartite 

system of collection, preservation and representation.3 However, the folk museum 

differs from this process in that it includes another dimension - research.4

Chapter two outlines the origins of the folk museum movement, which originates 

from Scandinavia. Concerned with the cultural heritage of ordinary people, the folk 

museum is an opportunity to represent material artefacts indicative of local 

personality. As a result of its intrinsic association with rurality and its anti-modernist 

outlook, the folk museum movement found many geographers amongst its advocates, 

including H. J. Fleure and Emyr Estyn Evans.

Indeed, the Ulster Folk Museum was founded under the guidance of Evans, one of 

Northern Ireland's most celebrated geographers. Outlining the main tenets of Evans's 

philosophy, chapter three illustrates the shared similarities between his geographical 

approach and the fundamental principles of the folk museum movement. Section two 

examines the ideas and influences behind the development of the museum, both in 

terms of 'academic' and 'political' input. The three academics, Evans, Thompson and 

Gailey, endeavoured to produce a museum indicative of Ulster's regional personality 

and its shared cultural heritage, as they understood it - which is the subject of chapter
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four. The scale of the project required an injection of cash, offered by the Stormont 

Government, and in chapter five the cultural politics underlying the state's attitude 

toward the museum is identified.

Section three deals with representation at the museum, where Ulster's cultural heritage 

is presented in a distinctly pro-rural way, reflecting the geographical interests of those 

involved. However, in a bid to portray a picture of Ulster's 'rural working past', the 

contested nature of identity, cultural traditions and artefacts in Northern Ireland, 

caused debate amongst the Unionist council. To this end, this thesis examines the 

history, identity and cultural politics involved in the creation of the Ulster Folk 

Museum, tracing the genesis of the idea, and the physical development of the museum 

until the early 1970s.

1 R. Hewison, The Heritage Industry: Britain in a Climate of Decline (London: Methuen London Ltd, 
1987), p. 9.
2 B. Goodey, 'Spreading the Benefits of Heritage Visitor Quarters', International Journal of Heritage 
Studies, 1, 1 (1994): 30-39, p. 30.
3 Ibid., p. 31. Also see S. Pearce, Museum Objects and Collections (Leicester: Leicester University 
Press, 1992); D. Miller, Material Culture and Mass Consumption (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1987).
4 J. Geraint Jenkins, ’The use of Artefacts and Folk Art in the Folk Museum', in R. M. Dorson (ed.), 
Folklore and Folklife: An Introduction (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1972), pp. 497-517, 
p. 508.



Section One

The Origins of the Idea



The Heritage Debate

Chapter One

The Heritage Debate

Heritage has attracted a lot of controversy. Some of the contention is a result of its 

changing definition, making 'heritage' subject to a variety of interpretations from 

academics, heritage professionals, and the consumer public. Although most would 

agree that the past is irrecoverable, 'memory and history, relic and replica leave 

impressions so vivid, so tantalisingly concrete, that we cannot help but feel deprived', 

and therefore want to explore this thing collectively termed 'the past'.1

In Middle English, 'heritage' referred to something that had been transmitted from the 

past or handed down by tradition, for example a birthright.2 'Heritage' initially 

referred to the tangible, but later it also came to include 'intangibles: the knowledge 

and precepts of past generations'.3 Throughout the twentieth century it has, according 

to Freestone, undergone a process of institutionalisation and become part and parcel 

of everyday life, being attached to many things previously considered beyond the 

realms of history.4 Therefore heritage has come to include historical sites in the 

landscape: the collective 'monumental academic past' inherited by present society.5
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As a concept, it is difficult to clarify; for instance the heritage movement of the early

1990s is different from the Thatcherite version.6 Consequently, it is perhaps easier to 

explain what heritage does - the selection, interpretation, and display of aspects of the 

past - than to define it.

Despite the fact that history and heritage tell a story of the past, there is a 'distinction 

between the past as history, and the past as heritage', although both can be conceived 

of and used 'in similar ways'.7 On the one hand, history could be considered (albeit 

somewhat stereotypically) as a sequence of 'truths' about the past based on testable 

evidence. Indeed, according to Ranke, this chronological approach tells us 'how it 

really was'.8 But the role of the historian in the production of knowledge was 

questioned by Carr who instead suggested that history is an amalgamation of selected 

'facts' that do not exist until a historian produces them.1' Barraclough confirms that 

although history may be based on 'facts', it is not so much factual as a series of 

accepted judgements.10 Regardless of its inherent epistemological and 

methodological shortcomings, history is widely perceived as the interpretation and 

documentation of the past based on evidence. Heritage, on the other hand, represents 

it. Thus heritage is - to some degree at least - dependent on the existence of history, 

taking aspects of it and presenting it to the public as a resource for present and future 

purposes.11

Although 'no explicit agenda may shape the interpretation of history as heritage, what 

is valued as significant reflects the power balance of various interests and their status
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in both the past and present'.12 If heritage is no more than 'gobbets of unrelated

history floating in a stew of time', as Fowler puts it, then a heritage experience is 

different for each individual.13 Compared to the notion of history as 'the remembered 

record of the past', heritage has been considered, in its extreme form, to be nothing 

more than 'a contemporary commodity purposefully created to satisfy contemporary 

consumption'.14 Yet history today, Hewison protests, is not history but instead a 

'polished re-written contemporary creation' used by heritage, making it more 're

enacted costume drama rather than critical discourse'. He concludes, 'heritage, for all 

its seductive delights, is bogus history'.15

It is clear that history and heritage are presented differently. History is read by 

consulting documents, manuscripts and published writings to name a few, whilst 

heritage has to be represented using objects. What interests the cultural geographer, 

is the possibility of producing an accurate representation of the past in the present, 

through the display of original artefacts.

Authenticity

In the context of heritage representation, the word 'authentic' has been used to 

describe an original artefact or a genuine exhibit; indeed time lends credibility to a 

representation of the past.16 Yet the growing use of the term 'authentic' has 

challenged its meaning: as a prefix it has come to imply 'faithful reproduction'.17 For 

instance, the 'genuine authentic Chinese rugs' adorning windows in shopping arcades
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priced at £20 for two are unlikely to be the real McCoy. Thus the idea of

'authenticity' has become a marketing ploy to boost profits and satisfy the post

modern consumer quest to possess a 'genuine' article (the obvious half-truths being 

overlooked or deliberately ignored - the post-modern consumer likely preferring the 

look-a-like to the original!18) Bearing this in mind, visitors expect heritage sites to be 

truly authentic: unbiased representations of original artefacts, not 'replicas' and 

'pastiche'.19 In a challenge to the slick history productions evident in the 1980s, 

visitors expect to experience 'truth' in 'a heritage uncontaminated by prejudice - 

history and nature warts and all'.20 However, 'the meaning of historical and cultural 

authenticity differs widely from one situation to the next'.21

As Samuel points out, all too often the word 'heritage' has come to be associated with 

theme parks and half-truths, based on ignorance or at least a 'trivialising of the past'. 

He contends, 'it is not the traditionalism but the modernism and more specifically the 

postmodernism of heritage which offends. Aesthetes condemn it for being bogus: a 

travesty of the past, rather than a true likeness, let alone - the preservationist's dream - 

an original'.22 In this regard Ascherson deemed the heritage industry 'a fraud' which 

acted as 'a wall built across our awareness of history, and across the links between 

past and present'.23

Family day trips to heritage sites, particularly throughout the summer months, are 

billed in media reports as necessary authentic social experiences.24 Yet such outings 

often amount to little more than manufactured accounts of the past. In a bid to
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experience the authentic, 'people believe the past they see - if you can actually see it,

it must be true'.25 MacCannell has advanced one such theory based on the notion that 

individuals are becoming progressively detached from their own life and more 

attached to the real life of others.26 This, he contends, is part of a social redefinition 

of the categories of 'truth' and 'reality'. For that reason, the tourist now wants to 

experience life as it really happens in the places that they visit, not a 'staged 

presentation'.27

Society's desire to experience the past, or at least observe it, became the feature of a 

recent televised series documenting the survival of a British family living in a 

Victorian house. They resided in a terrace building that recreated the living 

environment of a household from this period. Adhering to the living and working 

conditions of the time, they became the feature of intense media speculation as the 

nation observed this family 'living in the past', emulating life as it would have been.28 

The series, one can only presume, was intended to be an 'authentic' recreation, yet 

with each episode came an important warning: the possibility that the family and the 

viewers mistook the genuinely reproduced nature of the setting for a literal 

experience of living in the past. On the contrary, it could be argued that this was not 

in fact a recreation, but a creation of a past that didn't actually exist because this 

family did not live in the past - they belonged to the present but acted out a fabricated 

previous time. This example serves to illustrate that people not only want to 

experience an authentic past, but want it to co-exist alongside the present.29
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'Heritage' has become 'valuable', although not all 'heritage' is necessarily authentic.30

Lowenthal suggests that 'a heritage wholly saved or authentically reproduced is no 

less transformed than one deliberately manipulated'.31 Other writers concerned with 

the heritage issue echo his judgement. For instance Fowler commented that a 'lot has 

happened along Main Street, Heritageville ... for one thing, it is visibly much- 

fragmented now by cul-de-sac and blind alleys; many a bold front is seen to be a 

mere fagade'.32 Hewison categorically claims that heritage and the associated 

'industry' is a fabrication, where nostalgia deliberately falsifies authentic memory into 

an enhanced version of itself.33 Yet categorising heritage in such black and white 

terms oversimplifies the issue.

A case in point is the arguments that arise out of the restoration and conservation 

debate, including the matter of replacement and repair. The very act of restoration - 

returning to a former condition, including the replacement of missing or broken 

pieces - involves modification. The extent of truth in restorations is dependent on the 

level, depth, and results of research in returning an object to its 'original' state. It is 

impossible to refurbish an artefact to its exact condition. Although the same 

techniques may be employed, a different person, often using materials that are of 

contemporary origin, carries out the restoration.34 Repairs are part of the preservation 

process, but by extension impinge on the authenticity of an object.3'’ For instance, if a 

building has its thatch roof replaced, does the alteration render the building less 

authentic? Furthermore, objects from the past are taken out of their original context



and displayed as part of a larger exhibit - an act that in itself challenges degrees of

'truth'.36

At a folk museum the visitor may find it difficult to distinguish between a 

reproduction and an original, particularly with regards to buildings and furniture.37 

Because it is in a folk museum, objects are presumed to be the original but they could 

by the same token be authentic replications reproduced with visitor consumption in 

mind. For that reason, it could be argued that the physical presence of the past is 

created, conditioned and encouraged by the public's image of what the past ought to 

be. The result is an 'authentic imitation' - a 'psychological reinforcement of a self- 

perpetuating cycle of popular expectation'.38 Thus, it could well be that 'history, like 

water, can apparently just be turned on; privatised, (and), at places ... it may also be 

polluted'.39

The Heritage Debate°

Representation

As one cannot literally go back in time, the past has to be represented. Artefacts and 

mentefacts are collectively termed heritage, but only artefacts are tangible in the 

present. Indeed, what we know of the past partly depends on what has survived until 

today, and how it is presented.40 Different groups in society, with varying objectives 

in mind can illustrate the past in many different ways. For example, historians and 

planners, moviemakers and novelists do so, and so does the heritage brigade - each 

group using different strategies to achieve their version of interpretation, with
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different narrative and methodological consequences. Each presentational style is

executed in accordance with 'a set of preconceived values'.41

As far as museum exhibitions are concerned, representation can take a number of 

forms given that there are different ways of illustrating the past. The visual narrative 

- a display of material to be understood and remembered - is by far the most common 

technique. Other methods include the use of film, photographs, slides and tape- 

recordings. However, the representational approaches used at museums have done 

little to quell the perceived association of such institutions with the educated and 

learned classes. Even though the post-war period witnessed a growth in collections 

orientated toward ordinary people, change was slow to take hold.42 Heritage in the 

1970s was considered the domain of 'belted earls' and the 'blue rinse brigade', with 

little attempt to address popular consciousness.43 Yet progressively, curators have 

been taking this into account and have endeavoured to make museums a more 

accessible forum to all sectors of the community.44 Increasingly, museum literature is 

focusing on visitor needs particularly family groups, in preference to the traditional 

academic or educated user.45 Indeed this was a concern of the open-air museum; a 

deviation from the image of 'polite tourism' so often associated with the National 

Trust. As far as Lumley is concerned, this organisation portrays a distinctly 'English 

heritage' and strives to produce a clear historical message, i.e., that of the rich.46 By 

contrast, the folk museum sought to popularise the ordinary.
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Visual and literary representations differ, the former largely being the domain of

museums and heritage sites and the latter the field of the historian. Compared to 

'historical re-enactment', the historiographer claims that the textbook, using 'vivid 

detail and thick description', is a much more authentic representation of the past. 

However, Samuel continues, there 'is no reason to think that people are more passive 

when looking at old photographs or film footage, handling a museum exhibit, 

following a local history trail, or even buying a historical souvenir, than when reading 

a book'.47

The museum both preserves objects of value - the 'building block(s) of any exhibit' - 

and transmits an interpretation of them to the visitor.48 In doing so, it necessarily 

engages degrees of truth concerning both individual artefacts, and the wider 

exhibition representation. Whether truth in an exhibition as a whole can be achieved 

or not is debatable. Although an object is not changed, it may have an untruth 

ascribed to it as a consequence of the overall story that an exhibition portrays. 

Objects may well be assembled together to form a display that expresses a particular 

story, shaped by the decision-makers and funding bodies, or both. In its extreme 

form, this 'managing' could result in the construction of a heritage that reinforces the 

opinions of those in control. At the end of the day, a representation can, at most, only 

be partially true because each object has been removed from the landscape.49 This 

potentially limits authenticity because it alters an object's environmental context.50 

Consequently, the presentation of truth may lose out to the overall visual quality and 

aesthetic nature of an exhibition as whole.51 However, 'even if safely preserved where
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they originated, many monuments are now only theoretically in situ, for time has so

altered everything around them that only their latitude and longitude can be called 

"original"'.52

Pieces chosen to make up an exhibition may well be authentic, and even 

representative, but it is likely that only one interpretation will be encouraged leaving 

the alternatives ignored. In the museum setting, consumption is a controlled visitor 

experience - a fenced off 'public area, which is really private', where artefacts are on 

show.53 Indeed, even if artefacts are authentic, their selection could be underpinned 

by a drive to reinforce a particular narrative.54 The open-air folk museum is an 

obvious example, explored further in chapter two. With its emphasis on rurality, 

tradition, and continuity, artefacts selected for exhibition at a folk museum are 

indicative of these traits.

Furthermore, collections of objects are often gathered from different places and 

grouped together to represent one image, an example being the 'period room'. The 

York Castle Museum presents a series of these features including the Victorian 

parlour, the main room of a Moorland Cottage, the Jacobean and Georgian dining 

rooms, and the 1950s front room.55 Artefacts are assembled to create an impression 

of how these rooms would have looked, but they are gathered from different sources, 

taken out of their environment to form part of a museum display that may not 

resonate with a piece's original usage. What such period representations often 

overlook is 'the obvious fact that in the past, as today, people had both heirlooms and
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articles that were brand new'.56 Consequently, not all items in a Victorian parlour 

would have come from that period, causing confusion for the visitor who recognises a 

piece as belonging to an earlier time, whilst others may accept passively that 

everything on display is from the same era.

Re-enactment causes further contention because it 'must compromise with 20th- 

century senses unused to earlier sights and sounds and smells'.57 This is a prominent 

representational feature of the Jorvick Viking Centre, York. Visitors sit in a 'time 

capsule' which mechanically moves backwards, to simulate travelling through time, 

whilst observing the sights, sniffing the smells, and hearing the sounds, of scenes 

from times past. If well executed, live interpretation offers 'flexibility and positive 

interaction with the visitor'. However, if not handled carefully 'it can be repetitive, 

stale and uninspiring'.58 As Urry points out, 'in such centres there is a curious mixing 

of the museum and the theatre. Everything is meant to be authentic, even down to the 

smells, but nothing actually is authentic'.59 Moreover, it also brings additional issues 

to the fore with the possibility of actors and the visiting public becoming 'so 

mesmerised they feel they are really living bygone events'.60

Museums are generally associated with the collection of artefacts, yet heritage exists 

in both material and non-material forms. The increasing attention afforded to the 

representation of the 'living past' has also reinforced the importance of oral tradition, 

taking heritage beyond its previous concern with monuments and the physical 

landscape, to include the cultural landscape: the practice of customs and techniques.61
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The accurate, or at least authentic, portrayal of such activities is anchored in an 

understanding of oral culture that has been passed on from generation to generation. 

Be that as it may, opponents of oral history argue that memory, being liable to 

alteration, is an unreliable source that yields limited 'access to the past'.6-

Historians claim their discipline produces factual narratives compared to heritage 

sites that are largely dependent on visual representations. Even if a collection is 

composed of genuine artefacts, the overall story an exhibition tells can impinge upon 

each object's authenticity, representing one version of events, and likely ignoring 

others. Thus, although heritage sites have a socialisation function, the reproduction 

of dominant ideologies may detract from its authenticity, and conversely be used to 

project, bolster, or even manufacture a particular viewpoint. As stated, an authentic 

artefact is considered valuable in itself, because it is seen to lend credence to a 

representation, but when selected for a specific purpose by a decision-maker or 

funding body, its contribution to telling a 'truth' of the past can be called into 

question.63

The Heritage Debate

THE PURPOSE OF HERITAGE REPRESENTATION

Heritage can be used for a number of purposes, particularly in projecting certain 

messages. In this context, it is not how artefacts are represented, but why they are 

chosen to symbolise what they do, and what they come to collectively mean. 

Heritage can be represented for a number of reasons, for instance to reinforce a sense



of belonging, or to quench a nostalgic thirst to explore the past. It can also be a

useful ancillary to education, whilst simultaneously offering advantage to the local 

economy. However, not accepting these claims at face value, this section will 

question the purpose of heritage representation, and explore various reasons for 

which it is done.

The Heritage Debate 3d.

Identity

In the late eighteenth century Europeans began to 'conceive the past as a distant 

realm, not just another country but a congeries of foreign lands endowed with unique 

histories and personalities' that 'came to be cherished as a heritage that validated and 

exalted the present'.64 Although it cannot be returned to, except perhaps through 

'imaginative reconstruction', human nostalgic sensibilities look to the past for that 

'feeling of security that comes from knowing where one came from', to promulgate a 

sense 'of individual and collective identity'.65 It could be argued that heritage fills this 

niche, providing some sort of explanation about the present as it has become 

increasingly associated with collective identity and memory, embodied in physical 

sites and artefacts that remain in the present.66

Heritage can not only provide a sense of time identity, but also place identity, being 

drawn upon to instil or reinforce a sense of belonging.67 The recent surge of 

'industrial heritage' is a case in point. Indeed, 'much contemporary nostalgia is for the 

industrial past'.68 For instance, the Ironbridge George Museum Trust is a
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representation of the industrial past, as part of 'English culture'.69 It was established to

give the new town its own sense of identity by emphasising the iron and steel 

industry.™ Similarly, the National Trust has engaged in industrial representation 

because, as they put it, 'life was no longer dictated by the seasons but the factory 

hooter'.71 Thus heritage attractions such as Patterson's Spade Mill in County Antrim, 

and the Finch Foundry in Sticklepath, Devon, rate amongst its 'industrial sites' and 

'living places', imbuing the surrounding area with a sense of place identity.72 

Furthermore, redundant coal mines are bought and converted into living museums. 

Not only are they intended to illustrate colliery operations, but also to strengthen and 

consolidate the uniqueness of the mining community whose lives were impacted by 

the production.

Indeed more and more local areas are using heritage to portray new images.72 One 

such example is Leeds, where the city's reputation was rebuilt focusing on its past. In 

so doing, the council produced a brochure, 'Leeds and its Leisure Services Days Out'; 

capitalising on selective aspects of the past to advertise Leeds' newly packaged 

historical representation.74 In this context, heritage was a resource used to reinforce 

local place identity providing the community with a sense of belonging and an 

understanding of their origins. However there is the potential for dissonance if 

heritage is being used to project both national and local identities, particularly if the 

two conflict.75 Wright suggests that it is 'characteristic of dominant particularism to 

permeate the fabric of social life as if it were a universal legitimising principle in 

itself - the bourgeois-imperial sense of national identity and belonging is often
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projected as the absolute essence of social life which it also places conveniently

beyond question'.76

Therefore, heritage can be used to motivate or reinforce national life, and to generate 

a sense of countrywide pride and belonging. It is within this context that Hewison 

has argued that the growth of heritage in Britain is linked to empire and British 

decline.77 Samuel considers heritage to be a source of national identity, a way of 

compensating for the collapse of British power - a method 'to escape heredity and 

class'.78 Yet the act of promoting a national heritage cannot deny the existence of 

local cultures where the personality of a region has evolved through time.71 An 

incongruity between the two can be a source of possible friction, particularly if local 

identity differs from the preferred national image.80 Taking Europe as his example, 

Howard has contended, 'the ability of Europe to articulate its own heritage, not in 

opposition to, but inclusive of the numerous national, regional, social and ethnic 

heritages within it, is a matter of the gravest importance and greatest urgency'.81 Thus 

heritage can be used to bolster collective identity within a specific locality: an 

instance when geography is used to 'fill in the void' where history does not have the 

answers, adding an inherently spatial dimension to heritage study.8* As for the nation 

state, 'whatever else it may involve, preservationism has certainly played its part in a 

nationalisation of history which enables the state to project an idealised image - never 

fully achieved, but there is the tendency nevertheless - of its own order against a 

geographical and historical background of its own selection'.83
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Indeed, post-war Europe has been attempting, to borrow Fowler's analogy, to create

its own 'Euro-heritage' giving rise to the challenges of national heritage versus a local 

or regional representation of the past.84 Dissonance between national and local 

heritage only becomes a source of potential conflict if the intention is to represent a 

uniform identity. If localities or regional differences are acknowledged, then the 

potential for conflicting heritages and identities is reduced. Perhaps the solution lies 

with 'unity in diversity', thereby promoting and celebrating local cultural 

distinctiveness as part of the wider national character.85

As an available form of knowledge, heritage representation is controlled by the 

decision-makers: the story told is dependent upon the political persuasion of the 

planners making it 'an effective medium' of communication.86 Indeed heritage is 

susceptible to manipulation by a social or political elite to construct a version of the 

past to justify and consolidate their command of the present, and to project a favoured 

national image using carefully selected material artefacts.87 Yet the demands of 

contemporary society can also shape this cultural service, defining it in accordance 

with their needs, to reinforce a sense of belonging. This desire is quite often spurred 

by a somewhat nostalgic interest in the past, and of knowing where one came from.



Nostalgia
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Wright has proposed that heritage is a reaction to nostalgia - a notion confirmed by 

Patrick Cormack, the conservative MP who founded the All-Parliamentary 

Committee for Heritage, when he wrote:

When I am asked to define our heritage I do not think in dictionary terms, but instead reflect on certain 

sights and sounds. I think of a morning mist on the Twed at Dryburgh where the magic of Turner and 

the romance of Scott both come fleetingly to life; of a celebration of Eucharist in a quiet Norfolk 

church, with the medieval glass filtering the colours, and the early raise of the harvesting coming 

through the open door; or of standing at any time before the Wilton Diptych. Each scene recalls 

aspects of an indivisible heritage and is part of the fabric and explanation of our civilisation.88

A 'nostalgic outlook' is evident in the classic and medieval periods. By the 

seventeenth century, many accepted Johannes Hofer's description of nostalgia as a 

physical illness suffered by people away from their 'native land'.89 He claimed that 

this affliction caused people to 'languish' and become weak to the point of death. In 

reality they died of 'meningitis, gastro-enteritis, tuberculosis; but everyone blamed 

nostalgia'.90 As Lowenthal records, at the time of World War Two this 'malady' 

appeared on the U.S. Surgeon General's list of illnesses, and in 1946 was deemed a 

possibly fatal 'psycho physiological' complaint.91 Today, according to Chase and 

Shaw, the use of the word is 'distinctly modern and metaphorical. The home we miss 

is no longer a geographically defined place but rather a state of mind'.92
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It is not voyages into the future that have engaged the attentions of cultural

geographers, historians and sociologists, to name but a few, but exploring the past. 

(A strong nineteenth century trait, safeguarding the past for future generations 

became an important notion in academic thought, particularly with regards to the 

cultural landscape. As a non-renewable resource, 'once gone' it is 'gone forever'.93) 

The physical inability to literally 'turn back time' has not prevented a cognitive return, 

a process excited by non-fiction writings and television. For instance, returning to 

the past to escape the contemporary has formed the central plot of the BBC 

programme 'Goodnight Sweetheart'. When faced with a dilemma in the present, the 

main character can go back in time to war-torn Britain, a period he perceives to be 

simpler and less complicated than the here and now. Alternating his life between the 

two periods, he solves problems in both eras by interchanging past and present. 

Although scripted with the 'entertainment value' in mind, the series highlights a 

fundamental concept in heritage study in that it focuses on using the past to escape 

the present in a search for the golden age, stirred by a nostalgic yearning for a time 

that was.94 However, rather than encouraging a factually precise picture of the past, 

nostalgia prompts a recovery of its supposed virtues.

Embracing 'the whole of the past', in a sense nostalgia is a mechanism to cope with 

change, and also the present.95 However, Hewison ardently warns, 'nostalgic memory 

should not be confused with time recall because it can be affected by individual 

perception and is therefore subject to selectivity, subjectivity, and hindsight. For the 

individual, nostalgia filters out unpleasant aspects of the past, and of our former
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selves, creating a self-esteem that helps us to rise above the anxieties of the present'.46

Thus, a nostalgic construct could produce simplistic and sentimental notions of a 

previous time.47

Building on feelings of nostalgia, the past has become a commercial tool. A case in 

point is the current series of British Telecom advertisements. They have abandoned 

'Busby', and replaced the fluffy yellow bird with 'ET' - the extraterrestrial star of an 

award-winning film released in the 1980s - to evoke nostalgic childhood memories of 

25-30 year olds today. This marketing ploy also includes re-running original 

advertisements, examples of which include 'Turkish Delight', and 'Cadbury's 

Caramel', whilst other contemporary campaigns are made with the 'good old days' in 

mind, such as 'Werthers Originals', and 'Hovis Bread'.

Commercial

As the notion of heritage consumption 'crystallised in the 1960s', it became a form of 

'cultural capital on which all were invited to draw'.48 In advancing this theory, 

Bourdieu proposed that consumers promote specific forms of taste, influencing 

selection and affecting cultural productivity." But the idea also encourages a more 

heritage-conscious society. As Thompson points out, 'if the public sees beautiful and 

important ancient masterpieces crumbling to dust it will become angry at the neglect. 

If, by contrast, museums fill themselves with the insignificant endlessly multiplied 

rubbish of the past and present, someone is going to complain about waste of
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money'.100 In an age that urges society to preserve what remains of the past in the

present for posterity, associations such as the Architectural Heritage Societies are 

vying for the public's attention, advocating 'the preservation and restoration of the 

best of (the) built environment'.101

Several models have been developed to emphasise the viability of heritage as a 

consumer-driven entity. Tunbridge and Ashworth's industrial based type is one such 

example, illustrating heritage as a resource-product-consumption system.102 Simply 

put, the model proposes that 'historic resources' can be deliberately selected then 

interpreted, producing a heritage commodity that the public can then consume.103 

Investigating and representing the past has not always been considered in a 

favourable light, particularly from within the academy. Trading on feelings of 

nostalgia and pride, many commentators have argued, it is not 'heritage' that is sold 

but the act of experiencing it.

Throughout 1980s Britain, heritage became a cultural, political, and economic 

resource. As a result the 'heritage industry' flourished - when the 'nature of time' 

became a 'cultural' and economic function, and the growth of tourism continued to 

increase.104 'Heritage', as a label, was attached to objects to instil them with a sense of 

continuity and belonging. Used to sell 'space and place', heritage became associated 

with the notion of 'mass consumption'.105 The argument contended that the past can 

be sold and a 'regional geographical sense of place' exploited 'as a marketable 

resource', producing place-bound consumer packages.106 Therefore, the past was
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considered 'a burgeoning business'.11,7 Such notions stimulated a wealth of concern 

amongst scholars, particularly regarding the epistemological implications. These 

included producing an oversimplified version of the past, or in the worst case 

constructing a 'bogus history'.108 For instance, Duffy cites the example of an 

American consultant who, when researching the tourist potential of Carrickfergus 

Castle, concluded that the place was just 'built all wrong' to benefit from maximum 

tourist consumption.109

Hewison put forward the suggestion that 'instead of manufacturing goods, we are 

manufacturing heritage, a commodity which nobody seems able to define, but which 

everybody is eager to sell, in particular those cultural institutions that can no longer 

rely on government funds as they did in the past'.110 By extension, he argued that 

what he termed 'the heritage industry', the exploitation of cultural resources, was a 

convenient avenue to escape economic decline. For him, heritage politics and 

heritage culture conspire to stimulate economic growth. This 'heritage industry' 

appeared to be sanctioned by Parliament in the 1980s with the introduction of the 

National Heritage Act of 1980 and 1983, creating the 'National Heritage Memorial 

Fund' and 'English Heritage'.111 (However, the institutionalisation of heritage projects 

pre-dates this time, for instance the National Trust was founded in 1895, and 

incorporated by an act of parliament in 1907.) Since then a plethora of heritage 

committees have been established including 'Heritage Education Trust', and the 

'Society for the Interpretation of Britain's Heritage', producing 'a powerful and 

doctrinaire political lobby, an influential commercially-driven point of view'.112
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Yet not all would be quick to accept Hewison's perspective, both in terms of heritage

as an industry to alleviate economic decline, and as an entity that is mass-produced to 

feed consumer hunger. Fowler points out that during the period of recession in the 

early 1990s there was a marked decline in the number of heritage projects suggesting 

heritage was no longer, if it ever had been, an 'easy passport1 to commercial success. 

Finding fault with the collective implications of the term 'heritage industry', he 

suggests Hewison's 'titular phrase' would be better replaced by the term 'heritage 

business', incorporating the entire field of current activity relating to the past rather 

than emphasising the commercial aspect of the industry so apparent in the 1980s.In

Driven by nostalgic impulses, heritage tourism is a 'major economic enterprise' and 

has become part of the accumulation process.114 Consequently, it is the market that 

ultimately decides which parts of history would make good heritage as the growth in 

cultural tourism continues to rise.115 In a bid to satisfy demand and generate increased 

profits from heritage pursuits, it is the case that aspects of the past have been selected 

and modified, changed, and in some cases manufactured to meet consumer 

requirements.116 The pieces of the past that have the highest demand, and 

consequently profitability, are more commercially attractive. Essentially, users 

define the parameters of taste, ultimately affecting 'production'.117 Therefore visitor 

need, and not the existence of resources, appear to determine heritage representation 

because, 'as in all successful manufacturing' it 'is a function of demand rather than 

supply'.118
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As Burns points out, heritage consumption has undoubtedly evolved into a global

culture, where heritage, travel and tourism intertwine.119 It has 'fast arrived as one of 

those things, like an airline and a world-class sports team, that every respectable 

country has to have'.120 Thus, local heritage products are shaped by global consumer 

requirements, or at least what producers think consumers want.121 Therefore, 

museums offer exhibitions as a representation of the past, whilst simultaneously 

selling yesteryear as a commodity. As a keeper of public heritage, museums select 

and interpret aspects of the past that satisfies public demand, because without 

consumers, museums face a limited future.122 As far as Ashworth is concerned, 

heritage is 'continuously re-created from the surviving memories, artefacts and sites 

of the past to serve contemporary demands for it'.123

Education

There has undoubtedly been an attempt to satisfy consumer demand insofar as 

heritage representation is concerned, reflected in newspaper headlines such as 

'Museum offers something to please everyone'.124 Consequently, the tourist is both a 

heritage producer and consumer, who can collectively impact the type of heritage 

sites that are created and what is represented. However, more recently the heritage 

debate has advanced a different argument. The synonymous association of 'heritage' 

with commercial enterprise during the 1980s has shifted following the growth of 

heritage centres and similar educational institutions.
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Many of these new wave heritage facilities are academic ventures grounded in a 

scholarly concern with the past.125 For instance, if a museum reinforces the idea that 

dressing up, or cooking food in a cottage only presents an impression of what the past 

might have been like, it stimulates the imagination without claiming to provide a 

direct experience of the past. In so doing, crafts and techniques are preserved that 

might otherwise be lost. Therefore, the heritage baiting so common in academic 

literature has given way to recognise the beneficial addition that archaeological sites, 

folk museums and heritage centres, to mention a few, can make to the study of the 

past. These examples claim to be involved in heritage conservation rather than 

heritage tourism where the former makes a more positive contribution toward the 

representation of the past in the present, whilst the latter smacks of Hewison's 

'heritage industry'.

Conservation of the past encourages the guardianship of artefacts for contemporary 

society and also posterity. As a consequence of 'authoritative interpretation based on 

sound scholarship', the past two decades have witnessed the 'professional symbiosis' 

of cultural and environmental issues.126 Heritage, in a sense, has become the lynchpin 

in the search for both individual and collective identity. Whether that be stirred by 

feelings of nostalgia or driven by economic motives, Samuel has outlined the 

significance of heritage in educating society about the past.127 Therefore heritage 

supporters consider 'authenticity' to be a mechanism to improve representation, 

particularly in the context of educational facilities such as heritage centres. The 

increasing importance placed on authentic representations has generally encouraged
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more accurate accounts, thereby enhancing the educational value of heritage ventures.

Indeed Wright suggests that 'while the authentic story may well negotiate with the 

truth' it is 'unlikely to be flagrantly false'.128 As far as Samuel is concerned, 'theme 

park heritage sites' offer little educational value compared to other heritage projects 

grounded in scholarly concern.129

In the Tourist Gaze, Urry's thesis pivots on the notion of heritage as popular culture 

and he categorised the 'gazes' into three groups: romantic or collective, historical or 

modern, authentic or inauthentic.130 Whether this is the result of increased leisure 

time or simply a growing curiosity in the past as a consequence of the post-modern 

condition, heritage can, to some degree, educate society about the past.131 The growth 

of visitor numbers to heritage sites, he argues, is a result of the increasing 

accountability of heritage representation and an appreciation of landscape, rather than 

the success of heritage as an industry. However, scholarship does not necessarily 

equate with the presentation of 'historical truth', nor can it be assumed to ensure 

'authenticity of representation'.132 As Hewison proposes, heritage is 'true in a special 

sense, in that it has truth for a great many people, and this general belief gives it a 

contemporary validity. It may contain elements that are unhistorical, or ahistorical, 

but it adds up to a cultural truth'.133

Therefore, it is clear that the past can be shaped and moulded to fit a particular 

representation - a selection that urges us to ask 'not only 'whose past?' but also 'which 

pasts?"134 This thesis will intersect with the debates outlined in this introductory



chapter by examining the case of the Ulster Folk Museum. Founded in a particular

moment in 1950s Northern Ireland, the institution started out as an academic ideal. It 

was then established by an Act of Parliament and was conceived to be a 

representation of Ulster's cultural heritage. In a bid to illustrate the diversity and 

personality of the region, the enterprise took the Scandinavian prototype as its guide 

as it sought to represent the collective identity of Ulster's ordinary folk. The folk 

museum, in its early form, reflected a specific interpretation of Ulster's heritage, one 

influenced by the international folk museum movement, the focus of chapter two, 

'The ordinary folk'.
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Chapter Two

The Ordinary Folk

The idea of rural history has been interpreted a number of ways, each based on the 

notion that the past provides some sort of key to understanding the present. Whether 

the reading suggests it is 'a primitive state' from whence we have escaped, or 'a golden 

age which we have lost', there is nonetheless an abiding interest in the 'peasant class' 

and its relationship with nature.1 It was the nineteenth century that witnessed a 

thriving curiosity in rural history, particularly an elucidation of 'the folk' and their bond 

with the landscape, although, as will become clear, the term is of much earlier 

derivation. Both folklore and folklife have become important facets of folk study, 

making various contributions to the field of cultural geography, principally the 

negotiation of the influence of the past in the present.

THE IDEA OF 'FOLK'

The term 'folk' is a variant spelling of a word common to Teutonic languages; in old 

English it was 'folc', meaning 'people', and later referred to 'nation'.2 The earliest
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manuscript concerned with the idea of folk, is the Roman Tacitus' description of 

Germany in 100 AD. Tacitus' treatise, written for his countrymen at a time when 

'rampant luxury promised to destroy the Roman city and state', was an attempt to 

promote new and better ideals.3 From the early sixteenth century to the late 

seventeenth, interest in folk study developed. Stimulated, in part, by the German 

antiquarian movement, the haphazard collection of popular antiquities occurred at a 

time when chorography, mapping places by region, was also emerging.

By the seventeenth century German curiosity in folk materials had flourished resulting 

in a multitude of folk publications such as Erasmus Francisci’s Der hollische Proteus, 

in 1695. Perhaps this was simply characteristic of the rising tide of nationalism 

sweeping Europe, but during this period, as Taylor outlines, folk compilations were 

moving in a more 'descriptive, historical and ethnographical direction'.4 Therefore, at 

this time the beginnings of a shift in the meaning and content of folklore in Germany 

was already apparent, from the collection of popular antiquities by individuals, to the 

more structured examination of artefacts in order to reveal something of the story of 

past societies.5 Consequently, by 'the end of the seventeenth century, the historico- 

ethnographical and antiquarian traditions had developed sufficiently enough for 

Germans to set folklore materials apart as something peculiar, outside of themselves, 

and worthy of study'. As Taylor goes on to suggest, this was a time in German history 

when folklore 'became something to be seriously collected and studied'.5

Throughout the eighteenth century, the term 'folk' referred specifically to the past, 

implicitly embracing the peasant and local elements within society.7 To acknowledge
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the cultural achievements of the lower classes did not sit comfortably with 

Enlightenment assumptions; folk traditions were considered diluted high culture.8 Any 

favourable national image, the philosophers argued, could not be based on the 

accomplishments of the peasantry.9 However, by the mid-eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries a number of influential German characters further galvanised folk 

study, one of the most prominent being Johann Gottfried Herder (1744-1803).10

As far as Herder was concerned the Volk assumed an almost mystical character, an 

identity that emerged out of the traditions of the common people." Receiving 

recognition in 1806, investigations of the Volk became known as Volkskunde, the 

study of the people.12 These notions, nurtured within the mid-eighteenth and early 

nineteenth century intellectual context of romanticism and nationalism, formed the 

basis of social, political, and folkloristic thought, fundamentally altering the discourse 

of folk study. In 1812, the German brothers Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm published 

several folklore volumes concerned with Germanic mythology.12 Categorising their 

work as Volkskunde, the Grimms' approach used narrative traditions to fill in the gaps 

for periods when relatively little was known about a society.14 This progressive 

development of folk study in Germany had undoubted international effect, most 

notably in Britain. As a direct result, folklore and folklife, the English translation of 

Volkskunde and Volksleben respectively, were coined almost forty years later.15

Several accounts attribute the beginning of folk study in Britain to William John 

Thoms.16 Under the pseudonym Ambrose Merton, he coined the term 'folk-lore' in a 

letter to Anthenaeum on 12 August 1846, in the hope of replacing the term 'popular
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antiquities'.17 It was Thoms' intention that 'folk-lore', a study of the people, would 

constitute a new area of knowledge that included an examination of 'antiquities, 

archaeology, customs, traditions and beliefs of ordinary people'.18 Thoms' 

understanding, although confining folk study to the oral customs of the 'common 

people', formed the essence of mid-nineteenth century folk study.19 The impetus 

behind his proposal can be traced to the seventeenth century - the English interest in 

popular antiquities. However Thoms' aspirations were not unique, forming part of the 

Renaissance interest in classical mythology and the romantic affection for folk. His 

battle to pursue a systematic and academic exploration of 'the folk' was advanced 

through the trends apparent in Germany, especially the work of the Grimm brothers.211 

Thoms intended folk study to become a serious scholarly endeavour, a notion Wilhelm 

Riehl supported in the address he delivered in 1858. Riehl argued for the recognition 

of Volkskunde as an academic discipline which would 'plough its own field of 

knowledge and reap its own harvest'.21 Thoms wanted to move folk study beyond a 

'qualitative national study' of peasant culture.22 Following Thoms' endeavours, 'a 

dedicated group of private scholars calling themselves folklorists founded the Folk- 

Lore Society in 1878', of which Gomme became President in 1892.23

Accepting folk study to be an investigation of 'the oral culture and traditions of the 

folk, that is folk-beliefs, customs, institutions, pastimes, sayings, songs, stories, and 

arts and crafts, both as regards their origin and their present social functions', the Folk- 

Lore Society extended Thoms' definition to include material artefacts.24 According to 

the seventeenth-century historian Geoffrey Keating, history is derived from three 

sources: 'documentary records, surviving material remains, such as buildings, and
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bealoideas na sean, the oral teaching of old people'.25 Collectively forming the hub of 

folk study, individually these sources have stimulated separate lines of inquiry. Yet 

regardless, the Folk-Lore Society continued to emphasise oral traditions. 

Nevertheless, in 1886, folk study gained academic recognition at tertiary level 

education. The University of Oslo created 'Norsk Folkeminnevtenskap', a professorial 

chair of Norwegian Folk Tradition Science. Two years later the American Folklore 

Society was established in 1888.26 Thus by the 1890s the earlier antiquarian approach 

to folk study had evolved in two ways: through informal individual collections, and the 

alternative more structured approach favoured by local antiquity societies.27

Coinciding with the mid-nineteenth century changes in the implication of 'folk', the 

word 'lore' was also undergoing modification, consequently blurring the definitional 

distinctions between folklore and folklife. The mushrooming of interest in the subject 

amounted to confusion, ultimately retarding the scholarly advancement of folk study - 

a problem exacerbated by the mid-nineteenth century archaeological approach to

90 #

artefacts." Although folk study and archaeology used different methodological tools, 

what they uncovered was of mutual benefit - both primarily documented mankind's 

relationship to the environment - yet the difficulties inherent in distinguishing between 

the two caused British folk study to stagnate.29

By the 1890s, the earlier antiquarian approach to artefacts took a more scientific turn, 

simultaneously altering the definition and scope of folk study. Whilst folk/ore 

flourished in the nineteenth century, folk/i/e was rediscovered in the twentieth. Sven 

Lampa of the University of Lund coined 'Folkslivsforskning', folklife research, in
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1909.311 Lampa, who intended Folkslivsforskning to be a literal translation of 

Volkskunde, presented one of the earliest recorded lecture series on 'Svensk 

Folkslivsforskning, Swedish Folklife Research'.31 Yet, it was not until 1927 when the 

National Museum of Wales renamed its 'bygones' section 'folklife', that the discipline 

received official recognition within the museum movement (reinforced ten years later 

with the publication of the journal Folkliv).32 Even the director of the National 

Museum of Denmark, the homeland of folk study, had little regard for folklife 

materials. When informed of the intention to establish a national folk museum in 

Denmark he remarked, 'rubbish is rubbish, even if it is old rubbish'.33

Nonetheless, folk study and research in Europe grew significantly throughout the early 

twentieth century, culminating in the formation of the 'International Association for 

European Ethnology and Folklore' in 1935. The association was the product of a 

conference, hosted at Lund, in November of that year.34 The aim of the Association 

was to stimulate an awareness of the need for folk study, and to advance it as an 

academic discipline through the exchange of research methods and results. The 

International delegation concluded that 'an organisation should be created to facilitate 

researches in cultural and folkloristic subjects over an extensive field, ultimately 

projected to embrace all Europe, by the exchange of information among constituent 

countries and by the co-ordination of research methods and results whenever 

possible'.35
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Inspired by the work of the Scottish Anthropological and Folklore Society, Professor 

H. Geijer, in his 1937 Presidential address, stressed the necessity to nurture and 

develop folk study:

[we are] devoted to sciences that are still young. These sciences are not yet in a satisfactory and 

definite state, in relation to the older sciences. Our studies are concentrated round human nature and 

the development of mankind, but from other points of view than those with which the older sciences 

mostly deal. The most usual and accessible men - that is, the men of our own countries - are the 

latest to be made objects of scientific interest and research. The exotic and the prehistoric races have 

occupied the minds of the scientists more than those nearer home.36

Backed by distinguished scholars, this 'examination of mankind' was propelled into the 

academic forum. Folk study came to include an investigation of folklore and folklife, 

where folklore referred to oral customs and traditions, and folklife, to material 

artefacts.37 Together they advanced an understanding of regional diversity whilst 

simultaneously emphasising the significance of local cultural identity.

IN SEARCH OF ACADEMIA

Folk study is often carried out in conjunction with universities, research institutions, or 

academies of science, for example, Volkskundliche Kommission, Westfalen, and 

Folklivsarkivet, Lund. ’6 The majority of accumulated folklore and folklife information 

is housed in archival collections most commonly, although not exclusively, attached to 

a folk museum. Scholars concerned with folk study have repeatedly reinforced the
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importance of the folk museum setting to illustrate local variations, for example, in 

agricultural tools, architecture, and dialects, to express the personality, identity, and 

individuality of regions.39 By the beginning of the twentieth century, historians, 

linguists, poets, archaeologists and geographers had also pursued an interest in folk 

study. However, the acceptance of the discipline at university level was not a product 

of its own success; rather it was due to its significant role in inter-disciplinary 

exchange. Folk study proved a useful ancillary to various branches of scholarship. 

Yoder contended that:

The 20th Century rediscovery of folklife and the consequent emergence of the academic discipline of 

Folklife Studies would seem to be a converging of several older academic disciplines. Basically, as 

we have said, it represents the application of the techniques of cultural anthropology - used so 

successfully with primitive cultures - to the folk levels of the literate cultures of Northern Europe, the 

British Isles, and now the United States. In addition to anthropology, geography, linguistics, religion, 

psychology, parapsychology, and sociology all have contributed to the creation of the new discipline 

of Folklife Studies.4"

Twentieth century Europe witnessed a growth in the number of societies dedicated to 

the advancement of folk study. These included the International Association for 

European Ethnology and Folklore, and regional societies such as the Scottish 

Anthropological and Folklore Society, and the Society for Folk Life Studies.41 

Furthermore, Britain boasted the School of Scottish Studies at the University of 

Edinburgh, the Welsh Folk Museum at St. Fagan's, Cardiff, and the Ulster Folklife 

Society in association with the Ulster Folk Museum in Northern Ireland.42 The wealth 

of such regional societies encouraged a more 'structured' and somewhat 'scientific
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approach' to folk study.43 It involved the collection, cataloguing, study, and exposition 

of folk material in a bid to construct something of the unrecorded life of past 

societies.44

Regardless, folk study continues to hold a precarious position within academia 

primarily because its meaning is still rather tenuous. Debate over the importance of 

material and oral culture has continued into the twentieth century, 'a belated admission 

of the insufficiency of the term folklore, as usually defined in English-speaking 

countries, to deal with folk-culture as a whole'.45 European folklorists would contend 

that to understand the lore, the oral traditions, is to understand folk culture, so 'that 

which is outwardly perceived as a body of custom or belief may, at the same time, be 

inwardly apprehended as a phase of the human mind'.46 Dundes argues that to 

consider oral transmission as the only valid aspect of folk study has many 

implications.47 For example, 'folklore may be orally transmitted but not all that is 

orally transmitted may be folklore', a point reinforced by Dorson.48 Similarly, not all 

early literature is necessarily grounded and shaped by oral customs.49

Furthermore, Lord Raglan, in his Presidential address to the British Folklore Society in 

1946, sought to dissociate folk study from both the sciences and humanities. 

Denigrating folk study as 'an extremely interesting subject, but not deserving of the 

title folk science', his exposition was founded on the ease with which the definition of 

'folk' can be manipulated.50 He contended that it is liable to interpretation, referring to 

different things at different stages in history. For example, folk traditions can be used 

by a group to define their own identity whilst simultaneously defining the 'other', but
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history also reveals instances where folk study was used to reinforce a political 

agenda: none more prominent than the twentieth century Nazi movement.

German folk study gained momentum through the Volkish movement - a romantic 

notion developed from the writings of Herder. Volkish thinkers longed for the world 

to be 'an integrated well-functioning place founded on genuine spiritual harmony' 

guided by Raumschicksal, 'timeless forces and values'.51 Early Romantics treated 

cultural diversity with a sense of what Bassin describes as 'benign plurality', but by the 

early twentieth century attitudes had changed, subverting the ideal of diversity in 

favour of protecting one's ethnic group. In Germany, the values of the Volk were 

being popularised by certain sections of German society, ideas expressed as part of the 

Volk movement, advocating the expansion of Lebensraum, the Volk homeland.52 

Early romantic nationalists considered Volk to be a unifying focus. Although 

embracing an idealised past, they considered Volkskunde to be a useful tool, a uniting 

mechanism to foster a sense of commonality. However, the term 'Volk' was 

appropriated, and endowed with inherently racial meaning, to determine 

Volkscharakter, national character.53

Ratzel contended that the environment influenced national character.54 The true 

virtues, he argued, could be found in the peasants - those who worked the land and 

were close to nature. Emerging as a consequence of the Volk movement, National 

Socialism advocated the celebration of peasant values to promote a greater good 

within society, eliminating the immorality and materialism associated with technology 

and industrialisation. Essentially, it was anti-urban. Built on such Volkish premises,
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the principle of Nationalitdtenpolitik, the idea that racial affinity served as the basis of

national unity, gained momentum - preservation would maintain the strength of the 

nation.55 Adopting the concept 'Volk', the Nazi government promoted a specific 

political and social doctrine: dilution of the Aryan race, the true Volk, was detrimental 

to the greater well being of society. The Volk, it proposed, was polluted by the 

widespread acceptance of the urban 'asphalt' culture. Der Volkische Beobachter 

predicted that asphalt would ruin peasant thinking and the rural lifestyle that preserved 

Volkish attitudes/6 However, introducing peasant virtues into a rapidly urbanising 

German society did not guarantee revival. In the cities, it was argued, Nordic blood 

had been polluted irretrievably by 'foreign elements'; the only hope for racial 

regeneration lay with the Volk, the traditional country people.57

The Nazi government endowed Volk concepts with an inherently political meaning; 

Volk represented the Aryan race, the 'master nation' of Nordic descent.58 Indeed Nazi 

ideals became so imbued with the spirit of the Volk that the Fiihrerschicht became the 

arbiter of a specific German folk culture.59 This National Socialist government layered 

folk literature with political meaning to reinforce the Herrenvolk, for the purposes of 

Realpolitik, to ultimately protect the Fatherland.60 Plundering this romantic notion, 

Hitler claimed that materialism and technology had had devastating effects on society 

because they led people away from their natural instincts, and from a dependence on 

the land.61 Preferring social solidarity instead of free-market capitalism he declared, 

Gemeinnutz geht vor Eigennutz The Common Good Takes Precedence over the 

Individual Good'.62 To indoctrinate the Volksgemeinschaft, Schultze-Naumburg 

expounded his conviction that the 'unthinking drive for speculative riches without
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conscience or feeling must not be allowed to combine with the newly acquired 

technical powers to make this Earth uninhabitable'.63

The reputed virtues of the peasantry - steadfastness, courage, diligence, honesty, and 

loyalty, to name a few - all derived from a tie to the land, where blood and soil 

mutually reinforced the VolkM The creative soul and peasant traditions embodied in 

the Kulturlandschaft were corrupted, Hennig argued, by materialism, thereby 

reiterating a romantic attachment to Nature.65 Subsuming the conservation issues 

embodied in Article 150 of the Weimar Constitution, the Nazi policy utilised support 

for environmental protection to further its own ends.66 Arguing that environmental 

degradation was the accumulation of activities not connected to the soil, the party 

claimed the rising urban soul-less culture was destroying the environment. Nazism, it 

appeared, championed the conservation cause against the unappealing technological 

innovations of the 1920s.67 Promoting a population shift away from the corrupted 

industrial centre, the National Socialists sought to pull society towards the wholesome 

values of the 'true' rural Volk. They reinforced an attachment to the soil because 

rootedness 'suggested enduring contact and harmony with the vital forces of nature'.68

The Kulturlandschaft provided the medium through which the Volk derived their 

virtues and energies, reinforcing their attachment to nature and counteracting the 

perceived mobility of industrialisation.69 Rootedness also elevated the status of the 

Heimat as both sought to deepen the Volkish attitude of mankind's relation to the 

natural landscape.7" However Volk, the romantic ideal, was endowed with new 

meaning. Embedded with political connotations, the Volk came to symbolise a
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political notion, a constructed ideology to further the Nazi regime. Although the 

definition was little altered, the implications were immense because the concept 'Volk' 

was used to legitimise Nazi government policies.

Consequently, as the Germanic case highlights, over-emphasising one aspect of folk 

study has resulted in its misuse.71 Jenkins passionately suggests:

The word folk in itself seems to breed a strange reaction, conjuring up a picture of woollen- 

stockinged, black-cloaked, brogued-shod women chasing fairies through the glens and men with bells 

around their knees dancing merrily on the village green. But even if the more enlightened section of 

the community has gone beyond that picture of primitive life, far too many still tend to regard the folk 

as hewers of wood and drawers of water, who cling to antiquated customs, live in primitive thatched 

houses, and speak a broad dialect. Nothing could be further from the truth, for the folk include all 

levels of society - the village squire living in his mansion as well as the weaver in his one-room 

cottage, the dame of high degree as well as the milkmaid, the yeoman farmer as well as the 

ploughman.72

Jenkins' definition of folk is indicative of contemporary folk study, attempting to move 

the subject beyond the connotations of nineteenth century romanticism. While 'folk' 

can refer to any group of people, it stereotypically reinforces a way of life and social 

heritage distinct from the present, for example, the Amish.73 To many, 'folk' suggests a 

peasant lifestyle with a deep, almost spiritual attachment to tradition, perpetuating 

quaint traditions from one generation to the next.74 To others it refers to the 

unlettered or semi-lettered inhabitants of the countryside who have the 'ways of 

savages'75 - notions which Fleure described as 'sugary sentiments'.76
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Many involved in folk study, such as Propp, are endeavouring to steer the discipline 

away from an association with the countryside, toward a more general understanding 

of antiquated folk customs. To define folk as only pertaining to the rural is to omit an 

important component - the urban folk. For example, to undertake a contemporary 

folk study of the 1930s would require the examination of the urban elite and 

proletariat. Therefore, although agriculture significantly influenced economic and 

social activity in pre-industrial times, the past now includes a significant urban 

population.77 Highly industrialised countries, such as Sweden, promote the active 

study of both rural and urban aspects of folk culture.78 Indeed it is more than possible 

that the view of 'folk' as rural is a construct of contemporary urban need in its search 

for the 'golden age' and 'self-fulfilment'.

Yet the idea of folk as the rural peasantry has prevailed. Cox, for example, argues 

folklore to be the realm of the lower classes whilst Yoder has defined folk as the more 

traditional and pre-industrial levels of literate western society.79 Utley regards folk 

study as an examination of the traditions of 'the people', the mind below the level of 

high culture. However, Lord Raglan claimed this 'peasantry' incapable of cultural 

innovation; any worthy customs or traditions, he argued, were percolated high culture 

of ancient times. Taking funeral attire as his example he pronounced:

the wage earning classes tend to follow, at some distance, in the footsteps of the well-to-do. When 

my grandfather died, sixty-two years ago, not only did the whole family go into deep black, but a 

black suit was provided for the grooms and gardeners. Nowadays I was most surprised to see a
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cottage women of my acquaintance, whose father-in-law had died, in a complete new outfit of black, 

including gloves, and this in spite of rationing.80

Raglan continued to speculate in his succeeding 1947 Presidential Address that the 

folk, if they were considered the lower section of society, played no part in making or 

contributing to folklore. His conclusions take as their example a paper read by Dr 

C.B. Lewis, when he continued:

I have thought it worth while to extend a little the range of attack on the superstition that the folk are 

the creators of folklore ... The tenacity and reliability of folk-memory is one of the beliefs most firmly 

held in this country ... in fact it is very short and quite unreliable. The only poets and musicians from 

among the peasantry were clerics, and their culture was not of the folk, but of the monasteries and 

universities. There was not, and could not be, any independent peasant culture.81

The folk, he argued, should not be credited as the creators of a specific folk culture.82 

Whichever perspective or definition is adopted, Glassie warns of the dangers of 

emphasising particular aspects to tell a specific story.83 It is apparent that the 

definition and scope of folk study has been altered, and even manipulated, to satisfy 

particular modes of thought. Although it has gradually become accepted as an 

academic discipline, many commentators continue to discuss issues that were 

prevalent in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Yet from this wrangle there has 

emerged one of the most profound influences on museum collection, representation, 

and exhibition - that is, the folk museum. It has forced a re-orientation in museum 

layout and design, and more fundamentally in their epistemological and 

methodological approach to the study of self and local culture.
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THE FOLK MUSEUM MOVEMENT

The folk museum movement is a late offspring of nineteenth century romantic 

nationalism. Stemming from the interest generated by folk study, the folk museum 

originated from Scandinavia, and in particular from Sweden. In 1599, Charles IX sent 

the scholar John Buraeus to record the inscriptions on 'rune stones which were still 

standing in their places'.84 By 1630, King Gustar II appointed a Royal Custodian of 

Antiquities, and by the late seventeenth century, Olaf Rudbeck had undertaken a folk 

study at the University of Uppsala. His intention was to illustrate how sources of 

European culture could be traced to the north, thereby magnifying the strength and 

greatness of Sweden during that period.ss Indeed, regardless of the 'regal' attempts to 

generate an interest in self, the folk museum movement did not take hold until the 

people themselves decided to take matters into their own hands.

By the nineteenth century, folk study had become an intrinsic aspect of romanticism. 

Its ideals were embodied in Swedish societies dedicated to recording the folklore and 

life of the past.86 Romanticism - expressed in a national movement - in Sweden was an 

attempt to strengthen Swedish cultural heritage through the investigation and 

preservation of local group characteristics. The search for 'popular antiquities', as 

Thoms described them, was the domain of such local groups. They compiled 

information that later came to underpin and reinforce the foundation of both local and 

provincial museums. By the mid-nineteenth century, these 'cabinet curiosities' included 

folklife artefacts that were displayed primarily because they were unearthed by local 

archaeological excavation, and not for their intrinsic value to folklife study. The
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societies were particularly interested in archaeology, but by 1870, several procured an 

interest in local language and oral traditions, attracting the attentions of Artur Hazelius 

(1833-1901).

This educationalist laboured to record his interest in provincial spoken variations of 

the Swedish language. Nurturing a curiosity in local cultural heritage, Hazelius began 

collecting material objects illustrative of the 'life and culture' of the Sweden's common 

people. As Moden informs us:

Hazelius had made people nationally conscious, but patriotism was too much associated with 

Conservative politics and the privileges of the upper classes. To become a genuine folk movement, a 

project must have an element of social betterment, and this was sometimes provided through the 

temperance movement with its Good Templar societies and their young people's meetings. The 

neighbourhoods began to be aware of their own particular background and inheritance, and they 

became anxious to preserve something of their individuality against the engulfing wave of 

standardisation that came with the growth of industrialism.88

During this period Moden also notes that there was a marked change amongst local 

groups, who 'laid less stress on written records and more on preserving the actual 

objects'.89 Opened in 1873, Nordiska Museet was the first institution dedicated to the 

representation of Swedish folk life in Stockholm. Primarily an exhibition museum, the 

collections were displayed in glass cases, and in this respect, was typical of museum 

presentation of its time.4" Hazelius, however, was not convinced that his cabinet 

constructions were an effective representational approach to illustrate what he 

considered to be living culture.91 Concerned that the artefacts were not being
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exhibited to their full potential, Hazelius created a second part to his Northern 

Museum in 1891 - a pioneering open-air folk museum section. This was a 'happy idea' 

that proposed exhibition should not be a series of unrelated objects but that they ought 

to be part of a whole, 'which should form a complete picture of the life of the past'.92 

As Peate has contended, this 'technique transformed the museum from a nineteenth- 

century curiosity shop into a home of national inspiration'.9-1 Within this setting, 

objects of architectural or social significance are re-erected in 'environments suitably 

planned and planted'.94

Consequently, in parkland called Skansen, the teacher and collector re-erected a series 

of cottages and furnished them in a fashion typical of their period.95 It was his 

intention to create an open-air museum indicative of Swedish life throughout the 

centuries that would encourage visitors to interact with the artefacts, and therefore 

engage their past more fully. Although the first house was re-erected at the Skansen 

site in 1891, Hazelius had been planning the open-air section from as early as 1884. 

His new museum type concentrated on the representation of peasant cultural traditions 

and customs - the past of the ordinary person. Rural lifestyle became the focus of his 

attention because, as he perceived it, traditional values were most at risk from 

industrialisation, standardisation, and modernisation. As far as he was concerned, an 

understanding of folk culture was central to the promotion of self-knowledge, and the 

open-air setting provided an interactive forum at which the local community could 

come into contact with, and experience directly, their cultural heritage. He believed 

that 'his own people and the story of their life and culture were the most important 

subjects for museum exposition'.96
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Indeed Hazelius's notions were made all the more poignant with the onset of the 

Industrial Revolution in the nineteenth century. The associated spread of urbanisation 

and standardisation that came about meant the stories of ordinary people risked 

extinction. Doubtlessly it was the rate of industrial change and society's adaptation to 

it that impressed upon Hazelius the importance and significance of his folk museum 

prototype. Subsequently, Skansen, a permanent memorial to Hazelius' vision, 

emerged as an alternative form of museum representation, the pattern of which has 

been copied throughout Sweden and, most significantly, in other countries throughout 

the world.97 Swedish provincial, or neighbourhood, societies displayed their local 

collections in gammelgdrd, living homesteads 'where the old furnishings can be fitted 

into their proper background as part of the home' and most usually in situ.48 This also 

included not only 'the farmhouse of the peasant, but the parsonage, the manor house, 

and the old unused church'.99

Skansen has undoubtedly become the most famed open-air folk museum of its period, 

but several other attempts to institute similar ventures also occurred during this time 

throughout Scandinavia. For instance Anders Sandvig was the Norwegian pioneer of 

the Sandvig collection in Lillehammer dated at circa 1887, and by 1894, he had re

erected a vernacular house in his own garden. In the same year the Norwegian folk 

museum, Bydpy, was created at Oslo:

Its founder, Hans Aall was a 25-year-old, penniless young man, armed with a vision of establishing a 

great museum for the entire country, where everything which reflected the life of the people, in 

weekdays and on festive occasions, in the countryside and in the towns - would be represented. He
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did not want a private collection, but a public museum in which his countrymen could become 

familiar with their own past.100

Aall resigned from his curator post at an applied art museum, dedicating himself to the 

establishment of his own venture. He was committed to the collection of both rural 

and urban culture, and adopted the Skansen ethos of re-erecting buildings in an open- 

air setting, but his project was pre-dated by the University's Ethnographic museum 

which had began collecting crafts, folklore and material artefacts. Initially King Oscar 

II of Sweden and Norway achieved partial success in his attempt to re-erect houses on 

the grounds of the Royal farm.1"1 This venture received some state funding from 

1897, and thus in 1898 land was acquired at Bygdqy, adjacent to the King's farm, for 

an open-air museum. The first building, a thirteenth century farmhouse, was re

erected the following year.102 This Norwegian museum was divided into sections 

dedicated to open-air representation, agriculture, urban culture, and the Lappish 

department.103 It was the first open-air attempt to represent the entire country, and 

also to produce its own yearbook where staff published the findings of their research. 

Also, the businessman Thomas Heftye pioneered another open-air folk museum in 

Norway, Oslo. Heftye re-erected frognerseteren, old farmhouses, and storehouses on 

his estate containing national costumes, paintings, and other artefacts later donated to 

the Norwegian folk museum in 1921.

Furthermore, the number of open-air folk museums in Scandinavia numerically 

expanded in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. For instance, 

Frilandsmuseet, near Copenhagen, had been founded in 1901. The buildings were
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'erected in geographical order, so that a trip through the park is in the nature of a short

trip through Denmark'.1114 By the 1920s many other European nations had established 

local folk museums reflecting regionally specific cultural traditions.105

The open-air folk museum concept had spread throughout Scandinavia and Europe as 

an alternative form of museum exhibition and representation.106 Within a decade of 

the opening of Nordiska Museet, Oslo, Copenhagen, Finland and Helsinki boasted 

their own folk museums, but in Britain the idea developed more slowly. Although it 

witnessed a growing interest in antiquities and local studies in the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries, it lagged behind European museum developments. British 

collections were filled with artefacts representative of 'the other' - man the 'foreigner', 

'inferior', or 'non-white' - gathered throughout its Empire.107 The open-air focus on 

visitor interaction was in sharp contrast to the stately British Museum with its selective 

ticket allocation and guided tour.108

In Britain the open-air museum, as an alternative representational technique, was slow 

to take hold although there was a growing interest in the past of ordinary people. This 

culminated, in 1900s, with an international exhibition built on romantic urban views of 

the countryside.109 Interest was somewhat advanced through the private ventures of 

individuals for example F. A. Bather, and some municipal authorities.110 Indeed, an 

attempt to develop a British Folk Museum at Crystal Palace in London focused 

attentions on the same goal. Although the project did not come to fruition, H. J. 

Fleure and T. W. Bagshawe, members of the British Ethnography Committee of the 

Royal Anthropological Institute, added their voice to the proposal.111 Their attempts,
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all the while, were aided by learning from the great Scandinavian example. As one 

commentator proposed:

I must record my conviction that it is imperative for us in Britain, if we wish to establish folk 

museums of real value, to send out to Sweden for research and training as many museum officials as 

is possible. Such co-operation with one of the most highly civilised nations in the world would be of 

inestimable benefit to the folk museum movement in this island.112

Pursued on a small scale, the most successful venture of the time was the private 

collection started by Isabella Grant, although obviously it did not constitute a 'national' 

institution.113 Her Highland Folk Museum, Am Fasgadh, was originally located at 

Kingussie, Scotland, in 1936.114 Nonetheless, even though other individuals had 

compiled private collections of folk material, Britain still did not have a national open- 

air folk museum. The closest it came was the establishment of the York Castle 

Museum. Founded by Dr. John L. Kirk of Pickering, and Alderman John Bowes 

Morrell, the institution was opened on 23 April 1939, its aim being to 'collect objects 

reflecting the everyday life of the region'.115 As the museum's guidebook reports:

As he went about his daily house calls, Dr Kirk saw a way of life changing. He realised the need to 

collect objects of everyday life before they were lost forever. Some items he accepted in payment for 

medical bills, others were gifts or purchases. He also advertised widely for many items, including 

valentines, ftremarks and truncheons. In 1935 he agreed to give his collection to the City of York 

and supervised the making of the first displays which opened in 1938. The Museum was 

revolutionary in its design. The street and room settings brought the past alive by showing how the 

objects would have been used.116
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However, imperialist Britain was hesitant, leaving the Celts to embrace the folk 

museum idea, or at least to systematically collect rural artefacts. 'Celticism' brought an 

air of respectability to folk study in Scotland, Wales and Ireland, affording them the 

opportunity to avoid the Gothic Revival apparent in England.117 Focusing on all 

things Gaelic provided access to a heroic past. Although there were small folk 

exhibitions in Angus and Inverness-shire, and a folk museum for the Irish Republic 

was under negotiation, by 1953 only the Isle of Man could boast its own folk museum 

at Cregneash. But Wales was to follow suit within a year. A succession of directors 

of the National Museum of Wales advocated the creation of a folk museum. Of these 

Sir Cyril Fox was the most successful, setting up a Department of Folk Life in 1936, 

which ultimately formed the foundation of the Welsh Folk Museum.118 Situated on 

land donated by the Earl of Plymouth, the site included an Elizabethan house, known 

as St. Fagan's Castle, intended to illustrate Welsh nobility, whilst peasant houses were 

reconstructed in the surrounding area.119 Detailed sketches, measurements and 

photographs were taken of each building in situ prior to its removal to the folk 

museum. The first included a timber-framed cruck-constructed barn dating to 1550- 

1600; an eighteenth century woollen mill; a small half-timbered farmhouse with a 

central chimney hearth, and a seventeenth century stone farmhouse built to an 'L' 

shape plan.120 These, it should be stated, were vernacular buildings regionally specific 

to Wales.

The Welsh folk museum was intended as an institution for architectural and 

educational instruction, illustrating all that 'characterises Wales'.121 It grew from the 

foundation work of Sir John Rhys in the second half of the nineteenth century, and the
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by geographical location because, lying 'on the outer fringe of Western Europe' it is 

'the home of a conservative nation'.123 Indeed, unlike England, Peate argued that 

'Wales is a singularly appropriate and compact cultural unit' for the study of folklife.124 

Considered a leading institution in the field of folk museums, the Welsh exemplar 

represented the traditions of the Welsh nation, promoting a celebration of Welsh 

national life and cultural heritage.12'^ In the same period there were a scattering of 

small regional folk museums in England, and soon after Northern Ireland also boasted 

its own.126 Thus, by 1984 the Republic of Ireland was the only country in Europe that 

did not have a national folk museum.127
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A REPRESENTATION OF THE ORDINARY

The open-air museum movement was primarily driven by a desire to preserve the 

ordinary because 'it is in the folk', as Peate put it, 'that the heritage is still alive'.128 

Guided by the principles of folk study, the open-air museum was an examination of 

lower classes. Cox argues this to be the case as it is within this sector that 

sedimentary deposits of traditions are to be found because 'man clings to tradition'.129 

According to Peate a folk museum is:

a museum of the life and culture of the people of the community which it serves. It does not confine 

its attention to any section of the community; this needs to be emphasised, since the term folk is now 

so often associated with what is sometimes described as the 'lower stratum' of society. The folk
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museum is therefore a museum of life and culture and consists, in its most satisfactory form, of two 

sections: a museum block of galleries and an area of parkland.130

Very often the collection of folklife materials is relegated to a back seat in 

conventional museum exhibition. For instance, institutions claiming to illustrate the 

ways of life of the region rarely 'employ folklife specialists' and are often small displays 

of 'local bygones'.131 However the folk museum model proposes a two-part 

representational process. Accompanying the re-erected traditional buildings ought to 

be a complimentary section dedicated to the systematic display of folk materials 

indicative of regional life and culture, thus explaining the significance of the open-air 

section and its contribution to regional study.132 Yet one of the problems facing the 

open-air section of folk museums in Ireland and Britain, Peate outlines, is the nature of 

traditional walling material. Unlike their Scandinavian counterparts which are largely 

constructed of timber and are therefore relatively easily to deconstruct and re-erect, 

materials such as mud walling, prevalent in Great Britain, are comparatively more 

difficult to relocate.133

However, as ethnological institutions, the folk museum is not necessarily an outdoor 

exhibition. As mentioned previously York Castle Museum is an indoor folk collection 

that includes Kirkgate, a reconstructed street designed and named after the museum's 

founding father.134 Indeed Nordiska Museet was also an indoor folk display gallery. 

Often ethnology forms a small department of a conventional museum structure, 

eventually developing into a museum in its own right.135 Some ethnological 

institutions specialise in specific aspects of folk study, for instance the Deutsche
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Schiffahrtsmuseum, Bremen, North Germany, but the most common form of

representation is the open-air reconstruction of traditional vernacular buildings.136 

This, of course, is not a suggestion that each type can only exist in isolation as many 

contemporary folk museums practice more than one representational technique, each 

supplementing the other.

Thus, there are a number of forms that a folk museum can take, but each is united by a 

common theme: a place where the visitor can learn about their relationship with the 

past.137 As a representation of national life and of the cultural identity of the region, it 

is therefore also a forum for study and research of the past, illustrating continuity in 

the landscape. It is an opportunity for knowledge, as a consequence of research, to be 

shared with a wider audience.138 Therefore, folklife is considered a tool not only to 

educate, but also to enhance the social and cultural development of society. As Peate 

suggested in 1949:

I am confident that such museums will strengthen and deepen the best in national life and will serve 

to reinvigorate many aspects of our social life, the texture of which has suffered so greatly in the dark 

periods of this century. The folk museum is not only the re-creation of a picture of the past: it is also 

an experiment in social regeneration. In it the museum takes a central place in the community - a 

place where nothing which strengthens and uplifts the soul of man will be unwelcome.139

The folk museum also satisfies the quest for self-knowledge. Basing her account on 

the theories of E. B. Tylor and Herbert Spencer, Cox suggests that society has arrived 

at the conclusion that the proper study of mankind is itself - her anthropological
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definition asserting that 'folk-lore' is the record of mankind's belief and customs.1411 

The agricultural revolution and the growing trend of urbanisation have resulted in the 

depletion of traditional agricultural techniques and the deterioration of vernacular 

housing. Mouldering remains signify the passing of a time that cannot be retrieved but 

the folk museum is an attempt to re-dress this situation. In terms of both material and 

oral culture, the folk museums advocate the preservation of traditions from a pre- 

technological period, thus presenting a picture of life as it used to be.

The artefacts brought to such institutions are essentially intended as a reflection, and 

also a celebration, of local identity. Recording both the 'cultural traditions of the past' 

and 'also of the present', folk museums are necessary, Duff argues, 'in all levels and 

areas of our society'.141 Exhibiting objects in an interactive setting and demonstrating 

traditional skills, the folk museum is essentially a living record of the past embodying 

the identity of a community.

Consequently, the 'function of an open-air museum is not to collect the unusual but to 

emphasise the typical in an attempt to preserve a picture of the life of a nation or a 

region in miniature. In designing a folk museum, therefore, it is essential to choose 

very carefully the example that should be presented; this can only be done after a full- 

scale survey of the region has been carried out'.142 But this raises an important 

epistemological question often hurled at conventional museum types about their 

selection processes. For instance, by focusing on the representation of everyday life, 

this immediately excludes everything not considered to be 'folk', or which does not 

pertain to this romantic rural notion of the past. As Fowler puts it:
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Reflecting the contemporary emergence of interest in social history, they cock a snook at the more 

traditional 'top people's past' projected by cathedrals, castles and country houses. They symbolise the 

common man's past of labour, neighbour and netty as distinct from the national past of Blenheim and 

Tower of London.143

Lumley has described the folk museum as a 'landscape of nostalgia' in the sense that 

the open-air centre was also intended to take the visitor out of the present-day 

environment and into the past.144 However,

If the purpose of a folk museum is to create a picture of national or regional personality, if the re

erected buildings are to have the atmosphere and character of the original, then there are two things 

that should not be done. First, no labels at all should be visible in a re-erected building and, ideally, 

there should be no barriers, ropes, or plate glass to prevent visitors from entering certain parts of the 

house. Once those are added, the visitor is immediately conscious that he is looking at a piece of 

museum technique, and by no stretch of the imagination can he picture the inhabitants of the house 

that has been so carefully prepared to capture his imagination.145

As these words indicate, the folk museum typically presents a picture of the living past 

by stimulating cognitive impressions of what life would have been like.146 By re

erecting vernacular houses and practising traditional techniques, the open-air folk 

museum is a forum to present an authentic image of life as it was in the past, in the 

present.147 Previously museums dwelt on a representation of 'the other', their 

collections geared towards the attention of society's educated elite. However, the folk 

museum, with its focus on self, was a representation of the people for the people. The 

open-air folk museum movement has taken its lead from the Skansen prototype, which
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has stimulated a continual interest in the study of folk culture. Whether Hazelius's 

attempts can be considered nothing more than romantic nostalgia, one cannot doubt 

the reputed international influence of his work upon the museum field in particular.148

Opie has pointed out that 'folklorists are interested in the embers of an earlier thought 

and way of life glowing in a period when the unknown bonfire from which they came 

has long burnt itself out'.149 Consequently, it is often the case that any undertaking 

associated with folk study is inevitably perceived as being 'quaint', 'romantic', or 

associated with the 'unsophisticated peasant'.150 Bell explains, 'folk' objects were 

collected because they seemed to connect directly to an ancient past - 'a mythical 

dreamtime'.151 However, the creation of the folk museum with its open-air 

reconstruction and systematic indoor display galleries seems to be an attempt to 

counteract this contention. More recently, the folk museum has been considered in 

both a positive and negative light. Whilst upholding the principals on which Hazelius 

founded the movement, concern has been expressed regarding the rapidly increasing 

number of these institutions, fearing Europe could become one open-air museum.152

Throughout their history, folk museums have been associated with different roles, such 

as educating the public about the past, providing entertainment, or inspiring private 

research, but the negative effect of folk study, particularly in twentieth century 

Germany, has tainted the scholarly inquiry with the charge of indoctrination. 

Furthermore, Bennett has proposed that the folk museum movement has resulted in a 

'peopling of the past', and this could well be a consequence of the strong geographical 

connotations associated with the discourse of folk study.153 Nonetheless, cultural
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geography has played an inherently fundamental role in the elucidation of national 

identity and cultural heritage.134 Indeed it has been the case in the Celtic fringe that 

geographers have instigated a celebration of local regional culture, preserving the 

material remains of a pre-industrial past to reinforce a sense of place and space, 

emphasising the notion of regional 'personalities', and the inherent continuities between 

past and present. One geographer who was particularly concerned with this idea was 

Emyr Estyn Evans. Greatly influenced by the work of his teacher, H. J. Fleure, 

Evans's geography found favour with the folk museum movement and was excited 

with the prospect of establishing such a museum in Ulster. The following section 

addresses the genesis of the Ulster Folk Museum idea, commenting on the major 

sources of influences on the enterprise, in particular that of Evans, his students 

Thompson and Gailey, and interested politicians.
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Chapter Three

Emyr Estyn Evans (1905-1989)

Emyr Estyn Evans was born in May 1905 and died on 12 August 1989.1 He was one 

of a family of five born to George Owen Evans. They resided in Shrewsbury, a 

market town in western central England situated near the Welsh border. Evans was 

educated in Wales at Welshpool County School where he was head boy 1921-22, and 

where, in the Higher Certificate Examinations (1922) he gained first place in 

geography in the Welsh Central Board Examinations.2 His country upbringing had a 

large impact on his life and work. His love for the countryside stemmed from 

summer holidays spent scouring hills and fields for flint.3 He had an eye for detail 

and above all enjoyed the company of country people: he respected their skills, the 

work of arable farmer and stockman, and the work of craftsman in wood, metal and 

stone.4 As Campbell has suggested, living near the Welsh-Anglo border instilled in 

Evans 'an acute awareness of the historical mingling of contrasting traditions'.5 He 

claimed this imbued Evans with a sense of 'detachment that comes from knowing 

both sides of a case'. Whilst Evans spoke English as his first language, his parents 

fluently conversed in Welsh.6 He vividly recalled the plight of the Welsh language in
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a personal letter to George Barrow: 'as a young boy in Shrewsbury I used to listen to

old members of the congregation speaking of the mid-nineteenth century, and of the 

sense of persecution from which Welsh speakers suffered'.7 From these childhood 

experiences Evans developed an inquisitive and affectionate attraction to Celtic 

regions: especially areas where different cultures met. Indeed, this early curiosity 

went beyond a merely academic interest to become his life's passion.8 As Evans later 

admitted, 'who will pretend to analyse - except the most opinionated of psychologists 

- the emotional and spiritual bonds which tie us to the place of our childhood and 

which influence us all our lives in ways we hardly suspect'.9

George's career seems to have impacted his son's work: he initially mined in the 

Denbighshire coalfield - an occupation that inculcated in him working class 

principles, before being called to the ministry of a Welsh Presbyterian Chapel at Hill's 

Lane, Shrewsbury.10 This is of two-fold importance. Firstly, it goes some way to 

explaining Evans's interest in the common people, and secondly, Evans rejected what 

he considered to be institutionalised religion. Maintaining steadfast to his old college 

motto - 'a world without knowledge is no world' - Evans reneged on his religious 

upbringing and 'worshipped knowledge above all', eventually declaring himself an 

agnostic.11 This alienation from the Christian religion prompted a search for 

alternative philosophical foundations and resulted in an espousal of Darwinian

theories of evolution.
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Regardless, Buchanan, in a tribute to Evans's lifework, suggested that the religious 

upbringing continued to influence his writing style. Buchanan argued Evans's love of 

words stemmed from an in-depth knowledge of the vocabulary of the King James 

Version of the Bible.12 Indeed Evans's writing is peppered with poetic phrases typical 

of the Old Testament book of Psalms, and he often used biblical metaphors to express 

a point. For example when describing Sir Robert Matthew's 1963 report on 'Quality 

of Environment' Evans joked this 'new religion, the gospel according to St Matthew, 

won many converts. It has to be paid for and the original St Matthew, after all, was a 

tax collector'.13 His phraseology was conversational yet direct. Henry Classic 

captured the essence of Evans's writing style when he stated:

The unity and confidence and courage, which Prof. Evans practised in public lectures, is effected in his 

writings by a marvellous grace of thought and elegance of style. His cadenced sentences avoid the 

pinched dialect of the academy, resist the tug of scholastic fashion, invite the interest of the outsider, 

and adhere, always, to the highest standards of his craft ... Leaky, lumpy writing galled him, and he 

strove to make his own both useful and beautiful.14

Arthur Davis recalled Evans's literary skill and flare describing the Personality of 

Ireland as delicious and superb: 'Superb because of its rich scholarship, inspired 

analysis and vision - delicious because of your lovely sense of words and how to use 

them'.15 His favourite childhood authors were also influential. Gilbert White's 

Natural History of Selborne was his preferred bedside book, and he admired the work 

of the academic historian Marc Bloch.16 Both Gilbert and Bloch adopted a direct
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writing style - a form Evans imitated most forthrightly in his second book Irish

Heritage.

An important external influence on Evans's philosophy was his tertiary education. 

Evans studied at Aberystwyth in the Department of Geography and Anthropology 

under the tuition of H. J. Fleure.17 He graduated with a first-class Honours degree 

from the department in June 1925. The degree course included participation in 

fieldtrips, and three notable undergraduate excursions took him to France. The trips 

inspired him to publish a book France, which Fleure described as 'small in size but 

rich in thought'.18 Buchanan observed that 'Fleure's philosophy and teaching provided 

Estyn with the framework for his own intellectual development', and Glasscock also 

commented on the significance of Fleure's influence throughout Evans's work.19 

Evans was impressed with Fleure's trilogy 'anthropology, history, and geography', and 

its impression in what has come to be known as moral geography.20 For Fleure the 

mountains symbolised security in Wales: they kept alive the inheritances of the past. 

He argued that the Celtic fringe, the western ends of Europe, was a place where old 

thoughts had been preserved from the world - notions Evans later reiterated. In an 

article, The Peasant and the Past', Evans personally expressed his indebtedness to 

Fleure when he declared, 'it is a filial duty as well as a pleasure to recall, at this 

Cardiff meeting of the British Association, how deep a debt prehistoric studies in the 

widest sense, in Wales and far beyond, owe to the teaching and example of H. J. 

Fleure. His interest in peasant communities and in folklife studies, for which Cardiff
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- thanks to St. Fagans and the missionary zeal of Dr. lorwerth Peate - has won high 

renown, is but one facet of his broad vision of human society'.21

Evans's first offer of employment was likely the result of Fleure's contacts, although 

this ought not to detract from Evans's ability to secure the post on his own merits. It 

was a research studentship under the tuition of the 'distinguished academic' Sir John 

Myers.22 Myres had acted as Evans's external examiner and was so impressed with 

the standard of work that he invited him to accept a graduate position under his 

supervision at New College, Oxford.23 However the plans were hampered when 

Evans contracted tuberculosis. Fleure, amongst others, arranged for his 

convalescence in Wiltshire under the care of Dr R.C.C. Clay, a 'keen amateur 

archaeologist'.24 Upon recovery he successfully completed a Master's degree, 'Some 

Late Bronze Age Industries in Western Europe', in 1931. Evans then worked for a 

short while with Fleure on the fourteenth edition of Encyclopedia Britannica. In 

1928 he was appointed to the position of first lecturer in Geography at the Queen's 

University of Belfast, and arrived in Northern Ireland on his twenty-third birthday, to 

assume his new post.25

Prior to leaving Wales Fleure felt it necessary that Evans be briefed on certain aspects 

of Northern Ireland. With this in mind, he introduced Evans to Thomas Jones. As 

Evans reminisced, 'I recall that I met, just before coming to Belfast from Aberystwyth 

in 1928, another pioneer of adult education, in Thomas Jones'.26 Jones had held the 

Chair of Economics at Queen's from 1909 to 1911, before assuming a position in
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Glasgow. Jones then returned to Northern Ireland to work for the Barrington Trust,

and at the time he met Evans, was under-secretary to the Cabinet. He had also been 

Lloyd George's secretary from 1916, and had acted as his advisor in the negotiations 

that led to the partition of Ireland and the Home Rule Bill of 1921: a treaty that 

recognised the six county state of Northern Ireland. Jones later became involved with 

the Baldwin government and also the Boundary Commission. The border, for 

Jones, was a political entity not one based on geographical or archaeological factors. 

Consequently, Stout has suggested that this 'practical politician' introduced Evans 'not 

to the continuity of an Ulster identity, but to the border as an expedient fait accompli, 

such as Evans knew to be the historical basis of many lasting frontiers'.28 In effect 

Evans was moving from one Celtic border to another. He swapped his childhood 

fascination with Anglo-Welsh diversities to focus academically on a border with an 

inherently British-Irish dimension.29 Yet he did not shun his Welsh origins, nor did 

he distance himself from the subject of his life's passion - at a St Andrew's night 

address, just nineteen years before his death, he wittily described himself as an 'Irish 

Welshman'.30

When Evans arrived in Belfast he was primarily interested in Ireland's prehistoric 

culture. He came with the intention of exploring the relationship between man and 

the landscape, especially during the Neolithic and Bronze ages. He actively pursued 

this enterprise with his friend and colleague Oliver Davies. Together they 

revolutionised Ulster archaeology during the 1930s in co-operation with the Belfast 

Naturalists' Field Club. As a result, their work generated a renewed interest in
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archaeology and anticipated the re-establishment of the Ulster Journal of 

Archaeology as a vehicle to publish their findings. But Evans was not content with 

circulating their conclusions locally. He strove to expose the archaeological and 

geographical research undertaken in Ireland to a wider academic audience. As a 

consequence, the Belfast branch of the Geographical Association was born.

As far as Evans was concerned, the hidden traces of Ireland's prehistoric culture could 

only be fully uncovered via a multi-disciplinarian approach combining geography, 

archaeology and anthropology.32 When Evans assumed his post in Queen's none of 

these subjects were independent departments, a situation that vexed him immensely.33 

He worked assiduously to secure Geography's recognition as an Honours subject and 

then as a Department, but this was not a straightforward task - Queen's was a largely 

'Scottish establishment' that regarded 'Geography as an English intrusion'.34 With his 

Geography department instituted, Evans accepted an invitation in 1948 to lecture at 

Bowdoin College and Ivy League Colleges.35 Fleure had introduced Evans to the 

work of Carl Sauer, and this trip to America afforded him the opportunity to study the 

Sauer tradition first hand. Evans was impressed with Sauer's reading of the natural 

landscape as a cultural landscape, and was intrigued by his interest in material 

artefacts.36 To this end, Evans admired Sauer's study of place by region, and sought 

to emulate these principles throughout his work - an approach also inspired by

37Geddes.
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The early twentieth century witnessed a shift in economic and social parameters, 

which challenged the idea of imperial Britain and initiated a different set of moral, 

political and cultural codes.38 Part of the post-war shake-up refocused attention 

towards local and regional dynamics and addressed the consequences of urbanisation 

and mechanisation on the countryside.39 Following Sauer's example, Evans reiterated 

the importance of place, and criticised what he considered to be the 'limited, 

descriptive and uninspiring work' that comprised regional geography in the early to 

mid nineteenth century. As Livingstone later commented, 'too often the dry husks of 

regional survey persisted without the crusading kernal'.40 Thus, Evans aspired to tell 

the story of a living, colourful, and above all, interesting cultural landscape accessible 

through systematic regional analysis.41 Fleure had introduced Evans to this approach, 

and most notably to the work of the Frenchman Vidal de la Blache who investigated 

how 'natural realms provided the milieu in which human life-styles (genres de vie) 

were shaped'.42 As a result, Evans applied a triune approach to regional studies: a 

consideration of human, physical, and spiritual interactions.

Fleure also familiarised Evans with the guiding tenets of the Geddes philosophy, 

particularly his espousal of the le Playist ideals 'Lieu, Travail, et Famille' which he 

translated as 'Place, Work, Folk' in 1879.43 Fleure actively supported Geddes's 

Regional Survey Association and applied the Geddesian principles of 'civic 

sympathy' and 'social reintegration' in his deliberations on regional consciousness and 

contact zones.44 The Regional Survey Movement was part of a drive to improve the
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standing of the Humanities in education, through a concern for observation in the real 

world.43 Geddes pursued these ideas through a series of summer schools during the 

late nineteenth century.46 Fleure followed this example and moulded his on the 

Oxford summer school, which itself had followed Geddes's Edinburgh summer 

school.47

Regional consciousness, Geddes proposed, would promote regional identity and to 

this end he pioneered the Outlook Tower - a regional museum that brought 'education 

out of the classroom and into life, to replace bibliolatry with first-hand experience'.48 

As Meller highlighted, Geddes believed students' 'creative faculties were blunted by 

the arid academic diet they were offered, and the last shred of interest in any subject 

were killed by the threat of examinations'.4y Geddes proposed his Outlook Tower 

would redress this situation and 'involve local people in the making of their own 

history'.50 However, to claim the prototype was developed to champion the regional 

cause is to negate another important reason for its development - Geddes's 

dissatisfaction with the prevalent museum type. Existing museums, he argued, were 

no more than artefact repositories that had limited function within society because 

they did not fulfil social need. The Outlook Tower, on the other hand, encouraged 

exhibit interaction to enable the visitor to better understand their relationship with the 

environment. Geddes envisaged each region with its own Outlook Tower, 'its 

powerhouse, to co-ordinate all the activities in developing the interrelations of Place, 

Work, Folk'.51 Barnett, a colleague of Geddes, said 'know your local community then
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you can understand society'. Geddes adapted this and claimed 'know your region and 

you can understand the world'.52

From the 1920s onwards geography witnessed a growth of interest in the region as a 

unit for geographical inquiry. It was considered by some to be a professional 

approach to geography 'keeping nature and culture under the one conceptual 

umbrella' - two of whom were Herbert John Fleure, and C. B. Fawcett.53 As Meller 

points out, 'for both these scholars the region was a particularly important concept, 

and Geddes and his organisation gave them a platform for their work'.54 Fleure was 

convinced that humans and their environment had to be considered together. He 

customised A. J. Herbertson's concept of 'natural regions' to 'human regions' to stress 

their continuing interactive relationship, thus broadly setting his work within the 

mould of evolutionary natural history.55 For Fleure this idea of mankind's ecological 

relationship with his environment was at the core of the mystery of life, where the 

evolution of human beings in the past was a key to interpreting the present.56 Many 

of these ideas have found later expression in Evans's work in what he termed 'human 

ecology'. Taking advantage of the receptive academic climate following World War 

One, Evans expounded his ideas on the region. He had a platform for his work, and a 

susceptible audience. In so doing, he presented regional study as an aid to better 

understanding rural traditions and the peasant lifestyle.

Evans's geography was fundamentally concerned about mankind's relationship with 

the environment. He suggested this bond was most apparent in the region and
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justified his opinion in the County Louth Archaeological Journal when he suggested

that a network of regional studies provided bite-sized information of the whole. 

Indeed he was convinced that a study of the 'little kingdoms’57 would form the basis 

on which a 'stable rural civilisation could be built'.58 The results of his regional 

investigations formed the basis of many of his publications. His most significant, 

Mourne Country, has been hailed one of the best regional studies written in English.59 

In a review of the text Emrys Bowen described it as a 'regional synthesis ranking in 

conception and style with the French masterpieces'.611

Commenting on the inextricable bond between human culture and landscape,61 Evans 

confessed in a lecture on Irish Heritage, 'I take the landscape - its human forms and 

content - to reflect society'.62 An examination of mankind's relationship with the land, 

he suggested, revealed continuities between past and present. He reiterated these 

thoughts in another lecture, Archaeology and Geography, presented in Dublin to the 

School of Irish Studies when he confirmed a 'geographer is trained to keep one eye on 

nature - and one on man in nature'.63 In this respect Evans was critical of the Irish 

academic tradition which he argued relied too heavily on a Christian theology that 

separated man from nature.64 For him the connection between mankind and the 

environment was vital to a fuller understanding of the present.65 In a paper entitled 

'The Irishness of the Irish', Evans declared, 'it is part of my faith that land and people 

go together and have shaped each other and that you cannot understand one apart 

from the other'.66 In a public lecture he proposed:
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The most precious ... resource of any country is the land itself and its load of man-made features, its 

historic and pre-historic relics, fields and farms, factories, roads and town and cities, as well as its hills 

and lakes, rivers and coasts, woods and wild life, birds and fishes. I want to talk about the landscape in 

this sense - the total cultural landscape - a product of what nature had to offer and man chose to do 

with it ... there is one continuous theme or thread which ties man to the land and the present to the 

past. It is man's use of the land: it is the ploughman and above all the stockman. Whatever his origins, 

native or planter, he has been bound by the unwritten laws of the land.67

Continuity was most apparent through regional study. As a theme, it was a 

fundamental ingredient in Evans's philosophy undoubtedly inspired by Fleure, who 

encouraged him to observe the bond between peasant traditions and the landscape. 

This interrelationship was deemed significant because it could aid contemporary 

society's understanding of itself.68 In a collection of writings published after his 

death, Evans defined continuity as 'a renewal of the old in contact with the new'.69 

This went beyond the survival of artefacts and customs through time to reveal 

something of the personality and identity of a region.70 Ireland provided him with an 

excellent example because 'there is more continuity of folk ways throughout the 

prehistoric period in Ireland than in Britain'.71 Despite the successive waves of 

immigration, Evans argued, old came into contact with new and encouraged constant 

renewal - an interest perhaps inspired by Fleure's 'zones of contact'. This produced 'a 

mosaic of sects and societies, always in tension and drawing its personality from that 

tension’.72

Yet Evans did not restrict his observations to Ireland but also talked passionately 

about regional continuities in France - a society that tried to maintain its French
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identity within Europe, rather than one that focused on expansion.73 One such 

example was his detailed account of Brittany and how, with its ancient peninsula, old 

ways, Celtic language, and steadfast beliefs, it exhibited a form of continuity of social 

life from one generation to the next.74 Regardless of his attempt to convince 

academics of the importance of continuity, not all have accepted Evans's contention. 

For example, Stout has warned that it could also be a stumbling block, and suggested 

continuity has had a detrimental influence on both archaeology and historical 

geography in Ireland.75 Andrews has also questioned Evans's notion suggesting his 

dependence on ethnographic evidence made his findings chronologically inexact, and 

neglectful of class and economics.76 Yet Evans did not renege on his position 

because, he argued, continuity contributed to regional personality.

Geography, Evans declared, was more than simply a place of reference: it told the 

story of a region with a unique personality.77 Personality was a result of mankind's 

interaction with the landscape: how lifestyles and traditions were fashioned in and by 

the land.78 As Campbell has suggested, Evans tried to delve into the 'psychological 

dispositions' of a region to uncover its personality bound up in its 'habitat, history, 

and heritage', revealed in the landscape.79 As time passed the personality of the 

region developed as the landscape absorbed more customs and traditions.80

Although Evans was a great exponent of 'personality', he did not invent the idea, nor 

did he add a particularly new dimension to its geographical understanding. Instead, 

he followed a geographical tradition. The French historian Jules Michelet coined the
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term 'regional personality' in 1833, and a European geographical interpretation can be 

traced to seventy years later, to the work of Vidal de la Blache.81 Despite the fact that 

A.J. Herbertson (1865-1915) had earlier commented on Zeitgeist - the psychology 

and spirit of a place - in relation to regional consciousness, the idea was not 

developed in Britain until Halford Mackinder's espousal of highland and lowland 

zones in 1902.82 Yet regional personality was not fully explored in Britain until the 

1930s. At this time Evans's colleague and friend, Sir Cyril Fox, pursued Mackinder's 

ideas on personality.83 Fox did so most notably in The Personality of Britain, 

although it is interesting to note that Fox claimed not to have read Mackinder's thesis 

prior to this 1932 publication.84 Evans, however, rejected what he described as Fox’s 

over-simplistic division of Britain into two zones primarily because it omitted 

Ireland. Thus Evans proposed a third, one that would include Ireland - the Atlantic 

Zone.8:1 However not all geographers shared Evans's passion for regional personality. 

For example, Baker criticised this approach because it contributed to a sense of 'false 

consciousness'.86 Yet for Evans it was precisely through an examination of 

personality that a sense of regional consciousness could be gleaned.87

Still, for all his work on the region, Evans lamented the limitations of his 

geographical inquiry. He sympathised with Herbertson's contention that the poet was 

best qualified to capture the personality of a place because he could be both a scientist 

and a romantic. His own complaint focused on the poet's freedom to express the 

personality of a region - 'poets could write of such truths' but academics could not.88 

For example, Evans admired the writings of Patrick Kavanagh, which he argued,
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captured the essence of the importance of an appreciation of local studies. A. E.

Housman was another of Evans's favourite poets as well as Seamus Heaney, John 

Hewitt, and Michael Longley. Hewitt and Evans shared a passion for landscape.89 

Evans had a special affection for Hewitt's County Antrim from Fair Head to Garron 

Point and Glenarm, and the two frequently corresponded.90 Regional personality 

could perhaps be expressed more fully in verse than in prose, thus Evans envied the 

poet's freedom. On one occasion Mrs Evans commented 'I have always felt that 

inside the austere, disciplined academic there was a poet struggling to break free'.91

THE ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACH

Landscape is an important component of cultural geography because it is indicative 

of human life and the milieu in which it is lived.92 More specifically, Evans argued, it 

tells the story that no history document could access: the story of ordinary people.93 

Not only did landscape study supplement and illuminate 'ecclesiastical and manorial 

records', it was a learning tool for present and future generations - 'a democratic 

text'.94 Evans believed it added an essential historical dimension to cultural 

geography.95 Thus, the landscape could be described as the geographer's raw 

material: a document detailing mankind's continual development throughout time, 

illustrating regional continuities and personality.96

To decipher the landscape Evans combined fieldwork with an inherently 

ethnographic approach. He told his audience: 'it was because I could find so little in
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the way of written records to illuminate the cultural landscape that I turned to

archaeology and ethnography and began digging - in the ground and in the memories 

of country people - for evidence concerning the origins and unwritten continuities of 

rural life'.97 It was his firm belief that the past could be read out of doors: 'absorbed 

through the senses, including the soles of the feet'.98

Essentially his fieldwork took two forms. In the first instance he literally sought 

'what evidence the spade could yield'.99 As Emrys Jones acutely summarised it, 

'spadework and observation went hand in hand'.100 However, of equal importance to 

his research, were informal conversations with local people who worked the land. 

Evans justified his implicit ethnographic methodology at a meeting of the Workers' 

Educational Association course in Belfast, 1961. On the suitability of the 

questionnaire, he declared of country people, 'they will talk, they will demonstrate, 

but they are not at their best on paper'.101 Indeed Evans's writing style mimicked his 

investigative techniques. He wrote many of his publications in a relaxed, 

conversational idiom, his first book almost taking the form of a journal. For example 

he jotted, 'if the house has kept its brace and wattled chimney we shall be sitting 

under a canopy which tapers upwards towards a smoke hole'. In another instance he 

thinks aloud, 'I have seen several houses in Co. Armagh where one has to stoop under 

the projecting brace to enter the house'. He even commented on the cuisine whenever 

he relished it, 'Meat roasted in the pot-oven can be delicious and I have a taste for rice 

puddings done in this way'.102
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In a rejection of the nineteenth century obsession with book learning Evans promoted 

fieldwork as a complement to textbook study. The former, he argued, divorced 

education from reality, whilst the latter, he declared, resulted in a fuller understanding 

of mankind's relationship with the environment.103 The obsession with book learning 

meant that the landscape had gone largely unrecorded.104 These unwritten features of 

the countryside - fields and hedges, houses and spades - pervaded much of Evans' 

thinking: a level of detail frequently omitted from standard history texts.105

Through an examination of the landscape using fieldwork, Evans sought to redress 

what he considered to be the 'misconceived popular conception of history'.106 In a 

lecture delivered at Queen's University, as part of a course on Irish Studies, Evans 

claimed that 'what passes as early Irish history is a body of folk belief doctored by 

churchmen to appear respectable'.107 In the same lecture he insisted that Irish history 

was also a 'victim' of the 'slant imposed by nineteenth century romantic nationalism, 

which seemed capable only of looking backward'. This perceived inaccurate 

portrayal of the Irish past became his personal concern essentially because 'Irish 

communities easily turn for comfort and inspiration to the past; but few perhaps 

realise how ancient and honourable is the past they could claim'.108 To elucidate his 

point Evans recalled the work of his archaeological friend Harold Peake who 

lamented 'once history dawns the story of man is blurred by prejudices of those who 

wrote the records'.109 Evans believed one key to unlocking the stores of the past was 

through peat bogs. In an article 'The Countryman from the Character of Ireland' 

Evans stated, '[tjhe peat bogs indeed hold the past in their depths, and from them the
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scientist obtains his evidence of the evolving landscape and of man's place in it'.110 

Evans consulted historical documents with caution. He suspected history books had 

been written from the 'confined perspective of successive English conquerors' that not 

only ignored the impartial records of a country's story that 'lay buried in its earth', but 

also his concepts of regional personality and continuity.111 Archaeology and 

fieldwork, he suggested, provided the time-space dimension that such historical 

documents lacked.

This alternative fieldwork approach was deemed unscientific. As Evans himself 

noted, 'it was considered improper that a university teacher should desert from his 

ivory tower and, as it were, muddy the wells of speculative thought with farmyard 

dirt'.112 His contemporaries may have belittled his technique but this did not dissuade 

him of its merits. He mused:

To interpret these tools and customs we should see them in relation to the whole culture as it has 

evolved in a given environment. To do this we need to live as closely as possible with the folk-culture 

we are studying, to share the tasks and handle the tools which are part of it.113

CITIZENSHIP AND MORAL ORDER

The study of ordinary people using ethnographic methods was part of a European 

movement that recognised the significance of peasant culture. For example Denmark 

was considered to have one of the most enlightened and studied modern peasant
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societies as a result of Hazelius's pioneering folk museum movement.114 Gradually

this thinking about rural sociology and ethnology infiltrated academia across Europe, 

not least in France. Fleure sought to uphold this French peasant ideal and shared his 

convictions with his receptive undergraduate.

Evans advocated a move away from the type of history that celebrated the 

battlefields, to one that engaged the past of the ordinary person because the common 

people, the makers of the cultural landscape, 'were forgotten in standard historical 

studies'.115 Evans's work centred on the activities of farmers, fishermen, granite 

workers and craftsmen, whose work over many generations had shaped the land. His 

writings were an attempt to focus on the guardians of a greater spiritual ideal: the 

rural scene with its repository of old ways and values. By concentrating on 

traditional peasant techniques and customs, Evans sought to retrieve a sense of 

citizenship - an ethos that Geddes had earlier expressed. For both scholars, the idea 

of the 'common good' was bound up with the concept of citizenship, where moral 

order rested on the nature of society. This proposal could be interpreted as nothing 

more than a sentimental or romanticised inclination reminiscent of the eighteenth and 

nineteenth century interpretations of the past. However, in defending his work Evans 

rejected the charge of romanticisation and declared, 'I am no supporter of those who, 

indulging in sentimental regrets for a Celtic twilight of doubtful authenticity, find in 

the past a Golden Age to which they would have us return. Our view should be 

forward'.116
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In post-war Britain, Evans's attention to the rural peasantry prompted some dispute 

over the nature of his interest in folk customs. Fresh from the legacy of Hitler and his 

notion of the racially pure Volk, Evans was quick to dispel any suggestion of 

similarity. Taking Nazi Germany as his example Evans warned that 'the romantic 

idealisation of peasant life could have gone largely undeterred were it not for the 

mystic peasant-worship that was part of the Nazi creed of blood and soil, propagated 

and exploited for political and military purposes'.117 This repudiation of the racially 

pure rural peasantry is reminiscent of Fleure's earlier rejection of the notion of a pure 

Celtic race.

Although 'peasant' implied 'a connotation of rustic inferiority' and had 'almost become 

a term of international abuse', Evans continued to use it in his work because for him 

'peasant' implied a permanent link with the land.118 He refuted any derogatory 

connotation because he believed peasant traditions were the key to unravelling the 

mystery of the past. A study of them, Evans asserted, would improve social and 

cultural well being, especially the spiritual aspect of urban society that was at risk 

from 'the advancing streets of the industrial city'.119 Like Fleure and Sauer, Evans was 

unshakeably convinced that retrieval of rural folklore and folklife would not only 

combat the 'evils' of urbanisation, but would also 'satisfy natural curiosity', and instil 

a 'sense of pride', in the past.120 Mass urbanisation and production in the second half 

of the century was detrimental to the good of society and threatened the 'historical 

integrity of the city's collective soul'.121 Therefore, city life was seen as artificial and 

it was only by a return to rural values that the cultural environment could be
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improved: rural values were the precursor to a better future. It was Evans's

conviction that rural people would introduce their values to the urban area thus 

stimulating a renewed sense of citizenship amongst urban dwellers. The most 

obvious manifestation of peasant culture in the landscape was material artefacts.

Evans's interest in material artefacts stemmed largely from his early archaeological 

excavations of megalithic tombs, and also as a consequence of his methodology.122 

Fieldwork persuaded him that artefacts and landscape influenced each other, were the 

'intimate adjustment of elements of material culture to the landscape is one of the 

characteristics of peasant society which have given it continuity and means of 

survival'.123 But such evidences were fast disappearing and this prompted Evans to 

document his early findings in Irish Folkways later updated in Irish Heritage. Both 

texts are a record of customs and traditions 'which have survived throughout the 

centuries from a past without history'.124

Evans used Ireland as his case study because it was a 'treasure-house of old ways 

unrivalled in Western Europe - a working example of peasant culture of the highest 

scientific interest'.125 Fleure portrayed Ireland in similar terms, as 'an ultimate corner 

of western Europe, a treasury of the past, the last place to which a culture would 

spread and the last place in which an out-of-date culture would linger'.126 This 'saintly 

island' was small and intimate enough to evoke deep attachment to the land, and 

therefore was a canvas on which Evans could sketch out his ideas.127 Evans described

Ireland as his 'fate' because it was an opportunity to observe and record those aspects
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of traditional rural peasant societies that had interested him from boyhood.128 In his 

attempt to uncover the true 'hidden Ireland', he became enchanted by the many facets 

of its personality.129 His love and interest for the land and its people could not be put 

into better words than those he used himself in the opening paragraph of Irish 

Folkways:

The charm of Ireland, both north as well as south, lies as much in the colourful speech and old- 

fashioned ways of her people as in the beauty of her green fields and blue hills, the silver-glint of lake 

waters and the gold of the scented whins. The observant visitor cannot fail to be attracted by customs 

and turns of speech, by traditions and tools which are obsolescent if not archaic in England. He will 

occasionally see in use in field and farmyard implements which went out of fashion so long ago in 

most parts of Great Britain that one may truly speak of them as medieval.130

For Evans the west of the island was the cultural heartland, the real Ireland - the same 

region that the Gaelic League had defined as the core of Ireland's cultural 

consciousness, where the influences of modernity where at their weakest.131 The west 

was representative of the pays: 'an embodiment of - and control on - peasant 

values'.132 His task was to record and map regional variations of surviving examples 

of peasant culture as opposed to the accounts of grand stately homes so typical of 

historical documents. His methodological approach permitted the observation of 

material culture in its context, such as house types, farming methods and implements 

- important because they expressed regional distinctiveness, personality and identity. 

House groupings were of particular interest because 'throughout the Irish countryside 

the farmhouses and cottages lie scattered as though casually spilt over the surface,
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forming an even film of population everywhere except in the mountains and bogs'.133 

These 'clusters', 'onsets', or 'clachans' were an important feature of the landscape and 

the lack of academic attention given to them perplexed Evans immensely.134 He 

lamented it 'is strange that scarcely any attention has been given or any importance 

attached to this aspect of the Irish past, despite its direct bearing on the social and 

cultural as well as the economic development of rural Ireland, on language and 

literature, music and the arts'.135

The house was an important material artefact because it told something of the 

economic and social developments of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries. Behind the 'low single-storied rectangle, some 12 to 15 feet wide internally 

but of varying length, customarily thatched and whitewashed' were differences 

indicative of regional ethnography such as construction and roofing techniques.136 

The interior was as significant as the exterior and therefore Evans painstakingly 

catalogued furniture types, positioning, function and origin. For example, when 

describing the kitchen dresser, he noted that it 'belongs, like so many of the other 

elements we are discussing, to the 'Atlantic' province of European folk-culture. It 

accompanied the open-hearth tradition as distinct from the 'oven tradition' of central 

Europe'.137 That said, Evans was also interested in the spade, 'that most characteristic 

of Irish implements'.138 Not only was it an indicator of culture layering in the rural 

landscape, but as an artefact used by peasant society, it had much to contribute to 

rural history and geography.139
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Not content with confining these convictions within geographic circles, Evans

actively lobbied government on the significance of traditional rural artefacts. For 

example, in f947 he published The Ulster Countryside on behalf of the Northern 

Ireland Planning Advisory Board, and in 1972 he requested that the Parliamentary 

under-secretary, David Howell, look into his proposal to set up an Historic Buildings 

Council which advised government on listed buildings and conservation policies.140 

The Ulster Countryside was a blueprint for action on rural planning and landscape 

conservation: as a result it was incorporated into the Amenity Lands Act in 1965.

However, his concentration on material artefacts left him open to criticism. For 

example, both Hewitt and Graham have questioned Evans's 'quasi-exclusive 

concentration on visible material forms'.141 In a defence John Campbell has suggested 

that critics 'err in not appreciating that Evans saw culture as all of a piece, a seamless 

whole whose constituents, material and non-material, interpenetrated inextricably'.142 

An investigation of material artefacts, Evans argued, told only part of the story: 

folklore and custom provided the rest. Unlike Ake Campbell, Evans insisted that 

folklore had to be recorded in association with folklife because they 'explain each 

other'.143 Evans acknowledged the criticisms when he noted 'I have a good deal of 

abuse for daring to write about these things and about spades etc', but it did not deter 

him.144 Rather, it confirmed his notion that a study of folklore and folklife was 

needed to fully comprehend 'the activities of a fascinating countryside'.145 Several of 

Evans's colleagues, such as A. W. Br0gger, agreed that a history of peasant society 

could only be fully comprehended if documentary sources were used in conjunction
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with field observations of folklife and folklore. This opinion is in sharp contrast to

the historian Collingwood, who adamantly argued that a reliance on unwritten 

historical sources would only serve to give the researcher small-scale results on issues 

beneath the research interests of the historian.146 Yet this was precisely what Evans 

worked to uncover.

From this overview it is clear that Evans was primarily concerned with rurality and 

peasant life, and with the retrieval of old customs and values. Although he was not 

explicitly interested in industrialisation and urbanisation he addressed technological 

developments in so far as they effected peasant life.147 The growth of transport did 

not feature highly in his work, yet he did discuss transport as an aid to distinguishing 

regional variations. For example, he compared the use of wheeled vehicles by Irish 

peasants to its use in other places, such as northwest Europe. However, he outlined 

his opinion of motorised vehicles in the early part of his career when he proclaimed in 

Irish Heritage, 'except in towns and for processional purposes the four-wheeled 

vehicle has no place here: we are in the 'two-wheeled' culture region', and his opinion 

remained largely unchanged.148 Instead he preferred to discuss crafts and skills, and 

regionally specific cooking techniques.149 He delighted in watching basket-makers 

and was fascinated by their creations, including creel and other wickerwork objects.150

Therefore, Evans was interested in the past of ordinary people, the rural peasantry, 

because an understanding of their lifestyle would contribute to the greater good of 

society. In Ireland the traditions of folklore and folklife had been kept alive and thus
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the personality and continuity of the region were evidenced in the landscape, but 

Evans was particularly interested in the cultural unit that made up Ulster.

A POLITICAL PHILOSOPHER?

Throughout his discussions of Ireland Evans compared the complexity of Ulster's 

cultural and political life to its fractionated geomorphological composition, and 

attributed its wealth of cultural heritage to the physically diverse landscape.151 As he 

explained, '[Ulster] is topographically and geologically so diverse, so broken up, 

offering dozens of islands of refuge within an island, that cultures have persisted for 

centuries'.152 The 'juxtaposition of upland and lowland allowed different groups with 

different economies and cultures to exist side by side'.153 Thus 'the little island across 

the Irish Sea (became) the treasure house of fact and fancy'.154 The survival of 

regional variations and cultural continuity was a consequence of its landscape. As he 

put it:

The hilly core of Ulster, in Tyrone and south Londonderry, lies in the lee of Lough Neagh and is a 

region of refuge, a stronghold of Irish nationalism and the last area of any extent in the Six Counties to 

keep a sprinkling of native Gaelic-speakers into the present century ... On the other hand this region, 

where the final ice-melt left extensive kame-moraines, was a meeting-place of cultures and a 

flourishing centre in Neolithic/early Bronze Age times. Many of its remarkable stone monuments - 

some of them of types peculiar to the region - are now buried in blanket-peat, much of it apparently 

originating in environmental deterioration through over-exploitation in prehistoric times.155
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His preference for environmental metaphors may hint at environmental determinism, 

but it would be excessive to describe Evans's philosophy as deterministic. Like Sauer 

and Fleure, Evans rejected the idea of an 'abstract relationship' - which environmental 

determinism accepted - instead preferring a science with 'substantive content'.156 Yet 

his work is undoubtedly environmental in that he accepted the Germanic reading of 

the natural landscape as a cultural landscape. Secondly, landscape was important, not 

in a deterministic sense, but because what happens in a region is particular only to 

that place.157 In the third instance he argued that human culture could only be fully 

understood if mankind's relationship with the environment formed part of the 

investigation. To describe Evans's philosophy as environmental determinism is to 

underplay the significance of the Sauer-Fleure influence. It was not his suggestion 

that environment dictated mankind's behaviour, but that customs could be explained 

by environment and in turn could be read in the landscape. In essence, Evans 

borrowed Vidal's contention that customs came to reflect nature. For example Evans 

described the fireplace as 'the very centre and focus of the home, the place around 

which the work, thought and tradition of the whole family revolve. No doubt it is 

partly a matter of climate - damp days demand warm fires - but there is much more to 

it than this'.158 Thus Evans read the fireplace as 'a symbol of the continuity of 

tradition, for there are thousands of homesteads where it is not allowed to go out'.159 

He also noted how climate influenced social practices, such as whiskey consumption 

commenting that, 'it is natural to correlate the popularity of whiskey and poteen with 

the dampness of the climate'.160 But these statements have to be considered within
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Evans's overarching philosophy: that environment did not determine culture, rather it

facilitated continuity and survival.

Evans's descriptions of Ulster are reminiscent of his moral reading of the landscape. 

For example, in a discussion of eastern Ulster he observed that the 'dour basalts of 

County Antrim rest on their innocent English chalk which lies insecurely on a 

slippery floor of Liassic shales'.161 He continued: 'if one had to choose the land-form 

most characteristic of Protestant Ulster, it would be the drumlin country of east and 

south Ulster and parts of Donegal, giving a 'closed' landscape of isolated hillocks and 

restricted horizons. It is typical of Orange Hall country'.162 This illustrates that Evans 

paused to outline cultural diversity within Ulster even though his central argument 

focuses on Ulster's common cultural heritage based on an examination of material 

artefacts. Thus his argument appears somewhat contradictory: he simultaneously 

advocates the cultural exclusiveness of Ulster based on a shared cultural heritage, 

whilst also engaging the cultural diversity within Ulster as a basis for cultural 

identity.

On the foundation of his fieldwork Evans described Ulster, 'the nine counties', as 'a 

different cultural world, with its own complex regional character'.163 In some ways it 

was more British than the British, and in other ways more Irish than the Irish.164 Yet 

later he forthrightly stated, 'no one would deny the basic Irishness of all parts of 

Ireland. We are dealing with variations on a theme'.165 Although he accepted the 

cultural exclusiveness of Ulster, he did not endorse the exclusionist concept of an
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Irish Ireland identity based on a Gaelic past. Indeed, his interest in eastern Ulster

hints at further ambiguity. He juxtaposes the idea of the Irishness of Ireland with its 

inextricable links with Britain when he declared in 'geology as in history, it is as 

difficult to consider Ireland apart from Britain as the islets of Ireland apart from 

Ireland'.166 In Harvest Home, The Last Sheaf, he suggested Irishness was pluralistic: 

it included the 'many features of which Protestant Ulster folk-culture had 

unconsciously absorbed'.167

Evans questioned the political partition of the 'God-given island'.168 He described its 

severance as 'arbitrary'.169 Any division, he declared should have followed the natural 

land divide between Ulster and the Republic - interesting comments given that from 

the outset of his career at Queen's, Evans was compelled to keep his political beliefs 

private.170 Although he claimed a neutral political position, private correspondence 

suggests otherwise.171 For example, of the two extracts below the first is a telegram 

from the President of the Royal Irish Academy, and the second is a reply from Evans 

and his colleagues:

Earnestly request you to convey to your society/academy the extreme distress of the Royal Irish 

Academy at the recent actions of British troops in Derry and to seek your members' support in arguing 

the absolute necessity for the withdrawal of British military presence from Ireland.172

We, the undersigned, members of the Royal Irish Academy, wish to disassociate ourselves from the 

telegram sent by our president to the presidents of the Royal Society, the Royal Society of Edinburgh 

and the British Academy and published in the press. (Evans suggested the first line should have read 

'lest our silence be taken for assent')173
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In public Evans claimed to be careful not to dig a political hole with his spade. He 

was adamant that Irish geography did not need another political commentator, but 

rather a return to empirical research that he sought to achieve through fieldwork. 

Nonetheless, in a public lecture he posed the question, 'Why does the majority of this 

province consider the maintenance of the British link so vital an issue?'174 Indeed he 

often made light of the political situation to avoid repercussions. For example he 

joked that 'the importance of religious affiliations is such that even an agnostic will be 

labelled a Protestant or a Catholic agnostic'.175

However, Evans's acclaimed 'self-imposed avoidance of controversial issues relating 

to religion and politics' in his academic work has led to a barrage of criticisms, not 

least from Graham and Proudfoot, but these writers failed to engage Evans's private 

political opinions.176 For example, Evans's description of Ulster as geologically and 

archaeologically distinct from the rest of the island was not a proposed basis for 

political independence or as Graham suggested, 'a blinkered Unionist dogma'.177 It 

was the result of fieldwork investigations - observations that set him at odds with his 

Irish colleagues. Whilst Ireland's leaders wanted to present an image of an Ireland 

that shared the cultural history of colonial oppression, Evans suggested that cultural 

unity and diversity had co-existed throughout Ireland's history.178 As Crossman and 

McLoughlin have proposed, Evans was 'challenging the belief in a pure and 

oppressed Irish race with an unadulterated past'.179
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The following is an extract from a letter written by Mr Duigan of the Irish Antiquities

Division in reply to a letter Evans penned him regarding the treatment he received at 

a visit to the National Museum in Dublin:

I simply cannot understand your being 'abused or ignored as an intruder', and I do hope you will be 

able to say that you have attached too much importance to some fool or other. Without fear of 

contradiction one can say that there is the greatest and most widespread admiration for your work, in 

this part of Ireland at least. I have never heard anything but the warmest praise for it ... You have 

made positive contributions of incalculable value to the social history of Ireland; contributions which I 

myself have found extraordinarily stimulating.180

Yet Evans's disputes with Irish academics, especially the archaeologist Ruadhri de 

Valera, were well known. Writers such as Graham have fuelled such disagreements, 

for example over court cairns.181 Evans argued megalithic court cairns had spread 

westwards from southeast Scotland to Carlingford Lough and into the West of 

Ireland. This description was widely believed to support Unionist ideology. De 

Valera, on the other hand, argued that megalithic court cairns had spread from County 

Mayo, across Ireland and into southwest Scotland. This was accepted as a nationalist 

interpretation.

Just as there are two sides to every argument, Mrs. Evans noted that her husband's 

fieldtrips to rural Ireland were described as tantamount to sympathising with the 

nationalist cause.183 Yet Evans repeatedly referred to the personality of 'Ireland' and 

avoided unnecessary usage of the term 'Ulster'. He had no token gestures towards
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'orange' folk traditions in his work, and supplemented his texts with examples from 

the south of Ireland. He presented his work as Irish folklife, lore and heritage, not 

Ulster folklife, lore and heritage, thus distancing him from the labels 'Unionist', 

'Nationalist', and 'Ulster nationalist' - categories used to describe the political 

allegiances of a man interested in archaeology and geology.

His thoughts and writings may well have been accurate, but they were not in keeping 

with the dominant political thinking of the time, and did little to assimilate this 

Welshman into academia at Queen's. In a letter correspondence between the Queen's 

staff and Prime Minister O'Neill, Queen's made its political affiliation clear. The 

acclaimed neutral university declared: 'We believe the only course for Northern 

Ireland to follow, as part of the United Kingdom, is to move, as quickly as possible, 

towards parity with Great Britain'.184 Evans did not agree. Consequently Evans's 

findings did not correlate with the dominant thoughts in either the Republic of Ireland 

or Northern Ireland.185 He did not defend the exceptionalism of Ireland, instead 

preferring to see Ireland as an extension of a European peasant culture.

Although Evans's philosophy supports the cultural exclusiveness of Ulster this should 

not be mistaken for political exclusiveness. Stout declared, 'the archaeology and 

geography of Northern Ireland, from its foundation to its demise as a self-governing 

entity in 1972, was dominated by a single individual, Emyr Estyn Evans'.186 He 

continued, '(t)aken as a whole, Evans's writings contributed to the creation of a 

national identity for Northern Ireland'.187 However, it is important to reiterate again
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that Evans was more concerned with the cultural unit of Ulster - the nine counties -

and therefore he was not intent on making a comment on Northern Ireland's national 

identity. To consider his work in these terms is to superimpose contemporary 

political debates onto Evans's reading of the cultural landscape. Interestingly, his first 

radio talk in 1934 was broadcast from Radio Eireann amidst allegations of his having 

pro-Unionist sympathies, and in a television interview Evans was asked forthrightly if 

he was a unionist or a nationalist - he replied neither, that he was in fact a 

regionalist.188

However, Crossman and McLoughlin suggest Evans's work has been effectively 

eclipsed in that his findings have never been fully assimilated into the body of Irish 

academic research. They explained he 'remains a marginal figure, whose prolific 

output together with his reluctance to involve himself in politics either of the party or 

the academic variety have combined in the eyes of his detractors to damn him as 

unsound both scholastically and politically'.189 Claiming his work was never fully 

accepted in Irish academic circles, they argue that he was never a member of the 

Geography Society of Ireland. Whenever T. W. Freeman, reader of Irish Geography 

in Trinity College Dublin, reviewed forty years of the discipline from 1920 to 1960, 

in the Society's journal in 1968, Evans's work, they claim, was not credited.190 

However, such arguments overlook the articles Evans published and talks he 

presented in the Irish Republic, several of which are referenced throughout this thesis. 

In the 1970s he accepted two honorary degrees in Ireland: in 1970 from Trinity 

College Dublin, and in 1975 from the National University of Ireland.191 Evans's
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research was appreciated in a much different light within the international scene, most

significantly, as this thesis will illustrate, regarding his involvement with open-air 

folk museums.

Evans was interested in regional study, particularly the contribution it afforded to the 

study of continuity and personality of rural areas. In exploring the landscape using a 

markedly ethnographical approach, Evans sought to reinforce the Sauer-Fleure 

tradition of peasant study. In so doing, he believed that a sense of citizenship could 

be gained encouraging moral order and the greater good within contemporary society. 

Indeed, it was with this in mind that Evans developed a keen interest in the possibility 

of creating a folk museum in Northern Ireland.
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Chapter Four

The Ulster Folk Museum Enterprise

The Ulster Folk Museum was - to some degree at least - the product of a growing 

interest in ethnographic collections that flourished in nineteenth century Belfast. One 

group worthy of mention is the Belfast Natural History Society, established 5 June 

1821.1 Its members accumulated so much material that, within a decade, plans were 

advanced for a 'House of the Society', which was subsequently opened to the public on 

1 January 1833.2 Its success in the early nineteenth century both encouraged and 

widened the scope of artefacts collected, including a gradual drift towards 

ethnographic material - a trend steered by the Orientalist collectors, Reverend Thomas 

Hinks and his son the Reverend Dr Edward Hinks.3 The quality and quantity of 

ethnographic material collected soon engaged the attention of the Belfast Municipal 

Museum and Art Gallery.

Development of the ethnographic collections at the Belfast Municipal Museum and 

Art Gallery was motivated in part by the wealth of material gathered by 'Ulster-born
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travellers' for example from Gordon Augustus Thompson and Sir James Emerson

Tennent.4 The highly coveted conquests of their travels kept the museum amply 

supplied with artefacts. But the museum gradually became a repository of local 

ethnographic objects providing an opportunity to embrace comprehensively local 

study. Thus these early haphazard collections formed the beginnings of an 

interpretation and representation of Belfast's past. An impending visit by the British 

Association for the Advancement of Science in September 1852 prompted an 

inaugural display of zoological, comparative anatomical, mineralogical, antiquities and 

ethnographic collections, held at the museum.5 The ethnographic display made up a 

small yet significant section of the September exhibition.6

The museum's growing ethnographic collection generated an interest in local study and 

encouraged the development of groups such as the Belfast Naturalists' Field Club.7 

Formed in 1863, it fostered an intensive and thorough study of local antiquities.8 Yet 

this Field Club was operating towards one goal: 'to re-arrange and re-catalogue' the 

museum's materials thus providing 'for an eventual complete British collection in each 

department'.9 Coinciding with the newly catalogued system was a move to make the 

Belfast Corporation custodian of the museum.1" The transfer occurred during a period 

when Belfast was confirming its loyalty to the British crown. This proposal, passed at 

a meeting of the museum shareholders on 22 February 1907, enabled the Corporation 

to pursue the aim of the Belfast Naturalists Field Club to inject a British flavour into 

each department, thus reinforcing Belfast's links with Britain. It was an attempt to
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safeguard the Union during a period when support for a form of united governance

within Ireland was growing.

By this stage Arthur Deane was Director of the Belfast Museum." Deane, who had 

become intrigued by the Scandinavian open-air folk museum philosophy, encouraged 

the acquisition and analysis of ethnographical material in Belfast. This small yet highly 

significant collection of folk artefacts forged closer links between the museum and 

antiquarian research in Ulster, and impressed upon Deane the possibility of an open-air 

folk museum in Belfast. This museum type, Deane argued, offered a forum in which 

the past could be experienced - a 'living museum' that focused on ethnology in order to 

educate society about itself.12 He began the 'dissemination process' by instigating a 

new publication. Quarterly Notes, a Belfast Municipal Museum and Art Gallery series 

that he hoped would be distributed throughout the city.13 Secondly, Deane actively 

encouraged and guided museum staff interests in the field of ethnology. For example, 

he orchestrated a visit by Sidney StendaO, his Deputy, to observe the function and 

aims of Scandinavian open-air museums.14 These expeditions convinced Stendall that 

firstly, the open-air museum was the best environment to exhibit ethnographic 

artefacts to educate society about the past; and secondly, it alerted him to the 

potentialities of applying the Scandinavian philosophy to the ethnographic collections 

at the Belfast Museum.15 Stendall thus suggested that if an open-air museum was to 

be established, it should operate as a department of the Belfast Museum, and contain 

reconstructed traditional buildings furnished with original objects - ideas directly 

inspired by the Scandinavian prototype.16
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On Stendall's promotion to the Directorship of the Belfast Municipal Museum and Art

Gallery, he was keen to develop the ethnographic section and address the open-air folk 

museum idea more comprehensively. With its exhibition of high culture and foreign 

expedition collections, there was a growing perception that the Belfast Museum 

attracted the middle and learned classes, with limited appeal to the city's ordinary 

citizens. As George Trobridge put it, 'museums are generally voted dull places, and 

the Belfast Museum has, I fear, with the outside public the reputation of being the 

dullest of dull Museums', an aspersion Stendall longed to negate.17 Despite incentives 

such as reduced entrance fees on Saturday mornings, visitor numbers, especially 

amongst the working classes, were not increasing, leaving the museum with two 

options: expansion, or risk of closure.18 Stendall opted for the former, a decision that 

took him again to Scandinavia and resulted in a Post-War Policy Memorandum. 

This document realigned museum priorities and set 'antiquities' higher on the agenda. 

It proposed that the existing ethnographic collections be developed into a folklife and 

folklore department, that would eventually form the basis of an open-air museum.20 

The focus on folklife apparent in the Northern European museum scene stood in sharp 

contrast to the imperial collections so typical of the Belfast Museum. In this regard, 

Stendall concluded that a folklife department would enhance the museum's collections, 

and appeal to a broader spectrum of the local community.

Stendall was determined to pursue his open-air museum proposal, a task somewhat 

advanced by the arrival of Estyn Evans in Belfast.21 Evans befriended Stendall and 

gradually became involved in the work of the Belfast Museum, and more significantly,
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in the open-air project, actively encouraging Stendall to persevere with the folk

museum enterprise. Evans devoted his academic skills to the scheme and utilised his 

many contacts to generate enthusiasm for the proposed museum.22 For example, he 

headed a small delegation of museum officials who approached Sir David Keir, Vice 

Chancellor of Queen's University (whom Evans had also befriended) with a request for 

financial assistance to develop folk study and gather folk collections in Belfast. Their 

proposal met with partial success: an annual endowment of £25 for five years was 

conferred." The grant was accepted in good faith and although it was lower than 

expected due to the wartime stringencies, it did stimulate a wider interest in Stendall's 

project, and introduced the idea to leading academics and professional museum staff. 

As a consequence, George Patterson of the Armagh Museum made an appeal to 

Central Government for monetary support. He approached the Minister of Finance, J. 

M. Andrews, who referred the request to the Prime Minister of Northern Ireland, Lord 

Craigavon.24 Although this application failed to secure any immediate Government 

funding, because they could not 'spend money during the war',25 it alerted the 

Stormont administration and interested politicians and civil servants to the possibilities 

of such a scheme in Northern Ireland.26

Spurred by one another's friendship, Evans and Stendall diligently laboured to advance 

folk study throughout Ulster: Evans inside of academia, whilst Stendall concurrently 

promoted the idea within the museum world. Yet the two came to differ on one 

fundamental point. Stendall supported a distinctly Belfast-British venture under the 

aegis of the Belfast Municipal Museum and Art Gallery. Evans, however, anticipated
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an institution independent of the Belfast Museum, illustrative of Irish folk tradition, or

at least that particular to the nine counties of Ulster.

As part of the Post-War Policy Memorandum, Stendall inaugurated the Antiquities 

and Ethnography department within the museum. He appointed a Keeper of 

Antiquities and Ethnography (to include folklore) filled by George Thompson, a 

graduate from Evans's Geography department, and assigned Roger Weatherup as his 

assistant.27 As custodian of a new division the young graduate endeavoured to 

cultivate a departmental collection reflective of the local community, paying particular 

attention to rural Ulster. For example, it came to boast a large number of old farm 

implements and vehicles, which formed the cornerstone of a summer exhibition in 

1950, one of the earliest public displays of Ulster folklife.2^ By his own admission it 

was a case of 'the blind leading the blind', but through time Stendall, Evans and 

Thompson agreed that the collection had the potential to form the basis, even if 

rudimentary, of a folk museum.29

Having never observed the Scandinavian examples first hand, Thompson's limited 

understanding of the folk museum ethos hampered progress. However, his vision was 

heightened as a result of a trip, sanctioned by Stendall, to observe Artur Hazelius's 

Swedish model.30 The expedition, suggested by Seamus Delargy, afforded Thompson 

the opportunity to attend the International Congress on European and Western 

Ethnology in Stockholm, 1951.31 This not only exposed Thompson to the 

Scandinavian open-air museum movement but it also presented an occasion to
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introduce the idea of a folk museum in Belfast to the international agenda.32

Therefore, empathising with Hazelius's convictions, and impressed with the Northern 

European folk museum movement, Stendall, Evans and Thompson based their ideas 

for the Ulster venture on the Swedish exemplar.33 As Thompson later reflected, 'in my 

view Estyn Evans is the father of the Ulster Folk Museum idea and his advocacy that it 

be institutionalised was doubtless strengthened, if not initially inspired, by his having 

visited Scandinavia in the 1930s to see folk museum prototypes first hand'.34 (John 

Cornforth further underlined the significance of the Northern European influence on 

the Ulster project when he remarked, 'the atmosphere is definitely bracing. It is as if 

the wind blows off Belfast Lough straight from Scandinavia'.35) On the advice of the 

Scandinavian academics, Thompson wrote to the American Embassy, and as a result 

was awarded a Fulbright Scholarship to visit and study folk museum development at 

the Chicago Natural History Museum in 1953.36 His travels underlined one 

fundamental point: that the folk museum was the guardian of a social environment.37

Meanwhile, Stendall accepted an invitation for the Belfast Municipal Museum and Art 

Gallery to participate in the Festival of Britain campaign in 1954.38 The aim of the 

Festival was to commemorate and glorify British culture. As Thompson recalled it 

was 'a nationwide celebration of British virtues and achievements - a means of shaking 

off post-war doldrums and directing the nation's gaze towards a bright new future'.39 

For Stendall the Festival presented an opportunity to proclaim Belfast's identity as a 

region of Britain. He had intended to use the folk museum as Belfast's entry but failed 

to secure sufficient funding to complete the project within the allocated time scale,
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primarily because the Museum was preparing to host the Annual Conference of the

Museums Association. Consequently, the open-air museum proposals were 'shelved' 

for a second time, coinciding with Stendall's retirement from Directorship of the 

Belfast Museum.40

With Stendall's retirement the fate of the folk museum venture lay with the Belfast 

Museum's new Director William Seaby. Seaby not only injected new enthusiasm into 

the venture but he also suggested that it be a separate national institution supported by 

central and local Government.41 His impetuosity and intensity galvanised the folk 

museum proposers into action and brought the project one step closer into being. 

Soon the administrative work was underway. The Folk Museum Act was passed in 

1955, and George Barton Thompson was named Director of the pending Ulster Folk 

Museum on 1 April 1959.42 The appointment signalled the 'final recognition of the 

Belfast Museum's role in the establishment of the Ulster Folk Museum'.43

However, as Thompson recalled it, Seaby was an Englishman whose overdrive found 

little favour with the laid back Ulsterman.44 Thus it fell to Evans and Thompson to 

market the folk museum proposal, and convince interested parties of its value. Later 

Thompson came to reflect, '[t]o be fair, he (Seaby) was pursuing an objective in a 

climate of public opinion generally favourable to the idea and this was due in 

considerable measure to the influence in the Ulster community of the work of Estyn 

Evans'.45
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Indeed Evans's association with the venture generated a wealth of interest and support

within academia, whilst Thompson networked the project within the national and 

international museum scene. By this stage, the Welsh Folk Museum had been created, 

watched intently by Evans and Thompson. Although the folk museum was intended to 

be for and representative of the ordinary people, its direction was principally steered 

by an academic elite who committed their expertise and dexterity to create an 

institution that was ultimately indicative of their preference for anti-modernist pro- 

rural geographies. Strongly influenced by his teacher, together Thompson and Evans 

transformed Stendall's hypothetical idea to a practical reality, albeit one strongly 

underpinned by Evans's geographical philosophy. Gailey later explicitly highlighted 

the fundamental similarities between this style of pro-rural geography, and the folk 

museum movement in Wales and Ulster:

Geography has rather tended to disappear in other directions in these islands since the 1960s, but the 

tradition I refer to survives through staff at the two national museums, at St. Fagan's in Wales and at 

Cultra. lorwerth Peate, first Curator of the Welsh Folk Museum, was a student of Fleure's. His 

successor, Trefor Owen, studied under Bowen, as did Geraint Jenkins the present Curator. George 

Thompson, founding Director of the Ulster Folk Museum, and I were both amongst Evans's students, 

as other staff members at Cultra over the past thirty years were too.46

Opened in 1954, the Welsh Folk Museum at St. Fagan's was under the directorship of 

lorwerth Peate, a student colleague of Evans's during his time at Fleure's Department 

at Aberystwyth. Indeed, Fleure inspired, to some degree at least, both the Welsh and 

Ulster Folk Museum's.47 Evans gave Fleure the credit when he penned:



We have a gathering of the Folk Life Society here next month, and we are expecting Lord Saint 

Fagan's on his first visit. Fie is a little sore at all the publicity our Folk Museum has been receiving 

and I wonder how he'll take an article contributed to his Festschrift by our Director, George 

Thompson, who rightly gives you credit for inspiring both the Welsh and Ulster efforts.48

In its form as the physical manifestation of what Thompson and Evans sought to 

achieve, the Welsh Folk Museum proved to be a blueprint for the Ulster enterprise.49 

It is not surprising therefore, that in October 1959 an Ulster Folk Museum delegation 

visited the Welsh Folk Museum at St. Fagan's Castle, near Cardiff.50 Having observed 

the Scandinavian and Welsh initiatives, Evans was convinced that 'Ireland had as much 

or even more to preserve and display', a point Thompson also endorsed.51 After a visit 

to both sites Thompson commented in an Evans-like style:
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If you could have a preview of the form that we hope it will take, then one could envisage an open-air 

park such as I have illustrated at St Fagan's or Skansen, but having in place of a Welsh barn or a 

Swedish timber farm-house such local structures as a thatched cottage from Londonderry, with the 

'outshot' containing the fireside bed.52

The Geographical Foundation

Evans's geography - his passionate plea for the preservation of rural traditional 

artefacts, customs and beliefs - was in keeping with the rural revival evident in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.53 His anti-modernist stance echoed Sauer's 

warning of the 'shift in values that had accompanied the move from a culturally diverse 

rural society towards homogeneous industrial urbanism'.54 As Livingstone has



suggested, this was, in effect, a 'double-directed vision - back to the wisdom of the

past, and forward to posterity'.55 Evans, whose foresight and dynamism encouraged 

others to pursue this retrieval of rural traditions and customs, anticipated a 'moral 

recovery' in Ulster.56 With such sentiments in mind, he promulgated the idea of an 

Ulster Folk Museum, although the concept had been debated prior to his arrival in 

Belfast - a point usually overlooked.

For many the Ulster Folk Museum constituted a material manifestation of Evans's 

ideology - a practical project underpinned by his academic thinking and geographical 

philosophy. To this end, Evans was hailed its chief protagonist and architect who 

influenced the institution's purpose, function, and aims.57 This stance was widely 

accepted within the academy. For example, R. H. Buchanan, a student of Evans, 

suggested the folk museum was his finest legacy to the people of the Province because 

he had 'conceived the idea, and carried it through a long period of gestation and labour 

to a successful birth'.58 As John Campbell, another Evans scholar, recalls:

above all it is the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum at Cultra, County Down, that stands as the 

finest monument to Evans' endeavours to rescue for posterity fast disappearing rural traditions. Of 

Evans' crucial role in its foundation there can be no doubt ... In defining the institution's function, 

Evans drew no distinction between the scholarly and the social: it should demonstrate to the region's 

people, now living in a cosmopolitan world, the depth of their roots in the local countryside, and 

show how traditional beliefs and practices, seemingly parochial, had parallels in other traditions

59
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world wide.



Even Brian Graham, one of Evans's most outspoken critics, could not deny his pivotal

role in bringing the museum to birth. In a paper that primarily debates the 

incoherences in Evans's oeuvre, Graham acknowledges Evans's pioneering work in the 

museum's development and accepted that 'Evans's search for a common ground ... is 

still with us through its incarnation as the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum'.60

Such accolades were not exclusive to academic circles. In a House of Commons 

debate James Kilfedder contended that '[i]t is hardly possible to speak of it (the Ulster 

Folk Museum) without referring to the inspiring work done by a certain Welshman', 

and went on:
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The Welshman in question has adopted Ulster as his second home and honoured us by doing so. 

There is abundant evidence in Northern Ireland of the Scots, and the Ulsterman is proud of his own 

achievements. But it was left to a Welshman, like a voice crying in the wilderness, or, more aptly, a 

voice crying in an Irish bog, to urge the establishment in Ulster of a folk museum and archive. That 

cry was heard as long ago as the 1930s, and it came from Professor Estyn Evans, lecturer in 

geography at the Queen's University, Belfast. We owe him a debt of gratitude which can only be paid 

by dedication to his enlightened goal of preserving and securing the evidence of our culture. He 

struggled hard and long for the establishment of a folklore museum in Northern Ireland.61

Despite a number of interrupting objections, Kilfedder steadfastly continued his eulogy 

because, he argued, Evans opened the eyes of several generations of young Ulster 

people to the richness of their common heritage.62 Indeed Kilfedder's opinion was not 

unique. This political proclamation applauding Evans as the author of the folk
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museum idea is paralleled in his personal correspondence. A letter from Lord Belstead

conveyed, 'I know that the development of the Museum owes a tremendous amount to 

your knowledge and to the energy which you have devoted to the development of the 

museum'.63 G. B. Newe continued the praise by observing that, 'few men are most 

deserving of tribute by the Irish Community as a whole and the Northern Ireland 

community in particular than you'.64 Whilst some made simple references to 'your folk 

museum', others lavished compliments on him.65 One notable example was John C. 

Nolan, then Director of the Ulster Museum, who suggested that no one 'has done 

more than Estyn Evans to further the development of museums in Northern Ireland, 

and Ireland as a whole. His research and published writings have been major 

influences in the development of folklife studies internationally'.66

By all accounts, then, the self-described 'half Irish' geographer had a 'considerable 

measure (of) influence in the Ulster community'.67 One involved commentator 

reinforced this point by describing Evans as someone 'who has raised the study of 

Ulster folklife to its present status and who merits more credit than any other single 

person for the fact that an Ulster Folk Museum now exists'.68 Thus, his ideas did form 

the cornerstone of early debates, informing academic and political colleagues alike on 

the potentialities of a folk museum in Ulster. Yet Evans was never a member of the 

museum's staff. As this section will reveal, the folk museum became the embodiment 

of Evans's genius primarily because of the connection between his Geography 

Department at Queen's and the early staff employed at the Ulster Folk Museum. The 

folk museum was founded on a distinctly geographical foundation because, Buchanan
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explained, 'as an academic discipline, folklife studies resemble human geography in

that they occupy a borderland between those subjects which deal with the past and 

present activities of man in society: on the one had prehistory, economic and social 

history; on the other ethnology, social anthropology and sociology'.69

As far as the early folk museum debates are concerned, Evans was an influential figure 

who easily convinced Thompson of its merits. Thompson shared Evans's concern for 

the rapid disappearance of traditional rural artefacts. Indeed, a glimpse at Thompson's 

writings confirms the degree to which he was an Evans disciple. Their subject matter 

is inherently similar: both illuminate the past of 'the ordinary', particularly mankind's 

relationship with the cultural landscape. He even moulded his writing on Evans's 

technique. For example, many of Thompson's publications, like Evans's, feature a 

geological introduction to the region under investigation; again, like Evans, he 

intersperses long detailed discussions with personal anecdotes. Thompson also shared 

Evans's environmental philosophy, as he declared 'the invasion of ice moulded the 

landscape to its present form, setting the scene for Ulster's human history'.70 Yet for 

all this, Thompson did not slavishly follow in the Professor's footsteps. Whereas 

Gailey held Evans in awe, Thompson treated him as an equal.71

What Thompson did do, however, was apply the principles of Evans's pro-rural 

geography to the Ulster Folk Museum. As Director he declared the institution should 

be a comprehensive collection of folklife objects displayed within a contemporary rural 

setting. Because of the wealth of available material he composed a classification
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system to streamline collections.72 Only artefacts symbolic of the major phases in folk

culture development were to be exhibited. Buildings at the museum would serve more 

than aesthetic purposes. Each, he dictated, should be an example of regional 

vernacular architecture, indicative of local cultural heritage. If his advice was 

followed, Thompson contended, the museum would successfully move beyond the 

mere accumulation of bygones. Instead it 'must become a definite, active influence in 

the province, which ... cannot merely come from exhibition'.73 An article printed in 

the Belfast Telegraph summarised Thompson's intentions: 'Mr Thompson' it reported, 

'said he had been trying to visualise how future historians would class this age, and it 

seemed to him that it might be recalled as the age of prestige'.74 Thompson discerned 

that the folk museum would be an institution where the rural Ulster landscape, 

complete with selected buildings, would be re-created as accurately as possible.

Yet Thompson's ebullience occasionally turned to a frustration that came across as 

condescension. 'I hope this report makes sense to those with less foresight and 

understanding than yourself!!!' he wrote, 'I think my theory is a good one but it doesn't 

necessarily follow that others will agree ... I think this report needs to be read with an 

open and thoughtful mind capable of stretching somewhat beyond the mere folk 

museum'.77

Thompson's predicament was eased with the appointment of Alan Gailey, another 

Evans student, to the first senior curatorial position at the Ulster Folk Museum in 

October 1960.,f> He joined the museum's staff at an important juncture in the
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institution's development: two years after its inception through an Act of Parliament

and four years before it opened to the public. Gailey graduated from Queen's with a 

First Class BA Honours degree in Geography at the time of Thompson's appointment 

as Director. As an undergraduate Gailey nurtured his interest in vernacular houses and 

as part of his final examinations submitted a dissertation on 'Rural houses of the North 

of Ireland'.77 Gailey pursued this self-same theme in his postgraduate studies at St. 

Andrews' University where his doctoral research focused on settlement form and 

house types in the Southwest Highlands of Scotland. The subject matter was a direct 

result of Evans's influence as Gailey later confirmed:

Professor Estyn Evans opened my eyes to the interest of traditional rural houses in his lectures in 

human geography which I attended almost thirty years ago at Queen's University, Belfast. The topic 

was only a tiny element in the course he was teaching, but I soon found myself privately recording old 

houses in the west of Ireland, in districts which I had known from my boyhood there ... I count 

myself fortunate indeed that I sat in his lectures and have for so long enjoyed and benefited from his 

advice, interest in the work of the museum, and stimulation of exposure to his ever critical mind.78

Schooled in the Evans philosophy, GaUey shared Thompson's outlook for the museum. 

His chief concern was the preservation and conservation of traditional building 

features and spade types.74 Gailey wanted to read in the landscape a balance between 

old and new - between past and present. Essentially, he sought to promote an 

awareness of the cultural environment and the implication of its historical development 

for contemporary society.80 His mission, like Evans and Thompson's, was to focus 

attention on the 'formally undocumented cultural material in the countryside'.81 He
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lamented that the 'heritage of the past in the living present, and its importance for the 

future is all too imperfectly realised amongst the leaders of our community, and in 

many respects we have only now reached a stage which our Scandinavian colleagues 

had achieved half a century ago'.82

Analogous to Evans and Thompson, Gailey was concerned with the common people, 

the ordinary folk. He articulated this view most clearly in the chapter 'Tradition and 

Identity' from the book compiled in memory of George Thompson.83 Here Gailey's 

arguments echo those of his teacher. Challenging the elitist view of the past culture in 

terms of fine art, Gailey called for a broader anthropological definition and approach. 

Like Evans, he was acutely aware of the response to his suggestion. He noted that 

'appeals to concentrate on common traditions are likely to fall on deaf ears unless they 

are fully integrated with greater accommodation between differing viewpoints in all 

sectors of culture: political, religious, linguistic, as well as in the field of popular 

traditions'.84

Evans impressed on Thompson and Gailey the significance of observation and, like his 

mentor, Gailey lamented that no thorough and comprehensive guide to fieldwork had 

been published.85 Fieldwork, the geographers suggested, was fundamental to a 

comprehensive insight into the past because, 'crafts and craft industries in Ireland have 

been ill served by historians. The reason is not far to seek. Adequate written records 

at local level are rare'.86 In a review of Scottish Studies, Gailey commented on the fact

that less academic attention focused on the material remains of Scottish folk culture



than on the non-material.87 He contended that both folklore and folklife had to be
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considered within the same 'social context' and not treated as 'opposite ends' of a 

continuum. Echoing Evans's sense of urgency, Gailey warned that essential evidence 

relating to the social life underlying the development and retention of oral tradition 

was rapidly disappearing.88

Like Thompson, Gailey adopted an Evansian literary style and embellished his texts 

with line drawings and sketches.89 He admired the immediacy of Evans's descriptions 

and sought to emulate it by reporting 'first hand experience'.90 Littered throughout his 

work are references to poetry and literature - another Evans characteristic - as was his 

custom of locating particular topics in their wider social and economic circumstances. 

Thus he voiced his criticism of J. Geraint Jenkin's The Esgair Mod Woollen Mill 

precisely because it failed to situate the mill within its economic and social context and 

therefore delivered no insight into its function at different points in time.91

Neither Gailey nor Evans was content with inane descriptions, nor did they favour an 

inventory of attributes. Functional significance was their goal and this required an 

intimate knowledge of local community.92 Thus Gailey laboured to produce texts 

'enlivened with personalities' to underscore the significance of the human aspect of the 

past.93 For instance in Spade Making, Gailey was interested in the role of the 

Patterson family of Coalisland and Templepatrick in the local spade mill trade. To 

humanise his discussion of the spade industry he thus included Patterson family trees in 

the text. Gailey argued there was 'an interdisciplinary justification, for this study falls
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in the common ground shared by local history, folklife studies and industrial

archaeology' - reasoning that repeats Evans's own.94

These scholars, profoundly shaped by a geographical philosophy in the Evans mode, 

were the key players in the genesis of the Ulster Folk Museum and its development in 

twentieth century Ulster. The folk museum became a unique opportunity for them to 

promote the very anti-modernist, pro-rural geography that Evans championed, and use 

Ulster's traditional rural cultural heritage as the vehicle for that ideology. Indeed, 

given that the museum was inspired and steered in a distinctly geographical direction, 

the folk museum appeared to be more aligned to the thinking of the Geography 

department at Queen's than the museum world. That was, as we will see, until the 

Stormont Government appeared to impose a political agenda onto the museum's 

development.

It was George Paterson who contacted Central Government (that in turn raised the 

issue with the Stormont administration), about the possibilities of contributing 

financially to the establishment of a folk museum in Ulster. Paterson was sympathetic 

to the folk museum concept and promoted the cause beyond both the museum world 

and the academic arena. Although not a graduate from Evans's Geography 

department, Paterson too was very much influenced by Evans's outlook; both shared a 

mutual interest in the preservation of folklore and folklife for posterity. To this end, 

Paterson involved himself in the folk museum project, advocating the idea in west 

Ulster - a perceived cultural heartland. He too was inspired by Evans's writing style,
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and developed a chatty, conversational idiom, coupled with informed suggestive 

speculation throughout his published work.45 Paterson pursued his interest in local 

studies through his membership of local antiquarian societies including the South 

Armagh Ramblers, that later became the Armagh Field Naturalists' Society.96 Not only 

was Paterson a founding 'member of the committee' that 're-established the Ulster 

Journal of Archaeology in its third series in 1938, and of the Committee on Ulster 

Folklife and Traditions (1955)', but he also made valuable contributions to both 'the 

Ulster Journal and Ulster Folklife'.'11

Indeed Evans came to admire the work of this colleague and friend. He affectionately 

reminisced, 'on leaving the national school at Aghory, near his home, he had been 

apprenticed to the grocery store of Davison Brothers in Portadown, and when walking 

or cycling to work each day and observing the countryside, he was also serving his 

apprenticeship for his life's real work'.98 Evans recalled, 'no-one did more than T.G.F. 

to demonstrate by his work and example that the bond of place and community is 

potentially stronger than the rival sectarian ties which have so often disturbed the 

peace of Ulster'.99

Like Evans and his students, Paterson was not primarily motivated by academic 

history, but preferred to consult other sources such as census data, which he described 

as 'a document of social and family history'.100 He aspired to preserve and record what 

remained of the traditional rural past through detailed fieldwork and observations. 

Indeed, Paterson realised the significance of folklore and folklife before they became
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recognised university subjects.101 For him these unwritten sources told the story of the

local past, and by the 1920s he was already collecting materials and drawing plans of 

deserted houses and sketching field gates and firesides. His fieldwork, inspired by 

Oliver Davies, a close friend and correspondent of Evans's, formed the basis of 

'twenty-five typewritten volumes' published 'under the title Armagh Miscellanea' - the 

'product of his lifetime's' work.102 However, the similarity between his thinking and 

Evans's is most evident in one of Paterson's earlier publications when he lamented:

The tragedy is that the old stories are dying out with these old people. The younger country people 

now seek their pleasure in the towns. The cinema and the dance-hall are more to the liking of the 

boys and girls of today than the simple entertainment of the countryside. The recital of these tales is 

fast becoming a thing of the past. No doubt the lack of interest shown by the younger people is due to 

the influence of the towns and consequent amusements. Polished floors and jazz-bands are now 

essentials. There is no place in their scheme of pleasure for the old barn and its brace of fiddlers and 

good old country dances. Material for archaeological research is all around us and in no great danger 

of decay but these old stories are lost by the hundred as the years take toll of those who heard them 

from their fathers and grandfathers. The magic of the telling of the stories can not be conveyed in 

lines of printed sentences. I have heard them round a blazing peat fire and in the listening have 

forgotten time and the world outside. I have sat upon a mossy bank when the whins were in bloom 

and the air full of their peach-life fragrance, so entranced that often I forgot to take the stories 

down.103

Thus, it is clear that the folk museum idea was primarily fostered within an academic 

environment and developed within a framework advanced by Emyr Estyn Evans. 

Evans had already befriended those involved from outside of academia, and who were



already sympathetic towards his work. Although Stendall ignited the initial flame, his

fire was constantly emblazed by an injection of Evans's enthusiasm whose vision and 

foresight propelled the folk museum idea to fruition. Together Evans, Thompson and 

Gailey decided upon the aims and objectives of the proposed institution, and ultimately 

determined the contents of the museum in its early years.
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MORAL RECOVERY AND CITIZENSHIP

To a large extent the Ulster Folk Museum is just another link in an international chain 

inspired by the Scandinavian prototype. To this end the folk museum ideal - an 

institution representative of and for the ordinary people - is a celebration of traditional 

rural life. However, the creation of such an institution in Northern Ireland, with its 

contested understanding of culture and heritage, meant the museum was unique within 

the country, and also inside of the international folk museum field. Claiming to be a 

non-political enterprise, its creators intended that it would illustrate the common 

cultural heritage of a divided society, immediately setting it apart from Northern 

Ireland's institutionalised political structure.

Evans made one issue particularly clear: he did not want to create yet another political 

establishment. One of Evans's students penned the observation that, '[w]e never 

discussed politics, but he knew about me and I knew about him, that we were both 

anti-establishment'.104 As one of his correspondents pleaded, 'if we would but see the
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past more clearly, we would surely be able to learn much from it' - an Evans axiom if

ever there was one.105 The folk museum was a chance, Evans argued, to represent the 

shared common ancestry of a divided Ulster, through a celebration of regional 

identity.1116 Thus Evans proposed the Ulster Folk Museum would be 'an infusion of 

internationally accepted principles into work devoted to local culture'.107 Following 

the international folk museum pattern, the Ulster venture was intended to preserve and 

stimulate a regard amongst the citizens for their own history, identity and culture.

That said, the idea of a folk museum in Ulster primarily emerged out of a geographical 

concern with the rapid depletion of rural artefacts.108 From the late nineteenth and into 

the early twentieth century, Northern Ireland had witnessed a change in its industrial 

base. 1954 had been hailed as Britain's 'most prosperous year', witnessing expansion 

at a rate 'previously thought impossible'.109 Indeed an article in the Belfast Newsletter 

noted 'an increase in the number and variety of dynamic forces at work'.110 Not only 

were Ulster's folkways changing from 'traditional craft based industries', but 

population densities had become progressively more urban.111 Although schemes had 

been implemented to salvage rural industries in Ulster at this time, urban industrial 

activity increased at the expense of rural production and lifestyle.112 Thus, the 

academics regarded the folk museum as an opportunity to rescue for posterity aspects 

of folklore and folklife, to present a picture of Ulster's 'working' past.113 As suggested 

in the Irish Times and Belfast Morning News: '[hjistory, says the Museum authorities, 

is made not only by the deeds of mighty men, but also by the quiet lives of ordinary 

people engaged in farming and the associated trades and occupations, since it is on



them and their work that the social and economic life and progress of a country

ultimately depends'.114

Providing the individual with a heritage in a period when cultural traditions and 

techniques were being lost to modernisation, the folk museum was needed, the 

geographers argued, because Ulster's past was dying with its older generations:115
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We feel at this point some reference should be made to the problem of obtaining men trained in those 

traditional skills which are now all too rapidly disappearing. While it is not unreasonable to 

anticipate that thatchers, wheelwrights and other craftsmen can be found in Northern Ireland at the 

present day, many of them are old men and ultimately the Folk Museum is bound to be faced with the 

problem of replacing them. If present trends continue it may be far from easy to do so.116

Therefore, its creators saw the museum as the guardian of social identity: an 

instrument that would reinforce the uniqueness and individuality of Ulster. In a lecture 

to the Rotary Club entitled 'The past and the present' - a title borrowed from Evans - 

Thompson conveyed the view that, '[i]t was not generally appreciated that life today 

was composed for the most part of custom and habit inherited from the past, and that 

an intimate knowledge of that custom and habit was essential if our plans for the 

future were to be based on a sound sense of our values'.117 These values were 

imbedded in the rural past, the representation of which would generate a new sense of 

spiritual purpose within Ulster. As a result the museum's collection had to be 

considered 'in light of their moral foundation'.118



A feasibility study for a museum of citizenship to promote mutual understanding and

respect had been carried out in Northern Ireland before the Ulster Folk Museum Act 

had been legislated. In preserving traditional rural cultural heritage, the museum 

would assume this role, and contribute to the production of 'a new sense of values' - a 

message conveyed in Ulster Folklife:
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What could be a more valuable means of education for good citizenship, and for giving young people 

a pride in their homeland, than the collection and study of information about their immediate 

neighbourhoods, and the men and women, their forefathers, who shaped those neighbourhoods and 

who helped to build and give life to our society? A study of the intricate skills and crafts of farming 

and local hand industries can lead to a fresh sense of values in the countryside, in a period when 

standardisation and mechanisation are ruthlessly transforming rural life and culture.119

Stendall earlier proposed that Northern Ireland's political situation had worsened 

primarily because of the absence of deeper spiritual ideals. He believed an open-air 

folk museum could fill this spiritual void, and would nourish and intellectually 

stimulate the community it was to serve. As Evans put it, '[w]e trust that with so 

many expressions of our ancient life gone people will be able to derive the spiritual 

sustenance that they require in the folk museum. If we do no more or no less than that 

we shall have done a worthwhile job'.120 The pastoral heritage of Atlantic Europe, 

Evans argued, bequeathed strong spiritual forces which have repeatedly 'welled up and 

flowed out to enrich the whole western world'.121



Much of Ulster's rural past remained in the present primarily as a result of its

provincialism. In a defence Thompson argued at a meeting of the Town Planning 

Institute in Belfast that it acted as 'a shield behind which much of our character and 

identity have remained relatively unchanged in the face of a modern universal trend 

towards standardisation'. He continued:

It seems to me, in fact, that there is a trace of irony in the fact that certain aspects of our 

provincialism, for which we have been criticised in the past, are now, in terms of modern life, 

essential to our future well-being ... It is my firm belief that to-day, as never before, man needs an 

awareness of the tradition and identity of the community to which he belongs. Many of the events in 

the world to-day, based on a struggle for self-determination and self-government, appear to me to be 

expressions of this need.122

Evans suggested a folk museum would inform society about itself through education 

and the dissemination of knowledge.123 Thus, by identifying common ancestry, the 

folk museum would provide society with a sense of 'collective identity and 

belonging'.124 In doing so, Thompson also envisaged that the museum would promote 

citizenship.125 The institution, as a guardian of artefacts, would be infused with 'a spirit 

of ethnography' that would generate 'a spiritual awareness of place and its historical 

development'.126
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Education

The view of the folk museum as a pedagogic device can be traced to the notion of the

European Folk High School, which emerged during the same period as the Folk
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Museum Movement. The Danish philanthropist Nicoli Grundvig conceived the idea.

He intended that the Folk High School would offer a basic education - reading writing 

and arithmetic - to those outside of mainstream education. To this end the Folk High 

School and the Folk Museum Movement shared similar objectives: to generate an 

interest and pride in heritage to help society deal with social changes.127 Evans and 

Thompson intended that the Ulster Folk Museum would combine both principles into 

one institution - to educate and introduce contemporary society to the past.128 The 

educational function of the museum 'developed, above all, from the specific political 

situation in Northern Ireland'.129 Thompson spelled out its didactic value:

The Museum is actually bridging the gap by bringing together young people from Catholic and non- 

Catholic schools in a common educational experience. What is more, we have as our teaching 

resources the products of a social and cultural history which unlike those of constitutional history, 

reveal a heritage that they share rather than one which casts them into conflict as it has their 

forebearers.1311

Therefore, as this extract illustrates, Thompson anticipated that the museum would 

have a deliberate reconciliation thrust, but reconciliation based on absorption and 

accommodation.131 He considered the folk museum to be an 'effective instrument in 

strengthening the consciousness of the common social origin, and with that the 

acquirement of a social identity, in overcoming the split which has resulted from 

political and religious controversies'.132 In its early stages the folk museum was 

conceived as being of 'primary value for the presentation of social history'.133
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Evans advised, '[s]tudy any aspect of material culture - types of thatch, shapes of

spades, styles of field-fences, traditional fashions of food or dress - and you will find 

endless minor regional variations within what is at first sight a single homogenous 

culture-province'.134 As Gailey suggested, the 'claim that there is a single Ulster, or 

even Irish, tradition is false. Instead ... in Ulster and in Ireland generally there is both 

cultural diversity and cultural uniformity'.135 By its very nature, advanced by a group 

of historical geographers, the museum would apply the time-space elements that 

Thompson and Evans argued historians had neglected. The museum was to be an 

apolitical institution. Thompson confirmed, 'it is our aim that the Ulster Folk Museum 

shall become, in theory and in practice, an institution of and for the whole Province'136 

(my emphasis). By focusing on folklore and folklife, the intention was to transcend 

the divisive nature of sectarianism and embrace social identity rather than the divisive 

issues of politics and religion.137

Dealing with 'man the domestic creature' rather than 'man the imperialist', the Ulster 

folk museum would introduce society to itself and to it's past.138 This, Thompson 

argued, would produce the 'original home from home',139 that would be of 'immense 

value to the Ulster community',140 permitting visitors to observe artefacts in context.141 

To this end the Ulster Folk Museum was considered 'an essential part of our very 

being'.142 It would 'provide facilities for the preservation and study of material 

illustrating the life and work of the people of Ulster through the centuries'.143 As 

Thompson explained:



It will be an institution in which the true character of our community will be revealed through the 

medium of its most important component parts. Through it we will have a means of appreciating our 

rich heritage, and of seeing, as a result, a deeper significance in the varied elements of habitat, 

thought and behaviour which compose our daily lives. In short, we shall gain a rich knowledge and 

understanding of ourselves, and no one can argue that this is not vital to our future well-being. Such 

an outlook, we hope, will extend beyond this single project, to the creation of an efficient and 

comprehensive system whereby regional study, in its broadest sense, will become accepted as a 

primary social obligation.144

Not only would the folk museum educate the people of Northern Ireland about their 

past, it was also intended to inform tourists.145 In the mid to late twentieth century, a 

Northern Ireland Tourist Board Survey revealed that the country was increasingly 

becoming 'a rendezvous for world travellers'.146 This new wave of cultural tourists 

was rapidly increasing, and would provide a window to educate and affirm Northern 

Ireland's unique identity on the global scale.147 To do this the museum had to be more 

than a collection of 'bygones' with 'meaningless ideals' because this would not present a 

comprehensive picture of folklife.148

Consequently, Evans and Thompson were anxious to steer the folk museum away 

from a 'ye olde cottages' image, towards the idea of a 'living' museum, where the 

exhibition of buildings in their traditional setting would justify newspaper headlines 

such as 'History lives in Cultra'.149 Evans proposed that an open-air museum would 

enhance the institution's educational role because it would enliven the visitor's
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experience of the past - he imagined 'a live museum where buildings and transport



where made to function again', where bread and oatcakes were baked, baskets weaved

and roofs thatched.150 Evans believed recording regional variations in thatching, cattle 

and mud, would evoke a 'scientific interest' in the museum, rather than mere 

sentimentality.151
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If Evans's guidelines were applied, the Ulster Folk Museum would be more than a 

repository of archaic objects; it would be a collection of materials that told the story of 

the past. Thompson warned against producing an institution that is 'in effect, modern 

social life superimposed on an ignored and neglected backcloth of heritage and 

tradition', as this would negate the educational function of the museum.152 Indeed, this 

provoked Thompson to question its name. Concerned that the label 'museum' would 

limit its role to the custodian of artefacts, Thompson proposed the venture be called a 

'centre'.153 'Centre', Thompson argued, suggested a more engaging approach to the 

past that widened the scope of the institution, challenging the 'purely historical 

implications of the term museum'.154 He believed this would avoid the common 

perception of most museums - 'here is your past, use it as you will'.155 For him the 

Ulster Folk Museum was to be more than a recreational facility. As he observed,

I find it somewhat disturbing, for example, to see an increasingly widespread equation - presumably 

evolving from local government reorganisation - between museums and recreation. While I would in 

no way challenge that museums can be fun and have considerable recreational value, I am concerned 

with priorities. In Ulster we delight in seeing the Museum, and even its surroundings, used simply 

for pleasure, but there is no equation between function and recreation, nor, I hope will there ever be,

156the issues are, I feel, too serious.
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Impressed by the Hazelian principle that society could cope better with the future if

armed with a fuller knowledge of and pride in the past, Thompson believed the Ulster 

Folk Museum was a deliberate response to social change that would encourage society 

to preserve the past themselves.157 The folk museum would transcend the boundary of 

entertainment to fulfil the role of educator. The co-ordination of specialised and 

related bodies would ultimately give smaller groups within Ulster a greater force, 

encouraging a sense of citizenship and belonging, helping society to adopt to changing 

social and economic circumstances.

In gathering this chapter to a conclusion, it is clear that Evans believed society was 

losing its sense of collective identity and belonging. The folk museum, as purveyor of 

citizenship through education, was to be dedicated to the preservation of rural peasant 

traditions.158 This 'collection of collections'159 was envisaged as a source of 

documentary and material artefacts available for public consultation.160 The 

combination of archive and exhibition, its creators claimed, would constitute a 

museum comparable to its European counterparts.161 Essentially then, the museum 

had a two-fold purpose. Firstly, in following the international folk museum 

movement, it was steered towards the celebration and preservation of traditional rural 

customs and material objects. Its second purpose was unique to Northern Ireland. In 

a society obsessed with the past, littered with memorials of entrenched political ideas, 

Thompson wanted to present a different interpretation and commemoration of the 

past. Focusing on Ulster's common cultural heritage, the museum sought to celebrate 

regional diversity, traits redolent of Geddes's Outlook Tower. Indeed, Thompson was



anxious to have the folk museum idea introduced to every region in the country.162 In

this regard the media proved a useful tool. In an article tellingly entitled 'Director of 

Folk Museum wants thousands of people to help him', Thompson reported that the 

success of the museum depended on the co-operation of ordinary people to preserve 

exhibits which captured 'the customs and practices of days long gone'.163 This picture 

of the past was to be conveyed through the presentation of 'house-types and styles of 

furniture of farm implements and the lay-out of fields and fences, of boat-types, of 

dialects and superstitions, and so on' - subjects its creators believed were beyond the 

pale of political affiliation.164 Accepting that the success of the Ulster Folk Museum 

was related to its academic foundation, Thompson reflected:
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if one considers the extent to which nationalistic feeling has often featured in the establishment and 

development of folk museums (e.g. Scandinavia, Holland, Belgium, Wales) one might reasonably 

deduce that the southern Republic of Ireland, and not the northern Province of Ulster, would provide 

a fertile seed-bed for a folk museum movement. Yet paradoxically it has been in Ulster, where 

nationalism is at least a source of controversy and at worst has led to loss of life, that a folk museum 

has been established and is now emerging on a scale most prominent in Europe. The reason for this 

is that the original idea was spawned in an academic setting rather than within the community in 

general.165

However, the academics could not have created Ulster's folk museum without 

financial contributions. The enterprise was largely funded by Government monies, and 

therefore became a source of interest amongst the Stormont administration. Its



involvement added another dimension to the folk museum debate, an issue this thesis

will now address.
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Chapter 5

Friends in High Places

The scale of the folk museum proposals had developed at such a rate that additional 

sources of funding were required to back the venture. Several of the key players 

involved in the early debates had contacts with politicians who were sympathetic to 

the folk museum cause. Therefore, the decision was made to approach the Stormont 

Government, through these friends and associates, to request financial support for the 

Ulster Folk Museum enterprise.

T. G. F. Paterson introduced the idea of a folk museum to the Stormont Government 

through a letter he penned to Dame Dehra Parker then Parliamentary Secretary to the 

Minister of Education.1 In particular this drew the attention of three key people who 

shared Evans's conviction of preserving cultural heritage for posterity. The trio, 

namely G. B. Newe, E. T. Green, and Dame Dehra Parker, set about pursuing the folk 

museum project, taking the idea from its academic inception and introducing it to a 

political forum.2 This was intended to exert a little political pressure to smooth the 

path for the creation of the institution.
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G. B. Newe, who regarded Evans as one of his 'most treasured friends', was Secretary

of the Northern Ireland Council of Social Services when the Folk Museum Bill was 

enacted, and later became Minister of State for Northern Ireland.3 Newe, the first 

Roman Catholic to be subsequently appointed as a Minister in the Stormont Cabinet, 

offered the Council of Social Services facilities to store folklife artefacts.4 Utilising 

his political clout, Newe lobbied Cabinet and advertised the folk museum project 

within the political sphere. Evans and Newe developed a deep and lasting friendship, 

a verity evidenced from their personal correspondence.5 Both shared the double- 

directed vision of preserving the past for future generations. So much so, that Newe 

became Honorary Secretary of the Committee on Ulster Folklife and Traditions.6

Meanwhile, the idea of preserving rural artefacts captured the attention of the 

business entrepreneur E. T. Green. Specialising in animal foodstuffs, Green 

befriended Evans and Newe, empathising with their conviction to preserve the rapidly 

disappearing rural skills and artefacts.7 Drawing on his business contacts, Green 

secured a stand at the Balmoral Agricultural Show in the 1950s.H The stand was a 

window for folklife studies heralding a two-fold success: it directly impressed upon 

the agricultural community the imperative need to preserve their customs and 

artefacts, whilst simultaneously attracting the attention of interested politicians. But 

it also presented Green with an opportunity to explore his personal curiosity in 

bucolic customs and traditions. He thus channelled his energies towards the 

advancement of rural studies. For example, as Chairman of the Rural Industries 

Development Committee, he established an economic development scheme that he



believed would make a positive contribution to both the social and industrial life of

the countryside.9

However, it was Dame Dehra Parker who became Evans's closest and most powerful 

ally.10 Parker, a member of the Stormont Government, was instrumental in the 

legislative procedure that occasioned the folk museum. It was she who contacted 

Paterson in 1953 suggesting he should once more endeavour to secure Government 

funding for folklife studies.11 As Mrs. Evans recalled:
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Perhaps its (the Ulster Folk Museum's) strongest ally was Dame Dehra Parker, grandmother of Prime 

Minister James Chichester Clark ... Dehra Parker was formidable, elegant and intelligent, but under 

the assurance and sophistication were the interests of an Irish country-woman. She always took an 

intelligent interest in archaeological excavations and was extremely helpful with the Folk Museum 

effort. Her enduring concern was with how legislation would affect the welfare of ordinary people, 

whose opinion she was not above asking.12

Due to Evans's close friendship with Parker, and other prominent members of the 

Stormont executive, he commented at will on Government proposals. As Mrs. Evans 

reminisced, one notable objection centred on the naming of Craigavon: 'if the name 

had to be political, he said, why not Dehraville to celebrate that you have a women in 

your cabinet?'13 Evans himself later admitted that it was 'political leaders such as Dr. 

Maginess and Dame Dehra Parker', who 'played a considerable role as a pressure 

group in the movement to establish an Ulster Folk Archive Museum'.14 As Buchanan 

acutely summarised the 'task required patience, tact and diplomatic skills; and the



support of a heterogeneous group of civil servants, politicians, teachers and

businessmen, their only bond a deep a respect for Estyn and the work he was 

attempting to do'.15 Thompson recalled, the work necessitated his direct liaison with 

what someone described to him as 'Civil Service mandarins' and who warned him to:

regard them as the progeny of unwedded parents and treat them accordingly! In fact, I was to meet 

and do business with a succession of individuals - some of whom were to become valued friends - who 

personified kindness and consideration and a ready willingness to apply their powers to the limit and, 

on occasions, beyond it, to facilitate the Museum's development.16

Evans's ideas became the fundamental basis of the political documents issued in the 

preparation for the passing of the Folk Museum Act.17 For instance, the Nugent 

Committee, one of the first committees set up to examine the folk museum proposal, 

was adamant that the wide diversity of the Province would be fully represented, 

achieved through inter-disciplinary exchange - particular concerns of Evans.18 Yet 

along with growing Government interest in the project came changes in the 

perception of the folk museum. This chapter will illustrate how, building on Evans's 

geographical approach, the Stormont Government developed a series of committees 

to steer the folk museum through the legislative procedure: a project it undertook 

primarily because it presented a focus for citizenship and identity in Northern Ireland. 

Although these are central concerns of the folk museum movement in the light of the 

political situation in early to late twentieth century Northern Ireland their significance
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became immense.
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The Ulster Folk Museum evolved during a period of political, social, and cultural

upheaval in Northern Ireland. The unrest had previously led to the Government of 

Ireland Act, passed in 1920. The Act 'partitioned the island and offered Home Rule 

to both parts of Ireland', recognising that the political situation in six counties, namely 

Fermanagh, Armagh, Tyrone, Londonderry, Antrim, and Down, was different from 

the rest of the island.19 Unionists accepted Home Rule (but not as originally 

formulated - Home Rule suggested Rome Rule), perhaps fearing no alternative, 

whilst nationalists rejected it. The ensuing period of discontent resulted in the 

Anglo-Irish Treaty on 6 December 1921. The Treaty granted 'dominion status' to all 

thirty-two counties, with the 'provision for six to opt out', which they did. The six 

counties thus formed Northern Ireland. As Connolly observed, it was a new state 

where two communities had to co-exist: one community advocated loyalty to the 

crown, whilst the other sought unification with the Republic.

Northern Ireland was governed by the Stormont Parliament under the Unionist 

leadership of James Craig, which operated as a regional unit under the British Crown. 

This Unionist Prime Minister reflected the political allegiance of the cabinet when he 

stated, 'all I boast is that we are a Protestant Parliament and a Protestant state'.22 As a 

Member of Parliament Craig represented Northern Ireland's legislative interests in the 

House of Commons, yet as a politician he had the potential to engage in the 

acquisition of power to further the ends of his own political party. On the whole, 

Unionists remained united, 'for them, the only issue of any importance was the 

maintenance of the Union and opposition to unification with the Free State'.23



This period of political upheaval coincided with the cessation of World War Two. As

a result of what became known as 'The People's War', 'heritage was bound up with the 

war time theme', and a 'radical patriotic version' emerged.24 Heritage was used as a 

tool to 'mobilise national identity and pride'.25 However, this was also an era 

heralding economic and industrial advancement - when homogenisation increased at 

the expense of traditional rural practices.26 Thus this 'new' heritage was a deliberate 

attempt to maintain the continuity of the human story. Consequently the 1950s 

witnessed the revival of local history, questioning the availability of material artefacts 

and written records, and the 'living memory' believed to be dying with the older 

generations.27 The Stormont administration, seeing the museum as a cynosure for 

such tasks, opted to financially support the venture.

In creating a museum dedicated to the preservation of the past for the future, the 

proposals offered Stormont a chance to consolidate a sense of collective identity and 

belonging, especially given that Northern Ireland was still a relatively young country. 

In financing the project, the Government assumed it would be pre-disposed with a 

degree of power. It is possible that Stormont believed the folk museum proposal was 

an opportunity to celebrate Unionism, and Northern Ireland's separate identity from 

the remainder of the Ireland, whilst simultaneously reinforcing its allegiance to
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Britain.
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THE REGIONAL DILEMA

From its inception the folk museum was synonymously associated with Belfast. The 

idea can be traced to Arthur Deane, director of the Belfast Museums and Art Gallery, 

and was pursued by several leading academics from Queen's - Belfast's prestigious 

university. As the Belfast Corporation offered Belfast Castle as a site for the 

museum, Belfast City Council overwhelmingly involved itself in the project. Belfast 

was also close to Northern Ireland's seat of Parliament, which pursued an active 

interest in the development of the museum. Although the Minister of Education, 

Harry Midgley had declined to meet a delegation from the Libraries, Museums and 

Art Committee, which boasted Evans and Councillor Breakie (of Belfast City 

Council) amongst its membership, Brian Maginess, then Minister of Finance, 

received the deputation in January 1953.28 (Dame Dehra Parker was chairperson of 

this contingent, but requested Evans took her place when petitioning the Government 

for financial assistance.21') As a consequence the folk museum metamorphosed from a 

department of the Belfast Museum to become a separate national institution for 

Northern Ireland.30

Whitehall also encouraged the creation of the museum. For instance, at the time of its 

enactment, the Chancellor of the Exchequer had made cuts to both private and public 

expenditure. Northern Ireland, however, was granted exemption from the 

Chancellor's decrements.31 They explained:
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Scotland posses a National Museum, National Gallery, National Portrait Gallery and National Library. 

Wales has a National Museum, National Folk museum and National Library. All these will continue 

to draw support from the Government despite this period of financial stringency. Northern Ireland as 

yet possesses none of these state institutions. In a young state priority has to be given in the early 

years to make up the leeway in other more vital matters and this was done in Northern Ireland; but ... 

the time has now come when provision for... (a) state museum ... should be made.32

This implied the museum would be a state possession with a sphere of 'power' within 

the community. Thompson warned:

the museum movement in Ulster is operating 'cheek by jowl’ with social change - change of a sudden 

and violent nature. There is no time to contemplate the subtleties of the situation, to luxuriate in the 

euphoria of peace and contentment. We must act, decisively and responsibly, if for no other reason 

than to justify our continued existence, and to assist in safeguarding the standards of civilised life on 

which its very existence depends ... it is as though two decades of major reorganisation and expansion 

constituted a preparation for future social change rather than a manifestation of past social 

achievement.33

Consequently the Ulster Folk Museum was established under the direction of the 

Northern Ireland Government as the 'Folk Museum Act (Northern Ireland) 1958: an 

Act to Establish the Ulster Folk Museum and to Constitute a Board of Trustees for its 

Establishment'.34 Kenneth Bloomfield, considered by many to be the 'unchallenged 

Civil Service specialist on folk museum development', was the officeholder 

responsible for introducing the first hurdle of the legislative process.35
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However, there was a two-year gap between the acceptance of the draft bill and the

Act passed by Parliament.36 The delay can, in part, be explained by the high turnover 

in the position of Minister of Finance between 1953-1957. For instance, Brian 

Maginess 'relinquished' his position as Minister of Finance in 1956 to become 

Attorney General, and his successor, George B. Hanna, stayed in 'office for less than 

a year before becoming a County Court Judge'.37 Therefore, it was Hanna's 

replacement, Terence O’Neill, who steered the folk museum through Parliament.' In 

retrospect Thompson reflected this was advantageous to the museum's progress:

it was a blessing in disguise, for it brought the Folk Museum project forward in time to a period of 

political and social activity in Northern Ireland which, apart from all else, was to have a profound 

influence on the establishment and development of the institution, and particularly on the concept of 

the Museum as a social instrument.39

The interim was also a time of intense political debate about the folk museum, 

characterised by a series of committees - forums that theoretically provided liaison 

between Government officials, academics, and community representatives (although 

in practice a different pattern emerged). The Committee on Ulster Folklife and 

Traditions was established in 1952 in response to Evans and Stendall's discussions 

overviewed in the previous chapter.40 Its remit was 'to organise the collection of 

folklife material throughout Northern Ireland1 in preparation for the establishment of 

a folk museum.41 The Committee contended 'we are optimistic enough to believe that 

a study of the intricate skills and crafts of farming and local hand industries can lead 

to a new sense of values1.42 Given the political situation, a museum based on uniting a



divided society was 'of immense value to the Ulster community'.43 The subsequent

committees became an integral part of the legislative process, and by association 

endowed the folk museum with political meaning, thereby attaching political 

significance to what had been a project founded on academic principles. Thompson, 

the museum's Director, made little reference to this at the time, but with hindsight he 

remarked:

It is ironic in the light of present-day circumstances that a folk museum, whose policy is directed 

towards preventing it becoming a mere monument to the past, is nevertheless just such a monument to 

the government which brought it into being - a government which having since fallen victim to its 

critics, is today, remembered more for its failings than for its many achievements by way of 

imaginative law-making.44
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The Government's proposals were fundamentally based on the academic principles 

spelled out by Evans and Thompson. They accepted Thompson's advice that 'the 

Ulster Folk Museum shall become, in theory and in practice, an institution of and for 

the whole Province'.45 Evans's contention to preserve as much of the material and 

cultural life of Ulster was also readily agreed to, thus reiterating the significance of 

the educational function of the museum.46

It was perhaps Stormont's interest in the museum that spurred local authority 

curiosity, culminating in a meeting of fifty local authority representatives at Council 

Chamber, Belfast City Hall, to discuss the possibility of financially creating and 

sustaining a national folk museum. In response, Brian Maginess, then Minister of
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Finance for Northern Ireland, appointed a Folk Museum Committee, also referred to

as the Nugent Committee, on 5 March 1954. In essence, this committee set the 

political ball rolling.47 Its creation was to deliberate 'A Proposed Open-Air Folk 

Museum'.48 It was appointed:

to examine and make recommendations on the proposal to establish an Ulster Folk Museum in Belfast, 

illustrative of Ulster life, culture, arts and crafts of the past; to inquire into the desirability of the 

establishment and maintenance of such Museum on a national basis; to inquire into the prospective 

capital costs of the proposal and the costs of administration and maintenance, and to make 

recommendations in connections therewith.49

On Evans's advice, each region would be allocated its own 'corner' at the museum.50 

If all agreed, Seaby suggested that, 'each City and County will have a section to 

reflect 'the background peculiar to each area'.51 These 'regional exhibits', the Nugent 

Committee anticipated, would stimulate both city dweller and holiday-maker to 

explore the regional diversity of Ulster which would otherwise go unnoticed. In 

preserving 'the true character and traditions of the older way of life',52 it would 

introduce native and visitor alike 'in the space of a few acres, to the cultural variety of 

the whole region'.53 This would be 'guaranteed' by the financial contributions of local 

authorities, thus paving the way for 'a Folk Museum worthy of Ulster's great heritage 

set up as a memorial to her spirit of enterprise and independence through past 

activities'.54



This county-institutional link, Thompson reckoned, was the key to success, 'the whole

idea resulting in a scheme second to none in the world!! A sweeping statement you'll 

admit, but one which I believe to be true'.55 The Folk Museum Committee concluded 

this would be accomplished if period buildings were re-erected or copied and filled 

with surviving relics. In so doing the museum would become a microcosm of Ulster, 

'so in a short walk around the museum the visitor could see something of the infinite 

diversity of the Province in a way which would otherwise take years of study and 

hundreds of miles of travel'.56 As Thompson spelled out in a tone inherited from 

Evans:
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We must first have clear in our minds the function and purpose of the Folk Museum. It will be an 

institution in which the true character of our community will be revealed through the medium of its 

most important component parts. Through it we will have a means of appreciating our rich heritage, 

and of seeing, as a result, a deeper significance in the varied elements of habitat, thought and 

behaviour which compose our daily lives. In short, we shall gain a rich knowledge and understanding 

of ourselves, and no one can argue that this is not vital to our future well -being ... our collection is a 

symbol, even in its present state, of the commendable enlightened outlook which conceived and 

encouraged such a development as the Ulster Folk Museum. Such an outlook, we hope, will extend 

beyond this single project, to the creation of an efficient and comprehensive system whereby regional 

study, in its broadest sense, will become accepted as a primary social obligation.57

Although an invitation had apparently been extended to all local authorities to attend 

a meeting at Belfast Castle in October 1955, representation was not uniform. Only 

delegates from three counties attended: five from Antrim, three from Armagh, and 

eight from Down. Incited by what appeared to be Belfast's monopoly over the
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project, they demanded another meeting at which fifty-seven delegates from local 

council and relevant bodies attended.58 To quell the situation Mrs. Breakie suggested 

'a committee formed by three members from Belfast and one member from each of 

the six counties so that Belfast could be outvoted at any time by the counties'.54 

However, with Belfast holding one third of the vote, and meetings held in the Mayor's 

Chamber at Belfast City Hall, attempts to actively include all councils within 

Northern Ireland were limited. The Lord Mayor of Belfast, Alderman R. J. R. 

Harcourt claimed 'he was sorry about the feeling that had come about between Belfast 

and the country districts'.60

As a department of the Belfast Museum the proposed institution was to be funded by 

the Belfast Corporation, but its elevation to national status warranted financial 

backing from Central Government. However this was only guaranteed if local 

authorities also contributed to the scheme thereby ensuring a democratically elected 

body to execute decisions, and the representation of all traditions in Ulster.61 (But 

this could also be interpreted as an attempt to reduce Belfast Council's capital 

expenditure as it initially offered to 'foot the bill' when the scale of events was much 

smaller.62) Graham, the Town Clerk of Bangor, argued that Government and local 

authorities had to work closely to control events. Anything else, he claimed, would 

be a 'divorce of power and responsibility'.63 Subsequently, under Section 9 of the 

Public Health and Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act (N.I.), 1955, 

local authorities were 'empowered' to contribute financially towards the maintenance 

or establishment of 'certain museums',64 although it was considered 'fitting that a
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substantial part of the Museum's income should be derived from Government

grants'.65

However at a meeting in Belfast, and more significantly at Belfast Castle on 18 

November 1955, local authority discontent became most apparent. Belfast City 

Council and the Stormont administration considered this the inaugural meeting of the 

Ulster Folk Museum Committee. The audience included a representative from each 

local authority and was deemed an opportunity to dissipate the growing rift between 

them and Belfast Council. Belfast Councillor Mrs. Breakie was in the chair. She 

followed a pre-determined agenda and brief, electing a President and Vice-President 

that had been previously nominated by Belfast Council.66 However contrived, this 

meeting was billed as a forum which would afford local authorities the opportunity to 

express their concerns. Yet as Thompson recalled, this was not the impression of 

those in attendance:

The minutes of the meeting subtly record that the proposal was 'de facto' adopted since no dissension's 

had been voiced, but having been at the meeting my recollection is that the resultant silence was less 

indicative of agreement than of shock and indignation. However, the silence was soon broken and the 

platform party was reminded that representatives had no mandate from their respective bodies to 

undertake any commitments and that it would be unwise for the meeting to take any irretrievable 

steps.67

The Stormont Government had assumed this meeting would be the final step in 

securing the museum's passage from a Bill to an Act of Parliament. However,
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although advertised as a platform for local councils to formally raise opinions, it

almost led to the downfall of the folk museum project. The friction between 

provincial counties and metropolitan Belfast was clear. Portadown Council had 

withdrawn its support to concentrate on the development of its own museum. But as 

a consequence of the assistance and encouragement Seaby afforded them in the 

furtherance of their local museum, Portadown 'came round to the idea'.68 For others it 

was 'Catch 22'. A case in point is Newcastle U.D.C. Newcastle Councillor A. P. 

Cairns, was prepared to support the museum but argued '(t)hey had only hung fire 

until they (found) out what everyone else was doing'.69 As Mr. R. B. Stevens of the 

Association of Municipal Authorities of Holywood suggested most were in favour of 

the folk museum, but the 'right approach had not been made in the beginning'.7" It 

therefore appeared as Councillor Johnston of Whitehead commented, 'Belfast had just 

got off on the wrong foot'.71

Meanwhile, Evans and Thompson were determined the project would succeed and 

actively networked the folk museum concept directly to local authorities. Thus while 

66% initially opposed the venture, the duo had turned things around. On the advice 

of Councillor Tughan from Bangor, they attended meetings of local societies to 

explain the aims of the folk museum at a personal level, convincing the public of the 

academic, social and cultural opportunities such a museum presented for Ulster. 

They realised the project would not succeed without financial support from the 

Government but Evans, at least, did not consider this an invitation for the 

Government to assume control over the museum's development. Thompson, on the
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other hand, argued in a hand-written explanatory report that, '[t]he welfare of Ulster

society is in the responsibility of local government. All schemes which contribute to 

this welfare must be linked together'.72 Indeed it is apparent, to some extent at least, 

that the Government was prepared to act under the academic guise. Evans and 

Thompson remained the 'faces' of the museum. For example, T. B. Graham 

suggested the project would be a guaranteed success if Evans were associated with it 

because 'his name would carry a great weight'.73

To this end 'any remaining ruffled fur was later unruffled' and the 'well-intentioned 

event, which almost went seriously wrong, proved in the end to be the initiation of 

the final, pre-established chapter in the Folk Museum's history'.74 Instead of 

endorsing the proposals as read by Breakie at the November meeting, this was the 

first occasion that many local authority representatives had been comprehensively 

briefed on the folk museum proposals. Consequently, the floor suggested the 

establishment of another Advisory Committee to directly engage their apprehensions 

- a motion agreed upon perhaps to prevent the proposals from being rejected out of 

hand.

Within one week of its appointment the Advisory Body, known as the Webb 

Committee, had produced a memorandum on the formation and constitution of a folk 

museum. With Patrick Webb, Vice-Chairman of Antrim County Councils, as 

Chairman, an intensive local authority survey was undertaken to simultaneously 

inform and gather essential information. It did so via direct liaison with the Ministry
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of Finance brought about via consultation with Kenneth Bloomfield (former secretary

to the Nugent Committee).75

Having their proposals confirmed as an Act of Parliament excited the Ulster Folklife 

and Traditions Committee who claimed this would facilitate 'a Folk Museum which 

will rank with the best anywhere in Western Europe - or anywhere'.76 Indeed Evans 

was also encouraged by the proceedings. He declared, 'I believe this Act is unique 

not only in its purpose but also in having had the enthusiastic support of all political 

parties in the Northern Ireland parliament'.77

The Webb Committee suggested the nomination of a Board of Trustees to develop 

the finer details of the folk museum, advice incorporated into the Act. Composed of 

twenty people, legislation dictated the Board had to be 'a body corporate with 

perpetual succession and a common seal’.78 It was intended as a committee of 'truly 

provincial character'71' created to deal with local authority opinions and to debate the 

establishment of an Ulster Folk Museum.80 The trustees were appointed to office for 

three years and were required to produce an annual progress report.

The Act prescribed the fundamental aim of the museum. It was to, 'illustrate the way 

of life, past and present, of Ulster people'.81 The Folk Museum Act, and the Board of 

Trustees, was inspired by Evans's determination to preserve traditional artefacts for 

posterity. Supporting his contention they reinforced the urgency noting that 'with the 

rapid development of the countryside in the last two decades the material on which



such a Museum can be based is rapidly passing beyond all hope of recall'.82 These

comments echo the Nugent Committee's warning to preserve crafts and skills before 

they 'disappear without trace from the Ulster countryside'.83 At its inaugural meeting 

the trustees work commenced with two objectives: firstly to appoint a Director - 

Thompson - and secondly, to select and purchase a site (using the first to ultimately 

determine the second).84
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THE PROPOSED SITE

In 1947 the Belfast Corporation proposed Belfast Castle as the venue for the folk 

museum, a suggestion readily accepted by the Stormont Government.85 Envisaged as 

an addition to the Belfast Municipal Museum, five acres at Belfast Castle were 

secured. Thus, the capital city of Northern Ireland, the perceived hub of political and 

cultural activity, was considered the most appropriate place to situate a museum that 

was to celebrate the national heritage of Northern Ireland.86

The Nugent Committee confirmed the executive's decision and recommended the 

site, with the museum under the operational control of the Belfast Museum.87 Belfast 

Castle was agreed upon for two reasons. The first may have been due to its historical 

association. Built by the Normans in the late twelfth century, it was later home to Sir 

Arthur Chichester, baron of Belfast who moved to the city at the beginning of the 

nineteenth century. It was burned down in 1708 but the Chichesters (who later 

became the Donegals) had it reconstructed in a style that emulated Balmoral Castle,
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in a new location. Subsequently, the Shaftesbury family inherited the castle. The

ninth Earl became Lord Mayor of Belfast in 1907 and Chancellor of Queen’s 

University the following year. In 1934, the family presented the castle and its estate 

to the City of Belfast.89 Representative of a seat of imperial British power 

architecturally similar to a British Monarchy home, and occupied by a series of 

families affiliated with Belfast City Council, the Castle came to be a prominent 

landmark over-looking the city from Cave Hill, symbolic of Belfast's political 

sympathies.911 These associations did not conflict with the Unionist agenda, 

confirming Protestant allegiance with British rule. Although the Nugent Committee 

sanctioned the site 'no doubt feeling that almost any Folk Museum was better than 

none at all', it neatly conformed to the Stormont Government's agenda, and thus went 

some way in captivating their interest.91

Secondly, the site was comparable with its Scandinavian counterparts. Belfast Castle 

combined 'the virtues of an ideal natural setting'.92 With its 'close proximity to 

Northern Ireland's main centre of population and the availability of excellent 

transport facilities for visitors', the Castle constituted a 'remarkably fine' choice.93 

Coupled with the agreement of the Parks and Cemeteries Committee of the 

Corporation to upkeep the ground, this site was almost a foregone conclusion. 

Although Cabinet accepted the proposals, Paterson warned of local authority hostility 

towards the Belfast Castle site.94 Indeed many questioned even locating the museum 

in Belfast, but as one committee pointed out, 'wherever the Museum is eventually 

sited, it must inevitably favour one area at the expense of the rest'.95



The Ulster Folk Museum Committee recommended that the museum 'should occupy
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some fifty - eighty acres and should have as its nucleus a large building ... illustrating 

the life of the "the big house" functioning as part of the rural scheme'.% Even 

although Belfast Castle did not meet the criteria, the political composition of this 

committee and of the Board of Trustees lent itself to favouring Belfast, and more 

pertinently, Belfast Castle as the 'proper' place for the museum. Some local authority 

councillors also agreed. For instance, Maginess paraphrased their opinion when he 

announced, 'I do face facts and I realise that you must have a museum of this kind - if 

you are going to have one at all - near the largest centre of population; near the port 

of entry through which all visitors must come and go'.g7 Belfast, the capital city of 

Northern Ireland, was the only place he deemed to be of significant political and 

cultural importance to house a national folk museum.

The proposals, however, generated vociferous debate amongst others. The Belfast 

Castle site appeared to cement Belfast City Council's control over events and fuelled 

local authority's suspicions that the project was developing a distinctly Unionist 

agenda. For many the 'bone of contention was the unsuitability of the site'.98 

Thompson also disapproved, not from any apparent political standpoint, but rather 

because the scale of the site was Lilliputian given that the museum was to be a 

national venture. A significantly larger site was essential, he argued, to avoid the 

production of a 'half-hearted imitation of better things elsewhere'.99 To avoid creating 

'an embarrassment to the Province',100 a bigger site was required:



Some people find it difficult to understand why a relatively small community like Ulster should merit a 

folk museum of this size. But, in fact, it is a community with a full, fascinating and complex history. 

If it is considered, too, that urban life should be the concern of the Folk Museum it is easy to see that 

an attempt to condense traditional Ulster into an open-air park will require a sizeable area of land. Nor 

is it surprising, perhaps, that the site problem has not yet been solved.101

Thus the museum's location proved a bigger challenge than the Government 

expected. As O'Neill (then Minister of Finance) noted, local authority financial 

contributions meant there was the potential for a much bigger museum, but warned 

their concerns could not just be 'glossed over'.102 The degree of disapproval was too 

intense for the Government to ignore, and it was conceded that an alternative site was 

necessary. Although the Webb Committee was supposed to find a solution to this 

problem, instead it suggested that the decision over location 'be left to the discretion 

of whatever statutory governing body' was set up.103

The search focused on the eastern side of Northern Ireland, with contenders from 

Omagh and Cushendall described as 'over-optimistic'.11)4 Maginess advised Belfast 

and its rural surroundings as the most suitable location, particularly his county, the 

County of Down. However, no sooner was a site suggested but someone disagreed. 

At one stage the only contender was Mount Stewart, but its merits were not 

acknowledged by all. As an unknown but evidently forthright correspondent of 

Thompson's put it:

Who the hell raised Mountstewart? I agree with Government about its remoteness. Somebody will
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have to muzzle Mrs. Breakie. One time it is Belvoir; another time it is somewhere about Comber, and
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there was another one that I cannot remember, and here, for the first time, I learn about Mountstewart. 

I hope to put an end to this kind of nonsense at the next meeting. There is only one place for it and that 

is Belvoir because of its proximity to the city, the university, etc, and these idealists who are 

threatening to spill the soup will have to be taught a lesson.105

Similar doubts over Mount Stewart were aired at a Cabinet meeting. Distance, 

Cabinet argued, was a vice that would deter the local population and also limit visitor 

appeal to tourists.106 Cabinet eliminated Mount Stewart, Belvoir Park and Belfast 

Castle from its inquiry on the grounds that they were too far from Belfast, did not 

contain a large house, and were too small respectively.107 This provoked an intensive 

two-year search of eligible properties that rendered only two alternatives: 

'"Glenmachan Towers", the Shillington home near Holywood, and "Wilmont", Lady 

Dixon's estate at Drumbeg'.108 Neither proved suitable.109 'Glenmachan Towers' did 

not meet the requirements. Wilmont presented itself as a possibility, but could not be 

obtained as it had been 'gifted to Belfast City Council for development as a public 

park by the Parks and Cemeteries Department'.110 Such vacillation was deemed 

detrimental to the museum's progress. Meantime Thompson corresponded with 

several estate agents, and eventually, following an inside tip, discovered the 

availability of Cultra Manor, an estate eight miles east from Belfast City centre.111 At 

a meeting in City Hall in December 1960, the trustees unanimously voted to purchase 

Cultra Manor, a deal completed by March 1961, with possession from June of that 

year.112



Therefore, despite pressure to locate the folk museum in Belfast Castle, a site close to

the city was eventually acquired instead, thus maintaining an association with Belfast. 

Belfast embodied the Unionist seat of power, and the Castle symbolised the city's 

affiliation with Britain, and also Belfast City Council's involvement in the project. 

Thus an attempt was made to use space and place to reinforce power. Furthermore, 

the iconographical associations of Belfast were not shed by the decision to buy the 

Cultra site. Being on the outskirts of the city, the site still met the requirement of the 

Ulster Folk Museum Committee, and therefore did not shake its association with 

Unionism. Selecting the Cultra site did little to negate this affiliation, especially 

since the government recognised the museum as a focus of national identity within 

Northern Ireland. Thompson chose the Cultra site primarily because it met the 

Scandinavian folk museum requirements. However, it is symbolically interesting that 

the museum came to be located in County Down - a Unionist stronghold. Although 

the location had shifted, the political emphasis stayed the same.
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WHAT'S IN A NAME: THE ULSTER FOLK MUSEUM

By the end of the nineteenth century the Belfast Naturalist Club was actively 

encouraging the accumulation and exhibition of artefacts representative of Belfast 

and its local area, to celebrate its identity as a region of Britain. Its collections 

became the cornerstone of the Ethnography and Antiquities division of the Belfast 

Museum, that in turn formed the foundation of the Ulster Folk Museum. Indeed, by 

the time the Transport and Libraries, Museums and Art Committee jointly approved
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Stendall's open-air museum blueprint in April 1948, the scheme had evolved from a

department of the Belfast Museum, to a national concern.

As a result, two ways of thinking about the folk museum emerged: one championed 

by Evans, the other by Stendall. Evans's influence can be read from the Nugent 

Committee findings when they declared '(t)he educational value would lie in its 

ability to stimulate in present and future generations of Ulster people an interest and 

pride in the life and work of their forebearers'.113 It was an opportunity to celebrate 

Ulster's collective past and 'local culture', whilst providing the individual with their 

heritage.114 This, Evans believed, would stimulate a regard amongst the citizens of 

Ulster for their own history, identity and culture.115 Such notions were fostered within 

a European environment that celebrated local identity and encouraged folklife 

study.116 Meanwhile Stendall's ideas assumed a different tangent. He envisaged the 

folk museum as a celebration of Briticisms. This was confirmed in June 1954 when 

Stendall accepted an invitation to participate in the Festival of Britain campaign. 

Although Stendall failed to submit the entry, his endeavours indicated that the folk 

museum plans were developing along two separate lines of inquiry: the academic and 

the political.

The development of the museum from a project funded by the Belfast Municipal 

Museum, in conjunction with the Belfast Corporation, into a national museum funded 

by the country's fiscal budget beckoned Government intervention. In its publications 

the Government stressed the preservation 'for the entire Province surviving examples



of the traditional Ulster way of life'.117 However, as the folk museum discussions

focused more on the idea of the institution as a microcosm of Ulster, the Northern
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Ireland legislature demanded greater input, which it achieved through the committee 

procedures. This came about during a period when the idea of 'heritage' was 

fundamentally altering as a result of Britain's perceived military success. The Nugent 

Committee concluded this national institution would result in a museum indicative of 

Ulster's 'great heritage'.118 Reports in several local daily newspapers such as the 

Belfast Telegraph and the Belfast Newsletter reflected this stance, one article 

suggesting the folk museum would be 'the foundation of a scheme to preserve and 

record the Heritage of a nation'.119 The idea of consolidating a national interpretation 

of the past evidently convinced civil servants of the museum's merits.120

The Folk Museum Committee suggested if 'Northern Ireland is to justify its separate 

existence in the eyes of the world it must take a pride in its own heritage no less than 

that taken elsewhere'.121 It is therefore possible that in the 1940s, the Stormont 

Government considered the folk museum as part of this wider process reviving 

interest in Northern Ireland's heritage. The post-war folk museum proposal provided 

an opportunity for Stormont to distance itself from the Republic of Ireland, and firmly 

align itself, in terms of politics and culture, with Britain. As a newspaper article 

proposed, 'Social historians of the future will probably note that the great 'watershed' 

dividing the old from the new in Northern Ireland was the Second World War'.122 

Britain's 'finest hour' reinforced a sense of pride in a new British national identity, 

reflected in booklets published in the 1940s as part of the post-war series 'The British

i
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Way'.123 The series advocated a patriotic version of heritage, building on and

generating a sense of national honour and identity.124 Thus not only could the folk 

museum be an expression of place-identity, it could also reinforce the spatial political 

entity of Britain.

However, some politicians did not sympathise with Evans's intention to represent the 

'nation' of Ulster primarily because of the associated connotations of nationalism. 

Many civil servants accepted the folk museum as a focus for Northern Ireland's 

identity but the fact that the folk museum movement stemmed from a nationalist 

crusade meant they perceived it as being incongruent with the Unionist discourse.125 

To suggest that the Stormont Government supported an inherently national proposal 

would have sent shivers along the spines of prominent politicians. It even prompted 

Thompson to comment, it has 'been suggested to me ... that some Cabinet members 

may have had momentary doubts as to whether or not the content and function of the 

proposed Folk Museum would be wholly compatible with Unionist propensities - an 

understandable doubt considering that, in origin and early history, the folk museum as 

a species appears to have been nurtured to an extent by nationalistic fervour'.126 He 

continued:

It is often suggested that Ireland is a land of paradox. It might also be said that the Ulster Folk 

Museum provides an example for if one considers the extent to which nationalistic feeling has often 

featured in the establishment and development of folk museums (e.g. Scandinavia, Holland, Belgium, 

Wales) one might reasonably deduce that the southern Republic of Ireland, and not the northern 

Province of Ulster, would provide a fertile seed-bed for a folk museum movement. Yet paradoxically 

it has been in Ulster, where nationalism is at least a source of controversy and at worst has led to loss
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of life, that a folk museum has been established and is now emerging on a scale most prominent in 

Europe. The reason for this is that the original idea was spawned in an academic setting rather than 

within the community in general.127

The Ulster Folk Museum idea was also coming to fruition during a period when folk 

study in the Republic of Ireland was flourishing, primarily because of the work of the 

Irish Folklore Commission.128 Evans was all too aware of this success and is reputed 

to have looked 'admiringly and enviously' at its work.129 Admiringly, because it 

embodied the beliefs he stood for, enviously, because it had successfully achieved 

what he was struggling to implement. As a consequence of the promotion of folk 

study, the cultural committee of the Congress of Irish Unions launched a scheme in 

1954 to establish a national folk museum in the Republic of Ireland. The Irish 

Folklore Commission was responsible for the collection and preservation of all 

aspects of Irish folk traditions, including artefacts from Northern Ireland - a situation 

that vexed Evans. In his capacity as President of the Ulster Archaeological Society, 

he wrote to the Irish Times, the Irish Independent and the Irish Press regarding 

artefacts that had been taken from Northern Ireland to the Republic for exhibition 

without consent. He stated that, 'if an official request had been made, I believe the 

Government of Northern Ireland, which is often regarded as somewhat iconoclastic, 

would have set the Government of the Republic an example of proper care and 

respect for the Irish past'.130

Regardless, through Gerard Newe, Secretary of the Northern Ireland Council for 

Social Services, Evans befriended Delargy, a legate of the Irish Folklore
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Commission. Together they worked to develop the Ulster Folklore Group. However, 

Delargy had achieved what Evans longed for, namely a national collection of material 

artefacts.131 Although Delargy's thoughts echoed Evans's own sentiments, the two 

were often at loggerheads. Yet unlike Evans, Thompson, and Gailey, Danachair, 

another key player in the Irish Folklore Commission, did not consider Ireland to be a 

treasure house untouched by outside influence - a fundamentally divergent opinion to 

Northern Ireland's academics.132 These diverging opinions would have done little to 

mollify Evans's misgivings. Given that both Delargy and Evans promoted similar 

principles, it is telling that there was little exchange between the two scholars to 

advance folk study within the island of Ireland. The Director of the National 

Museum of Ireland had hoped for greater co-operation between Belfast and Dublin 

through Evans, primarily because folk study in both parts of the island was distinctly 

steered by folk developments in Scandinavia and Wales.133

With regards to Scandinavia's influence in the Republic, a case in point would be the 

appointment of Adolf Maher to Keeper of Irish Antiquities. Utilising his observation 

of European folk study, Maher applied a systematic approach to the collection of 

artefacts in the Republic.134 Indeed it was actually his embolden manner that 

contributed to the regeneration of folk study and the Folklore of Ireland Society.135 

Also, Sean O Suilleabhain, first in charge of the Commission's archive, was intrigued 

with Scandinavian folk study, and self-funded a trip to Uppsala and Lund, Sweden, to 

observe the techniques.136 Thus the creation of an open-air folk museum seemed a 

natural progression of this work.137 Regarding folklife studies, Danachair encouraged
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cross-border communications between north and south in the 1960s, on his 

appointment as member, and then later president, of the Ulster Folklife Society.138 

However, unlike Evans's work in the Republic of Ireland, Danachair's enthusiasm and 

interest did not go unnoticed in the north. As Gailey noted 'no other writer from 

outside Ulster provides more practical support for our journal, and he matches that 

with continuing, active interest in the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum. At Cultra 

he is first a friend, then a colleague. We look forward to his encouragement and 

advice in the years ahead'.139 However, this common ground did little to promote 

cross-border co-operation, and the thought of the southern project served to quicken 

the urgency of the Ulster venture.

The Irish Folklore Commission was interested in collecting material artefacts from 

the twenty-six counties that constituted the Republic. Of concern to the Stormont 

Government was the Commission's growing interest in Northern Ireland's folklife. 

Sir Roland Nugent emphasised the situation when he warned, 'we must get ahead 

pretty soon because every day material which might be useful to us (is) being thrown 

away or acquired by the Republic for its Folk Museum'.140 Thompson also 

commented that 'much material has already been collected from Northern Ireland for 

that project'.141 As the Committee on Ulster Folklife and Traditions warned, 'Ulster 

cannot afford to be the only part of this island that is neglectful of its traditions - 

traditions which are the living flesh of the bones of its great history'.142 The Ulster 

Folk Museum Committee summarised the Government's concern when it claimed:



[w]e feel it our duty to point out that the establishment of a Folk Museum in the Irish Republic would 

tend to accelerate the process by which objects of great interest and significance to all who value the 

past of Ulster pass into the ownership of people and institutions outside Northern Ireland. This gradual 

removal of parts of our Ulster heritage which have survived, in many cases, for centuries is all the 

more serious in an age of standardisation, when many of the traditional arts and crafts, particularly 

those of the countryside, are in danger of dying out completely.143

The establishment of an Ulster Folk Museum could therefore be considered, political 

or otherwise, as a deliberate attempt to keep material artefacts in the Province 

especially if it meant preventing them from exhibition in the Republic. A folk 

museum in Northern Ireland would rival the folk collections housed in the Dublin 

National Museum, and would provide a focus for the smaller folk museums that had 

emerged in Northern Ireland, such as the County Museum at Armagh. However the 

plans for a national folk museum in the Republic of Ireland did not come to fruition. 

As an article in the Irish Times later conceded:
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[f]or all our Republican patriotism, it was left to the North to show us how to do it all. The Welshman 

Estyn Evans was the great originator. The money for it was bulldozed through Stormont by the then 

Finance Minister, the man whom Republicans (and Paisley) used to love to hate - Terence O'Neill. 

Which of them all will leave a more lasting memorial than the said Terence has done?144

O'Neill claims a personal role in the establishment of the Ulster Folk Museum.145 He 

considered the venture and indeed an enlarged 'and revitalised museum movement in 

Ulster, as of major importance in the shared cultural life of an otherwise divided 

community', and supported Evans's vigorous efforts to create the museum.146
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Thompson has suggested that O'Neill was trying to introduce liberalism into society,

and involved himself with the museum because he saw it as an agent to do this. 

Although not a 'charismatic, dynamic reformer', O'Neill was committed to 'dissipating 

the growing rift between Protestant and Roman Catholic'.147 He related that when 

'preparing the ground for the acceptance of the idea he was only asked three 

questions: Who would get the top job? Salary? Where would the museum be built?'148

Evans may not have necessarily agree with O'Neill's suggestion of greater parity 

between Northern Ireland and Great Britain, but he did sanction O'Neill's attempts to 

promote mutual tolerance, improved community relations and social, economic, and 

political progress in Northern Ireland. Both believed this could be achieved through 

the creation of a folk museum.14g On appointment to Prime Minister of Northern 

Ireland, O'Neill continued to involve himself with what he described, some years 

after his resignation, as 'our museum'.150

The Webb Committee labelled this national institution the 'Ulster Folk Museum', yet 

'Ulster' 'Folk' and 'Museum' are all contested concepts. 'Folk' and 'museum' have been 

discussed previously in this thesis, but it is also important to consider the implications 

of 'Ulster'. 'Ulster' is a disputed geopolitical term: a place where geography and 

politics conflict. Geographically 'Ulster' is made up of nine counties, six of which 

fall within the boundary of 'Northern Ireland', whilst the other three come under the 

jurisdiction of the Republic. However, throughout the Ulster Folk Museum debates 

these two terms are frequently inter-changed. Referred to as the 'Ulster' Folk
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Museum, it was funded by the local authorities of Northern Ireland, and is

representative of its 'six counties'.151 Although the 'institution provides a statutory 

supported national museum for Northern Ireland', the Government conceded to call 

the venture the Ulster Folk Museum rather than the Northern Ireland Folk 

Museum.152 (However this could be seen as part of an ongoing debate that Ulster 

unionism has been unsure of what it is).

The Board of Trustees was appointed to establish a museum that would represent 'the 

people of Northern Ireland'.153 The trustees recognised the existence of more than one 

cultural tradition when they described Northern Ireland as a 'not complete 

ethnological unit',154 a dictum likely stemming from Evans's position as a trustee and 

his influence. However, although the Board borrowed Evans's terminology and talked 

about Ulster, they meant the six counties of Northern Ireland. This is a crucial issue 

given that the Board of Trustees was essentially the museum's decision making body 

who considered themselves guardians for the local community. The Board did 

include some nationalist trustees, but they did not remain in office very long. For 

example, McCauseland replaced one of the nationalists, and was leader of the Ulster 

Scots. Also McCartney, subsequently nominated to the board, was known for his 

Unionist tendencies.

This interchanging use of terminology could stem from the fact that throughout 

history Ulster' has referred to different areas at different times. Originally composed 

of twelve counties, it then became nine, and in the case of the folk museum, it
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referred to six counties, meaning that Ulster and Northern Ireland shared the same

spatial area.155 It should also be recalled that in 1950s Northern Ireland, 'Ulster' was 

still considered in political circles as an acceptable term.156 The debate is further 

complicated with the use of 'Province' in the folk museum debates. It also alluded to 

the geographical remit of the museum, although unlike 'Ulster' and 'Northern Ireland', 

'Province' has always referred to the same geographical area: the nine counties of 

Ulster.157

One of Ulster's historians, Rev. Brett Ingram, writing in 1989, remarked on how this 

conflating use of terminology could be a stumbling block when he wrote, '[t]he use of 

correct terminology is imperative for our survival. No matter how well we document 

and promote our culture, all our efforts will be futile if we don't know whose culture 

it is'.158 This was something Thompson confirmed when he suggested, 'someone is 

going to have to find out just what Ulster Folk Culture consists of. No one individual 

knows as yet'.159

To describe the project as an 'Ulster' museum paid lip service to the academic chorus 

but the term also conjured Evans's image of the 'ancient treasure house full of fact and 

fancy', compared with the term 'Northern Ireland' that had little heritage to speak of. 

Ingram suggests the 'quintessential prerequisite for a cultural identity is a good name'. 

He continued, 'from the moment that Lloyd George coined an unpronounceable, 

geographically, insidiously loaded name "Northern Ireland", our ancient land was 

anaemic'.lhU Could it be that although it intended the museum to represent Northern



Ireland Stormont implicitly (and in advance) agreed with Ingram, when he claimed,

'It is Ulster or oblivion. Northern Ireland has no future'. Maginess commented, 'we 

are now given a last chance. Let us grasp it or if we don't it will be too late. Let us 

take pride in the past and confidence in the future'.161

Evans envisaged the folk museum would represent 'Ulster', as he defined it, which 

included Cavan, Monaghan, and Donegal, thereby representing the 'imaginative spirit 

of Celtic personality'.162 A correspondent from The Derry Journal recognised 

Evans's intentions and commented:
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up to last week I was unaware that the Ulster Folk Museum regarded Donegal as being, so to speak, 

within its territorial limits. You see, it is centred in Belfast and somehow or other those of us 

domiciled on the other side of the border regard Six County-based organisations as having no 

connection with Donegal. I am glad the Ulster Museum has better sense and that it regards the 

province as embracing something more than the area ruled from Stormont.162

Evans was keen to include these areas within the museum's agenda because he was 

particularly concerned about the depleting graduation of folklife study from east to 

west Ulster. Under Evans's guidance the folk museum was initially an attempt to 

reinforce the importance of folklife study as an erudite discipline. Building on its 

academic philosophy the venture had the potential to be the broadest cross-cultural 

institution in Ulster. The academics envisaged a museum that focused on the social 

identity of Ulster, not the divisive political and religious identities of Northern 

Ireland.164 Ulster, they unanimously agreed, needed a museum:
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If, as I suggested at the outset, it is felt that this is too singular and isolated an example to have 

relevance to the museum world in general, I would put forward this thought for consideration. The 

present Ulster situation is peculiar to Ulster only in matters of detail. In general terms it illustrates a 

state of affairs that could happen anywhere. The signs are already clearly in evidence. Irish 

Republicanism versus Ulster Unionism, or Catholic versus Protestant, are only local versions of 

international themes. Race, colour, political ideologies, economic factors, can all generate social 

change, and even more so, can provide the conditions which may well provoke violent change. One 

other hard lesson to be learned in Ulster is that civilised standards of life are still thin and fragile, that 

man's capacity to revert to barbaric behaviour is still frighteningly close to the surface. Not only is he 

still an embodiment of primeval instincts, but as such he is prey to the manipulator who has scant 

regard for the rules of the game. Therefore, you could well look to Ulster and say 'there but for the 

grace of God go we.165

Under the tuition of Evans, Thompson pursued an interest in rural Ireland, and 

frequently referred to the 'Irish landscape'.156 However, unlike Evans who referred to 

'Ulster', Thompson frequently made reference to 'Northern Ireland'. For example, he 

noted, 'Northern Ireland, like the rest of the country, is a region of small farms'.167 In 

a style reminiscent of Evans he suggested 'Northern Ireland is essentially a part of a 

single culture-zone covering north-west Europe; at the same time it is something in 

the nature of an outpost wherein the old regime finds a last resort before giving way 

to the new'.168 This is telling terminology likely stemming from Thompson's close 

work and friendships with certain civil servants. Whereas, Gailey claimed to avoid 

the use of political labels, preferring to discuss Northern Ireland with a small 'n' and 

Southern Ireland with a small 's'. However, both were intent on preserving the 

folklore and folklife of the nine counties. As one newspaper reported:



No Government can be a government without doing good and the Stormont administration is no 

exception. Never mind their excellent 'traffic-cops', or the Education Act - but there is one venture, I 

believe, which is a positive contribution to Irish life. I refer to the Ulster Folk Museum, set up under 

the Stormont Ministry of Finance. This institution can be called 'Ulster' in the true sense of the word, 

for I learn that it has only recently sent circulars to people in all the nine counties to send information 

of folk-lore ways in all districts. Congratulations to its director, Mr George Thompson, who, no doubt, 

realises that Ulster cannot be partitioned by an artificial political boundary.169
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Consequently, the Ulster Folk Museum was inspired and founded upon the academic 

ideals. Such was the scale of the proposals, that extra funding was sought from the 

Stormont Government. However, along with the financial support came political 

interest. As a consequence, the Ulster Folk Museum was interpreted in different 

ways. The political argument contended that it was an opportunity to consolidate the 

collective identity of Northern Ireland, whilst the academics considered the venture 

within the intellectual context of the international folk museum movement. Although 

the fruition of the folk museum proposals was dependent on both parties, it was the 

academic contingent that essentially steered the museum's collection toward the 

representation of rural Ulster. Indeed, it is to the representation of rural Ulster in 

terms of available material artefacts that the final section of this thesis will focus.
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Chapter Six

Artefacts, Identity and Representation

POWER AND REPRESENTATION

Heritage provides some sort of explanation about the past through the representation 

of artefacts. These objects can be assembled to collectively tell something of national 

or local personality. Not only are they used to consolidate a sense of place identity, 

but the story also reflects the interpretation and knowledge of the decision-makers, 

where the exercise of power can both explicitly and implicitly influence 

representation.

Graham criticised Evans on the grounds that he did not 'address the issue that identity 

is manipulated through the exercise of power as one means of capturing the past in 

order to legitimate the present'. Accusing Evans of conspiring with O'Neill to 

produce a Unionist interpretation of Northern Ireland's past, Graham questions 'the 

agendas to which both men were working'.1 Despite the speculative and somewhat 

unsubstantiated nature of his comments, Graham does raise an important issue as far 

as representation at the Ulster Folk Museum is concerned. The key academics, in
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conjunction with the government, determined the museum's aims and function. With

these specifics in mind, both groups laboured to establish their interpretation of 

Ulster's folklife and folklore, deciding upon the significant artefacts that characterised 

their understanding of Ulster's common cultural heritage.

The Folk Museum was a unique institution within Ulster. Yet despite cross-party 

support for the statute, the degree of government involvement in terms of funding and 

location seemed to affect opinion about the folk museum enterprise. As Waitt and 

McGuirk have observed, the heritage 'worthy of conservation no longer pivots 

primarily upon the historical and cultural significance of a building or place, but 

increasingly upon money'." Therefore, financial and socio-political factors underlie 

the conscious management of the past.' Whoever provides the financial support 

ultimately influences the version of the past that is represented. For instance, the 

Stormont administration 'sold' the idea as an opportunity to consolidate the national 

identity of Northern Ireland - a notion heightened by the government's determination 

to site the project in Belfast.

Urry suggests that those in power are able to control the selection of exhibits on 

display, and, by extension, visitor interpretation.4 Specific objects could therefore be 

cherry-picked to deliver a version of the past, or at least prompt a particular reading 

of it. As a consequence of the committee procedure, the Ulster Folk Museum 

Committee empowered the Board of Trustees to decide, at their discretion, which 

artefacts to put before the public at the Ulster Folk Museum. The trustees were
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permitted to 'sell or otherwise dispose of any objects' which the Board decided were

'not required for the purposes of the Museum'/ With monies available they could 

'purchase any object which in the opinion of the Board1 is 'desirable to acquire'.6 

Furthermore, it could 'with the consent of the Ministry destroy any object or property 

vested in the Board which appears to them' to be 'useless for the purpose of the 

museum'.7 What is clear from these proposals is the omission of a regulatory body to 

which the Board of Trustees was accountable. Consequently, they received sanction 

from the government to impose their own selection agenda, choosing objects they 

considered indicative of Ulster's past (bearing in mind of course that the museum 

could not become the 'ultimate resting place' for every artefact8).

A powerful body, such as the government, has access to the majority of historical 

resources, and can in some instances manipulate major channels of communication. 

Newspapers are, notoriously, either supportive or sceptical of government policy. 

For instance the Belfast Telegraph - considered at the time of the museum's inception 

to display pro-Unionist sympathies - featured many articles that lent credence to the 

government's bid to institute the museum as an Act of Parliament. If the argument 

that Stormont saw the museum as an opportunity to consolidate and present a picture 

of the national identity of Northern Ireland is accepted, then the selection of objects 

chosen by the government would disclose a Unionist Protestant ethos. These 

tendencies could potentially underlie media publications, reinforcing the identity of 

this newly created space.
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Heritage may be used to reinforce a particular reading of the past, when artefacts 

from history are selected to present a specific image and identity.9 To do this requires 

the use of history, but history undergoes a series of stages during which complexities 

are often ironed out 'through a process of commodification' to produce a 'palatable 

version' of the past.10 Although 'no explicit agenda may shape the interpretation of 

history as heritage, what is valued as significant reflects the power balance of various 

interests and their status in both the past and the present'.11

Yet rather than concerning itself with the ideological underpinnings of the museum, 

the government debated more superficial elements such as visitor numbers, opening 

hours, administrative and financial structures, and the visual progress of 

development.12 Meanwhile the leading academic figures continued to conceptualise 

the museum as the manifestation of their pro-rural geographies. The government's 

committee procedure endorsed their proposals insofar as they hoped the museum 

would be 'delightfully rural' implying the government did not fully grasp its 

geographical foundation or indeed the philosophy of the European folk museum 

movement in general.13 The politicians replaced the academic examination of Ulster 

folk traditions with an interest in the aesthetic 'rural aspect',14 commenting that 'the 

whole atmosphere of a Folk Museum would be irretrievably lost if houses were 

erected cheek by jowl with it'.1^

To recall the words of the Lord Mayor of Belfast, his council wanted 'something 

tangible'.16 The museum's physical development seemed to justify government
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expenditure and also became a venue for government conferences, such as the

Association of Municipal Authority's Annual meeting in June 1963. Furthermore, the 

government even suggested the Northern Ireland Tourist Board should consider 

erecting a hotel on the folk museum's site where 'visitors and students could be 

accommodated, and one of the attractions of the hotel ought to be Ulster dishes'.17 

This, it was suggested, would undoubtedly be 'an added attraction in Ulster for cross

channel and American visitors'.18 Cultural heritage was therefore a tool that local 

government sought to use in an attempt to boost the economy - a form of cultural 

capital which both locals and tourists would consume. The government made several 

vague suggestions concerning the content of the museum. A case in point is the 

Report of the Folk Museum Committee, 1955, which recommended that 'cottages and 

other buildings' should be displayed 'in a natural and pleasing manner' placed 'in 

groups about the site at some distance from each other'.14 Devoting little attention to 

detail, many of these ideas arose from government discussions with Evans and 

Thompson, although it appears that government involvement was a means to an end 

for the academics: it provided the capital for a project that embodied their pro-rural 

geographies.

However, not all of the office bearers were playing a political game. The early 

participants did not consider the museum as a vehicle to consolidate a Unionist 

identity, but sympathised with the academic bid to preserve traditional artefacts and 

techniques for posterity. The geographer's 'knowledge' then became a source of 

'power' as their anti-modern philosophy influenced the scope and content of the
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museum. Once the Act of Parliament had been passed the government took a step

back, allowing the academics to take control of the driving seat.

Ulster's past: oral and material culture

The Ulster Folk Museum was inherently concerned with the preservation of the rural 

landscape. As part of the wider European drive to preserve the past for posterity, the 

museum afforded a unique opportunity to advance this scholarly concern within 

Ulster. Consequently, the geographers at Queen's welcomed the chance to present a 

picture of the 'rural attitudes and folkways' they considered to 'dominate all of Ulster 

life'.20 Guided by the fundamental tenets of the international folk museum 

movement, these scholars envisaged an institution indicative of past living and 

working conditions in a bid to preserve 'as much as possible of the material side of 

Ulster life and culture'.21

Buchanan, in retrospect, hailed the museum as Evans's 'finest legacy to the people of 

the Province, for through its exhibits and galleries the Museum conveys a sense of 

dignity in the achievements of ordinary people and their role in the making of the 

Ulster countryside'.22 In this regard the museum was similar to its Scandinavian 

counterparts presenting a 'comprehensive' picture of folklife.23 Compared to glass- 

case exhibitions, the open-air museums evoked the atmosphere of a 'heartwarming 

and homely scholarly record',24 specifically designed to represent and engage the 

attentions of the 'local folk'.25
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Ulster's cultural heritage was defined in terms of available material and non-material

forms, where the legacy of oral traditions and artefacts told something of Ulster's 

unique personality and identity. Drawing on these sources, the Ulster Folk Museum 

was a deliberate attempt to preserve folklore and folklife in a bid 'to introduce Ulster 

folk to themselves and to the past of which they are the inheritors'.” The collection 

of material artefacts contributes to an exhibition that can be seen, felt, and touched, 

thus producing a tangible and visible heritage.

To this end, the academics had an advantage over their European counterparts 

because despite the rate of modernisation in Europe, Ulster appeared to be a step 

behind and many of the traditional tools, techniques, and customs were still in use. 

Notwithstanding the beginnings of industrialisation and urbanisation at the expense of 

conventional custom, the landscape still held the story of past folkways." This may 

largely be a consequence of geographical location, but regardless, Europe was 

considered a benchmark to measure the rate at which the past was rapidly being lost 

to a new wave of economic, social, and cultural forces. Although many material 

artefacts remained in the present, gathering them for exhibition was difficult 

primarily because some were still in use, whilst others were falling quickly into 

disrepair.

By describing the institution as a 'museum' implied something of a bias toward the 

collection, exhibition, preservation, and study of material culture. Yet Evans's 

students, sharing his holistic approach to folk study, agreed that the Ulster Folk
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Museum would redress the 'emphasis on material culture' prevalent in nineteenth

century museums.* According to Thompson, artefacts 'are not the alpha and omega 

of the institution; they merely help to illustrate more clearly, in three dimensions, the 

relevant facts concerning the social development and character of the community 

with which the Folk Museum is concerned'.29

In pursuing both facets of folk study, Gailey contended that the folk museum was an 

attempt to undo the damage of the 'Celtic Revival movement' apparent in the second 

half of the nineteenth century: a period of romantic renaissance that witnessed much 

'invention of tradition'.311 'Many people' he argued, 'now realise the value of folk 

studies in a full appreciation of our cultural heritage, and we are in the fortunate 

position of having readable, inexpensive and valuable material to recommend to 

readers of all ages'. 31 Inspired by a reading of Irish Folkways, Gailey was convinced 

of the necessity to establish an archival collection at the museum, but he also 

counselled that the study of contemporary folklore 'must find a place alongside the 

exposition of the folklife'.32

With this wealth of oral history, the geographers characterised Ulster's heritage in 

terms of its rich oral customs as well as the material artefacts that had been passed 

down through generations. The most significant move came in 1964-65 when the 

Ulster Folklife Society amalgamated its folklore archive collections with the 

museum's records.33 The museum supported the initiative because Thompson 

insisted that material exhibits 'must be supplemented, where possible, by fully



recorded information in the form of typescript, photograph, drawing or sound

recording'.34 Despite claims to the contrary, the early debates were overwhelmingly 

concerned with material culture.

Ulster's agricultural economy lent itself to the geographical interests of the museum's 

primary architects.35 Thompson explained, this 'is not due to any conviction that 

"folk-life" means pre-industrial revolution, rural-life. On the contrary, my belief is 

that the folk-life of a region means simply the life of the community in that region'.36 

But it is clear that those who managed the Ulster Folk Museum venture controlled the 

production and dissemination of a specific version of Ulster's past - that of rural 

tradition. Furthermore, the leading figures imposed an intellectual geographical form 

on the past. Through the representation of regionally specific vernacular architecture 

Evans, Thompson and Gailey set about illustrating what they considered to be 

Ulster's common cultural heritage.
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THE ULSTER VERNACULAR

When he arrived in Belfast, Evans initially pursued his interest in the scientific 

archaeology of Ulster, but the outbreak of the Second World War hampered detailed 

field investigations. During this wartime period, Evans concentrated his attention on 

the analysis of traditional material culture, the fieldwork of which formed the basis of 

subsequent publications. In his book Irish Heritage, he set the precedent for the 

study of vernacular houses, amongst other things. Indeed, Evans was still writing on



the subject until ten years before his death.37 Many facets of life, he argued, are

reflected in some of the 'simplest forms of traditional houses and their furnishings'.38 

An examination of local structures formed a crucial aspect of folk study because, as 

he put it in a Summer School lecture:
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from time immemorial the traditional small farmhouse, whether Irish or planter, has been single 

storied, focussing on an open hearth which dictated cooking customs and eating habits. These 

dwelling are fast disappearing - not before we have preserved some examples in the Ulster Folk 

39Museum.

This subject matter, inspired by his mentor Fleure, was one of the central themes in 

Evans's Geography course at Queen's, and he encouraged his students to 'undertake 

research into traditional culture, concentrating especially on housing'.40 Gailey's 

work, by his own admission, was a 'spin-off from a school of settlement study which 

(Evans) fostered'.41 Concerned with the lack of work and publications on vernacular 

buildings Evans and his disciples laboured to redress this balance throughout their 

professional careers, and the folk museum provided a potentially greater audience for 

their work. For Gailey it was a chance to pursue a passion. As he recalled it, his 

leisure interest 'became part of my professional commitment when I joined the staff 

of the new Ulster Folk Museum in 1960, and in a sense I then rejoined Professor 

Evans'.42

The Ministry of Finance produced the pamphlet Proposed Open-Air Folk Museum. 

Essentially, this was the first published prescribed list of buildings that the



government reckoned the museum ought to contain.43 However, Evans had advised

Stormont, thus this publication was in keeping with his outlook. It stipulated the 

inclusion of 'a barn church, a village school and other classes of public or domestic 

buildings', but notably paid little attention to preserving oral culture. As a 

consequence of Evans's influence, the report focused on the 'rural' because 'Ulster is 

essentially a rural community'.44 It detailed a five-year development strategy, with 

the opening to the public scheduled to occur in the third year. With regards to 

buildings, the erection of a village square, a wheelwright's shop, two craftsmen's 

workshops, and stables were to be completed by the end of year one. The first 

clachan was to consist of three or four farms and out-buildings from South Down, 

Armagh and Fermanagh, and was to be located in the north-west section of the site.43

During the second year a two-storey weaver's cottage from South Armagh or Down 

and 'a suitable mill of early type from one of the six counties' which, the report 

suggested, could either be re-erected or rebuilt following the original design, were to 

be brought to the museum. As the third year would be the opening to the public, it 

was intended that three or four farmhouses with attendants should be operational.46 

The second clachan was primarily the concern of year four, with the final year the 

date for the completion of a permanent Ulster Folk Museum. Thus, as far as the 

government was concerned, the Ulster Folk Museum was a project that could be 

neatly executed and completed within a five-year period. This, however, was not the
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case.



Although the report did not fundamentally diverge from the academic outlook,

primarily because it was formulated as a consequence of council between the two 

groups, its outline was not a blueprint for the museum's development. Essentially, 

Evans, Thompson and Gailey decided which exhibits would be brought to the 

museum.
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Nostalgic Authenticity

The early actors were primarily interested in the study of vernacular structures: each 

dedicated to their own subject speciality, and the contribution it made to geographical 

inquiry. Their ambition was to have an example of their particular specialisation 

represented at the museum. A case in point was the later appointment of Des 

McCourt to the museum's staff. Although not one of the founding members, as a 

historical geographer McCourt was interested in the clachan, and was thus keen to 

have an example at the Cultra site. Others focused on such things as roof 

construction, and bed outshots. Indeed the first structures were brought to the site 

because of the contribution they made to this academic inquiry.

However, the selection and representation of specific artefacts can incite controversy. 

A case in point is the first vernacular building re-constructed and opened at the Ulster 

Folk Museum. Preparations for the removal of the full-scale traditional building were 

undertaken in January 1963, and completed by 29 March of that year.47 The building 

was an eighteenth century single-storey two-roomed thatched house removed from 

Binevenagh, in the Duncrun Townland, Upper Magilligan, for a purchase price of
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£25.48 It was located close to one of the oldest clustered clachan settlements in

Duncrun, and was re-erected at the site by the museum's own staff.40 Initially Sir 

Ivan Ewart had 'offered to present all or part of the small eighteenth century toll 

house' on his county Londonderry estate, but in the end the museum had to purchase 

the property for a nominal sum.'’0 The only land connected to the property was a 

small potato garden.

McCourt had previously surveyed the structure during a fieldwork exercise and 

recorded the traditional features of the cottier's house, the findings of which were 

published in the museum's journal Ulster Folklife.5' (Indeed several of the early 

buildings brought to the site had been previously examined in the field. Therefore, in 

a sense, the first couple of exhibits were already chosen for them.) Thus, whenever 

the cottage became available in the landscape, Gailey and Thompson enthusiastically 

welcomed the opportunity to bring the dwelling to the museum as its first re-erected 

form.

The stone building is typologically 'one of the oldest buildings' in the Folk Museum.52 

Its structural features include the direct entry and roped marram thatch, scarfed-cruck 

roof truss, a bed outshot, and a wicker chimney canopy. These are traditional 

characteristics that identify the building as belonging to the Londonderry region.55 

The bed outshot beside the hearth does not 'encroach materially into the living space', 

making it a typical example of the Irish peasant dwelling in north and west Ulster.54 

It may have originally been one room, but was later separated into a kitchen and
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bedroom. Of considerable importance was the cruck truss, a feature Evans and

Gailey frequently referred to in their written work - now rare they are 'significant not 

only in local folk life studies but in similar studies throughout western Europe'.53

The process of dismantling and re-locating the building was a 'test'. Using a variety 

of equipment, a detailed survey of the structure was undertaken before any bricks or 

stones were moved. Then, 'essential stonework was numbered' and the pieces, along 

with the original thatch roof were brought to the Cultra site.36 This interest in 

architectural precision was a deliberate attempt to authentically re-create the house, 

and by extension the past, exactly as it was. Plate 7.3 in the following chapter 

illustrates this procedure particularly well, depicting the numbering process 

undertaken in the field.

Upon acquisition the house was derelict. Consequently, an intensive search was 

undertaken scouring the surrounding area to record information on its furnishing 

types and layout, to facilitate returning the structure, as accurately as possible, to its 

original state.57 Extensive fieldwork in the Magilligan area uncovered a fruitful yield: 

a selection of the cottage's original furnishings, coupled with detailed analysis of 

furniture positioning. Utilising such information, the cottier's house was furnished 

sparsely. Given that the fire was the focus of social life, the furniture was pushed 

against the walls.38 The attention afforded to internal structure was undoubtedly a 

consequence of the folk museum movement, in a bid to produce a 'living' past. The 

result was the authentic recreation of the cottage exactly as it would have appeared at
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the turn of the twentieth century. However, Duncrun was intended to be more than an

exhibit only. As a 'working' display visitors could observe bread baking on the open 

turf fire, made following the traditional recipe (plate 6.1).54

Meanwhile, the Board of Trustees was anxious to open the first permanent exhibit 

primarily to allay public doubts and quell any misgivings over the future of the 

museum. Five years had lapsed since the Act of Parliament had been passed, and 

speculation was rife that the museum, despite vast injections of money, was unlikely 

to come to fruition. Deemed as 'the end of the beginning' the opening was greeted 

with a sense of relief particularly by the Trustees.60 In the Fourth Annual Report they 

collectively admitted:

The considerable satisfaction of completing our first full-scale removal resulted not only from the 

visual appearance of the structure, but also from the realisation that the first big hurdle in the work of 

building an open-air museum, of translating plans and theories into tangible results, had been 

accomplished; and although this first house is small by comparison with later removals, future 

prospects now seem much less formidable.61

The cottage was opened to the public in May 1963 by then Prime Minister Terence 

O'Neill.62 In bestowing the honour upon him, the Board of Trustees acknowledged 

his 'unrivalled claim to the task, since as Minister of Finance he gave every support to 

the project at its most critical stage'.63
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Plate 6A A uniformed attendant baking soda far Is in the Duncrun cottage. 

Reproduced by kind permission of the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum.

For the academics, the re-erection and opening of the Duncrun dwelling proved a 

momentous occasion:

Probably the most significant event of the year, in fact, was appropriately the simplest and least costly, 

yet it summarised the implications of the year's work more completely than any words could do: on 

one of the last days of March we re-kindled the fire on the hearth of our thatched cottage and for the 

first time the scent of turf smoke filled the folk park with the essence of Ulster heritage.64
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Plate 6.2 Turf smoke filling the museum with 'the essence of Ulster heritage'. 

Reproduced by kind permission of the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum.

Coinciding with the opening of the inaugural building was the first hostile reaction to 

the folk museum. Although intended to appease public controversy it actually 

accelerated heated debate, especially amongst the Unionist counsel. Given the 

Roman Catholic occupancy of the house, the museum was hailed as being 'furnished 

with popery'.65 As far as Thompson was concerned this:

earned us our first reprimand due to the fact that our little house had evidently been a Roman Catholic 

home and by way of original furnishings and fittings had been reinstated as such. Apparently this
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incensed at least one individual who, presumably, regarded Ulster tradition as being, by definition, 

Protestant tradition. In a written comment, published soon after the opening, the author expressed his 

strong objections to the Museum initiating its development with a building displaying symbols of 

Popery! It was a reminder - and others were to follow later from both sides of the Ulster divide - that 

controversy is also an integral part of local tradition.66

Gailey and Thompson contested the views of those who insisted that the decision to 

bring the Duncrun cottage to the museum was not simply academic. They maintained 

that the early buildings chosen for reconstruction at the museum were selected solely 

on the significance of their traditional features to vernacular study.67 Considered a 

'humble beginning' to the museum's collection, Duncrun Cottage was chosen as a 

'result of availability, coupled with the fact that it had constructional features worth 

preserving. No deliberate symbolism was intended, nor will it remain for long the 

sole representative of Ulster traditional houses as some people may have thought'.68 

In fact, it was considered a lesson to the museum world in general, as the exhibit was 

an example of human history studied at the local level, rather than a representation of 

foreign 'other' cultures. Therefore visitors would see 'beyond the humble superficial 

aspects of the little cottage' and sense from it 'something of the spirit of Ulster' thus 

stimulating 'a new awareness of Ulster traditions', 'the means by which in a real sense 

the Museum began at last to function within its community'.66

The overall intention was to produce a collection of buildings to provide 'as complete 

(a) representation as possible of what was historically and structurally characteristic 

of Ulster buildings. This entails eschewing, for the most part, architecturally and
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historically unique structures'.70 Thus, the museum was predisposed towards a

collection of buildings indicative of rural design in a bid to illustrate regional 

diversity, typological variations, and the division of 'houses into gable-hearth and 

central hearth types'.71 Evans wrote comprehensively on the clachan - a house cluster 

held mainly by family ties and associated with an open-field or rundale system.72 As 

this form of agriculture began to alter, the isolated farm house came to dominate the 

Irish rural landscape. Consequently, he proposed that the rural section included two 

categories: the clachan and the isolated farmstead.73 Alongside his intense 

discussions of the clachan, Evans noted how this change could be read in the 

landscape. He pondered in Irish Folkways:

From some elevated viewpoint in the mountainy parts one may count hundreds of small whitewashed 

homesteads dotted among the fields, each nestling behind a handful of wind-bent trees and approached 

by its own access-road - the loaning or borheen beloved of the sentimental song writers. Every 

farmstead has the air of a fortress, an independent unit within its jealously guarded boundary fences, 

defined by a heavy iron gate hung between stout stone gate-pillars.74

Indeed, he was adamant that 'the most outstanding feature' of the open-air section 

should be 'the dispersed farm settlement with its small-enclosed fields', because 

Ulster, as a Province, was very individualistic - a point reflected in the separate farm 

holdings scattered throughout the countryside.75 The Corradreenan West farmhouse 

is one such example. Mr. Glover Elliott of Edenmore presented his thatched hipped- 

roof family home as a gift to the museum.76 Originally situated close to 

Florencecourt, the county Fermanagh building was dismantled and brought to the
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Cultra site for subsequent re-erection. The farmhouse is composed of two units and a

simple lobby entrance into the kitchen.77 It originated in the second half of the 

eighteenth century, some time prior to the 1830s, as it could be identified on the first 

edition of the Ordinance Survey map.78

Similar to the Duncrun cottage, Gailey had recorded the traditional features of 

Corradreenan West in his pre-1969 field observations (the Corradreenan example was 

the only intact house from the twenty-five houses he recorded). Firstly, he 

commented at length on its distinctive regional features typical of traditional housing 

in southwest Fermanagh, most notably the farmhouse's thatched hipped-roof 

'unknown elsewhere in Northern Ireland, but much commoner, for example, 

throughout Leinster and in parts of county Cavan'.74 This was a fruitful exercise that 

proved invaluable because, as recorded in the Yearbook, 'before final detailed 

recording and dismantling was commenced, the weight of winter snow had caused the 

thatched roof to collapse'.80

Secondly, the layout of Corradreenan West is typical of 'one of the fundamental types 

of Irish traditional country dwelling'.81 The original formation only included two 

rooms - a kitchen and parlour - but by 1900, it had been sub-divided into five. Thus 

as it stands at the museum, the farmhouse is composed of three units: a kitchen, 

parlour, and bedrooms indicative of the nineteenth century addition consequent of our 

changing social attitudes. Indeed, partitioning the domestic space 'in this way was 

common in Ulster housing in the second half of the nineteenth century, as mainly
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urban-inspired ideas of privacy invaded rural areas'.83 The jamb wall, serving as a

screen between the front door and the kitchen hearth, links the house structurally with 

central and eastern Ireland, and south Ulster.84 But it also has a rear door entrance 

into the kitchen which is an unusual feature for a jamb-wall type house - an 

idiosyncrasy typical of north-western and western Ireland. Therefore,

in folk cultural terms, the Corradreenan house is something of a hybrid type, displaying mainly 

features of the fundamental southern and eastern type, but including one element from the north

western type also. Examination of other houses in this part of Fermanagh has shown that such hybrid 

forms are common there, emphasising that south-west Fermanagh is a cultural, as well as political, 

frontier district."5

Built most likely before 1802, at the museum Corradreenan West is indicative of the 

'home and domestic' arrangements of a 'fairly prosperous west Ulster farming 

family'.86 Furnished under the instruction of Mrs. Elliott as she recalled it in 1917, 

there 'emerges for the visitor to the house as it has been re-erected in the museum, the 

experience of visiting a country home about the turn of the century'.87 This included 

a kitchen dresser stocked with nineteenth century 'coarse earthenware' and china 

manufactured at the Belleek pottery factory, north Fermanagh - porcelain common in

oo

homes throughout south-west Ulster in the late nineteenth century. The attention 

afforded to such precise detail was a bid to authentically return the house to its 

original form. If successful, this would provide visitors 'with the means, and above 

all the urge to escape for a time the pressures of modern life'.89
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This desire to re-create the past through the re-erection of 'traditional house types'

focused for the main part on the distinctive features of vernacular northern Irish 

construction.1)0 However, this is not a suggestion that the museum was exclusively 

interested in such Irish exemplars. On the contrary, the re-erection of the 

Lismacloskey house introduced a new aspect to the museum's representation 

programme because upon excavation it was thought to be a Planter's house, thus 

introducing an example of British vernacular housing into the museum's collection. 

Built in 1717, it was commissioned by an Officer who served on the British side 

during the American War of Independence.41 Known locally as Gloverstown House, 

it is a fairly large Ulster building that later became the Duneane parish rectory, 

occupied by the Rev. Robert McCullagh.42

Although the political, social, and constitutional effects of the plantation have been 

documented, according to Gailey discussions of the cultural consequences are 

conspicuous by their absence.43 Few houses in Ulster are older than 1750-1800.44 

However as a result of field investigations, Gailey observed houses that in size were 

between that of the landlord and the farmer, which dated to the plantation period, 

including Gloverstone.43 The re-erection of the Lismacloskey house at Cultra, was 

thus an attempt to address the cultural implications and consequences of the 

plantation insofar as it affected design and construction technique.

Its layout bears a striking similarity to that of houses found in the east Midlands and 

east Anglia throughout the seventeenth century.46 Visually, its steeply pitched roof
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easily distinguishes it from other Ulster buildings at the museum. Inside, the system

of oak beams supporting the roof are typical of lowland England, and have only been 

recorded in one other house in Ulster.47 However, Lismacloskey also has a heavy 

ridge purlin - a common feature of traditional Ulster dwellings - indicating that the 

roof is an amalgamation of Ulster and English building traditions.98 The structure's 

inherently British features suggest it belonged 'to a plantation architectural tradition' 

that could possibly have been 'built by English craftsmen'.99 For instance, the 

existence of a brick-lined hemispherical bread oven immediately points to English 

design. Stylistically, ovens were 'unusual in most Irish houses', but were part of the 

'domestic architecture of lowland Britain and European countries'.100 Thus as Gailey 

aptly paraphrased, a 'single house can represent, therefore, in a small way, not only 

the introduction of cultural influences in the seventeenth century, but also the 

processes of cultural adaptation and assimilation that followed the Plantation'.101

'The furnishings' suggest 'the accumulation of material by a family who had moved in 

when it was new, and whose descendants continued to add items until about 1900'.102 

Therefore the exterior of the house has been retained but the interior has been 

furnished to a time period and situation that does not strictly correlate with the 

house's original function. This two-storey house is one of the few remaining 

examples of its kind in Ulster, but its re-erection at the museum was delayed by two 

years whilst other projects were completed. This served museum staff with an 

admonition: several 'removal and reconstruction projects' should be 'undertaken
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simultaneously', because many structures were passing into extinction in the

interim.103

In general terms, the buildings considered thus far could be described as a selective 

interpretation of the past that ignore the social realities of the occupants, and by 

extension the process of housing adaptation and renewal. But Gailey was keen to 

directly address this issue in his role as Building Curator at the Ulster Folk Museum. 

Alteration, he argued, indicated change through time: of 'tradition as a process' with 

its outcome 'manifested in different ways at different times'.104 Therefore he did not 

'turn away' a building on the grounds that its traditional features had been altered or 

removed, instead arguing that the replacement of a thatch roof with slate tiles, for 

example, did not devalue the house, but conversely the changes endowed the building 

with renewed social significance. As Gailey explained, culture 'is rarely immune 

from the consequences of contact between peoples of differing origins and 

traditions'.103 To this end, the availability of the Cushendall Hill Farm for removal 

and re-erection at the Ulster Folk Museum proved invaluable as it afforded Gailey 

with an opportunity to represent the idea of living tradition.

Despite the many appeals to academia, the venture was, nonetheless, still an attempt 

to authentically create a version of the past to satisfy visitor consumption. The 

detailed analysis of external architectural construction and precision of internal layout 

and design conspired to produce a representation of Ulster's rural heritage - a living



folk museum. However, to be truly authentic, attentions also had to focus on the

exterior.
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The holistic philosophy

The dwelling and out-houses of the North Antrim hill-farm had been completely 

transferred to the museum by March 1965.106 The hill farm, owned by a Mr. Dan 

Hyndman, was located in the Glens of Antrim, overlooking Glenballyemon.107 The 

house would have originally been a ceilidhing centre - a place where ballads, amongst 

other things, were told - and the museum has kept this social tradition alive. 

Consisting of the farmhouse and outbuildings, it had a byre attached to the house, 

including a stable with space for two horses, and a shed for tools. Although built 

sometime in the nineteenth century, it followed a design of older origin, and serves as 

an example of the modification such buildings underwent, reflecting social and 

economic change.

In 1850, it was a single-storey house with a rope-thatched roof. The original two- 

roomed building had a lower level byre, but the 1900s witnessed the addition of a 

second storey consisting of two rooms, and a 'set of stairs that rose from inside the 

front door' (but were not screened-off from the kitchen).108 The original thatch on 

both the house and byre was removed and replaced with a slate covering. 

Furthermore, the outshot at the back of the kitchen was 'filled in' and the bed replaced 

by a folding settle type that 'doubled as a seat by day'.10Q This was undoubtedly a 

consequence of social and cultural progress manifested in the built environment. For



instance several of its later features hinted to an increased standard of living, such as
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the extension of the upper byre, the addition of a wooden floor in the parlour, as well 

as the raised fire grate.11" Indeed, the alterations contributed to a new form of 

vernacular style in themselves.

Despite being modernised, the Cushendall Hill Farm still retains many of its 

distinctive original features typical of the Glens of Antrim.111 A case in point is the 

Old Red Sandstone kitchen flooring made locally from fired clay - a product of the 

Florence Court works. Similarly, the steps leading from the farmyard to the loft are 

typical of the region in that they 'have in their base a duck-pen or "duck-crew" as it is 

known in the Glens'.112 (plate 6.3) The house is furnished with pieces from its place 

of origin, several of which came from a similar dwelling in Cushendall. For instance, 

as it stands in the folk museum the house contains a kitchen dresser, and a cup rack 

that boasts a stoneware cream jar from the Rathkenny Creamery in mid-Antrim. 

However:

one room seems less alive than the others. The parlour is seldom used, except maybe to entertain the 

minister, or for a wake or some family occasion and this sense is heightened in Dan Hyndman's house 

in the Museum, since there are no beds in the parlour which was a common Glens of Antrim feature.113

The detail afforded to layout is indicative of Gailey's interest in the representation of 

domestic space. He contended that few 'aspects of our material folk culture display 

more clearly than kitchen furnishings the variety of sources from which our heritage 

is drawn'.114 Internal structure, being dictated by folklore and social custom, is
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culturally significant because, he believed, changing attitudes towards domestic space

were reflected in furniture positioning.115

Gailey's interest in the dresser, and the cultural significance of its type and location 

within domestic space, is reflected in the exhibits at the Ulster Folk Museum. 

However, layout was also dictated by construction. For instance, if the house 

contained stairs then the dresser was usually positioned against them, as it is in the 

Cushendall farmhouse. Prior to the advent of the kitchen dresser, most kitchens had a 

tin-rail, such as that exhibited in Duncrun cottage, or stone shelves.116 Indeed the 

arrangement of china on the dresser is a relatively recent addition to the peasant 

domestic kitchen, but was nonetheless dictated by custom. To a lesser degree, Evans 

and Gailey researched the kitchen table, and made comment on publications by 

Isabella Grant.117 The bed outshot (a bed in the kitchen) was of social and cultural 

significance, and interested the geographers because of its association with critical 

periods in the human life span: birth, marriage, and death.118 Therefore, the 

academics determined that both the interior and the exterior of vernacular houses had 

to be represented at the museum essentially because they told something of the 

cultural traditions of each region in Ulster.

To this end, the Cushendall farmhouse, both inside and out, has been restored to its 

original use where 'once again the smoke curls up the chimney from the turf fire, the 

soda-farls are baking on the griddle and the oil-lamp is lighted of a winter evening'.116 

Prior to its re-erection at Cultra, the house was surrounded by a particular field
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pattern, and this has been imitated at the museum. This notion of situating each

building within surroundings typical of its site of origin, is an important museum 

policy that was stressed in the first development report initiated by Gailey. In the 

document he proposed a move away from the random scattering of buildings on the 

site (as had been the case at the Welsh Folk Museum), and introduced the idea of a 

contextual approach that operated on two levels.

Firstly, he proposed the introduction of revolutionary new ideas from Scandinavia 

that reinforced the significance of building interiors. Each structure was envisaged as 

a 'mini theatre', where interaction between the visitor and the artefacts would be 

heightened by applying the Scandinavian idea of no labels on exhibits. Indeed, plans 

for the introductory exhibition suggested the inclusion of 'interior dioramas' or 

'theatrical stage-set models' as part of the display.120 Yet to suggest this supported the 

policy of historical re-enactment, Robinson has argued, is to misinterpret Gailey and 

Thompson's intentions.121 Rather, the museum was the stage that presented a picture 

of Ulster life, where each building told a story about the personality of a particular 

region. Indeed Gailey was adamant on one crucial issue: that history could not be 

recreated, and to this end he did not support the contention for costumed attendants.

Secondly, in introducing this contextual approach to the Ulster Folk Museum, Gailey 

made a major contribution to the European folk museum movement. His argument 

contended that interior was as important as exterior in terms of the function of the 

building. Furthermore, he asserted that each building had to be in context with its



neighbour, and also within the diorama of the folk museum site as a whole.

'Collection as an entity' he argued 'is fundamental to an environmental approach to re

siting the various buildings in the folk park'.123 Although this method had been 

previously applied to urban representations elsewhere, the Ulster Folk Museum 

pioneered the application of this technique to its rural exhibits. The Yearbook 

recorded proudly:

Already certain sites have been used to duplicate original sites from which open-air exhibits have been 

removed, particularly the Cushendall hill-farm from a site in the Glens of Antrim overlooking a 

beautiful glen, and a flax scutching mill from a steep heavily wooded glen in the Sperrin Mountains of 

County Tyrone. Where inevitably the open-air Folk Park must differ from the Ulster landscape is in 

the question of scale, but there is a belief fundamental to the report mentioned above, that on a 

different scale, most of the environments found in Ulster either exist already or can be re-created with 

relatively little difficulty within Cultra Manor Estate. An Ulster landscape in miniature is the projected 

outcome for the open-air museum.124
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Attention focused on the development of the 'physical form', to best fit the 'natural 

beauty and topographical variety' of the site (plate 6.3). To give each building an 'air 

of authenticity', he recommended slopes be used to recreate the environment of hill 

farms, and field patterns and trees to reduce the number of buildings visible from 

each house.125

Therefore, 'the inherent character of the estate, particularly in terms of topography 

and vegetation, is such that one must inevitably try to mould the Museum into the 

estate rather than re-model the estate to meet the needs of the Museum'.126 As a
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Plate 6.3 (a) The Cushendall Hill Farm in the field. 

Reproduced by kind permission of the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum.

Plate 6.3 (b) The Hill Farm as re-erected at the Cultra site.
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consequence of what they described as the 'environmental approach', fields between

each building were to be farmed, to conjure the sights, smells, and sounds of the 

countryside. Thus the Cushendall exhibit lent itself to Galley's pioneering procedure. 

It was re-erected on a steep slope to resemble something of the slopes of the Antrim

i 'jn

Glens, with the farmhouse, outhouses, and byre laid out as they were in the field. 

Also, shrubs and trees native to the Glens have been planted alongside the yard, in an 

attempt to re-create the farm's original environment.

Another two of the early buildings lent themselves to this 'environmental approach': 

the Meenagarragh and Cruckaclady cottages from west county Tyrone. In this 

instance 'the varied character of the museum's estate' facilitated the reconstruction of 

the houses 'in a convincing environment, and in the same spatial relationship to each 

other as they had in west Tyrone'.128 The first, from the townland of Meenagarrah, is 

a bed outshot type - a regional feature particular to vernacular buildings in west and 

north Ulster.124 As well as a bed outshot the Cruckaclady reconstruction featured a 

bedroom over-byre, another regional characteristic typical of its place of origin, 

although it is distinctive from other buildings of its kind because the byre is accessed 

through a door at the rear of the house.130 The Cruckaclady cottage also illustrates 

social change, indicating the 'intermediate stage in the developing separation of man 

and beast' in the home.131 Both of these traditional dwellings were brought to the 

museum on account of their regional characteristics. In terms of the contribution 

their examination made to vernacular study, firstly they uphold the contention that 

'one-roomed houses were proportionally much more common in west Ulster than in
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the east before 1840'. Secondly, in the case of Cruckaclady, houses with over byres

had only been detected in 'west county Tyrone and in west county Donegal'.132

In summary, the Ulster Folk Museum was an attempt to celebrate Ulster's past and its 

culture. Evans, Thompson and Gailey did not use the term 'Ulster' to reinforce a 

political space. Rather, they recognised the exclusiveness of Ulster based on cultural 

factors alone. For Evans, Ulster was a unique cultural unit distinct from the rest of 

the island of Ireland. This was not, as Graham would have us believe, primarily a 

conspiracy between Evans and O'Neill to elevate the status of Unionism within 

Northern Ireland. As Evans's wife recently put it, 'his aim was to promote the quality 

and status of his subject and not to glorify the state of Northern Ireland'.133 As far as 

Evans was concerned, the museum was an attempt to celebrate the shared cultural 

heritage of an otherwise divided society, rather than recognition of Northern Ireland's 

political identity.134 A representation of regional difference was constructed by 

academics whose bias toward the collection of traditional artefacts portrayed Ulster 

exclusively in terms of its agricultural past.

From the outset, the academics intended that the museum would be a cross

community endeavour, and the government appeared to agree. However, the early 

negotiations involved in securing buildings for subsequent re-erection at Cultra 

indicate that material artefacts are also contested cultural entities. For instance, the 

row over the first exhibit contended that the museum was not representative of 

Ulster's culture because the house had had Roman Catholic occupancy - Ulster's



identity, its opponents argued, was Protestant. However, as far as Thompson and

Evans were concerned, buildings were selected for re-erection at the museum on 

account of their traditional architectural features, and the contribution these made to 

regional study. In a bid to authentically recreate a living tradition, buildings were 

accurately reconstructed at Cultra, with equal attention afforded to both internal and 

external, to present a picture of Ulster's identity as defined by Evans, Thompson and 

Gailey.
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Chapter Seven

Rural Ulster: the working past

By the very nature of its name, the Ulster Folk Museum could not shake its 

association with 'exhibition'. But rather than conform to the mode of representation 

typical of the Belfast Museum, the folk museum, in a sense, embraced the notion of 

'exhibition' and adapted it to display not only objects, but also to demonstrate 

methods and techniques.1 Therefore, the folk museum introduced a new concept to 

Northern Ireland in terms of representation. It would not only be a picture of Ulster's 

material culture, but a living museum where traditional skills would be practised by 

seasonally employed craftspeople. This could be considered nothing more than a 

foolhardy suggestion that took little account of obtaining persons with the appropriate 

skills, but as early as 1954 the problem had been aired. The Nugent Committee, 

whose suggestions were undergirded by Evans's thinking, warned:

We feel ... reference should be made to the problem of obtaining men trained in those traditional skills 

which are now all too rapidly disappearing ... thatchers, wheelwrights and other craftsmen can be 

found in Northern Ireland at the present day, many of them are old men and ultimately the Folk



Museum is bound to be faced with the problem of replacing them. If present trends continue it may be 

far from easy to do so.2

Yet contemporary analysis is often critical of the idea of 'living history'. For instance, 

Samuel slated 'living history' displays in museums as 'not only inferior to the written 

word but, being by their nature concerned with surface appearance only, irredeemably 

shallow'.3 Ascherson reinforced this by urging that 'the unspoken assumption is that 

people cannot be trusted with pictures; that images seduce where the printed word 

engages the full intelligence'.4

Setting this issue to one side, of immediate concern to Gailey and Thompson was the 

reconstruction of exhibits on the Cultra site that lent themselves to the notion of 

'living history'. Initially staff at the museum had secured a water-powered corn-mill 

from Florencecourt, County Fermanagh, for re-erection at the museum.5 However a 

wrangle over ownership prevented acquisition, and as a consequence the project was 

abandoned.6 One could surmise that Gailey considered this a blessing in disguise 

because, although it precipitated a temporary setback in terms of the visual 

development of the museum, it facilitated the removal and re-erection of an 

operational spade mill to the site.
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The Spade Mill

In a publication edited by Gailey, Evans lamented, 'it is only in recent years that 

serious attention has been given to the study of the spade, while the plough and the
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hoe, in various parts of the world, have been extensively studied and endlessly 

classified'.7 Gailey shared this sentiment and considered the museum a forum to 

redress the balance. He remarked, 'nowhere more than Ireland have so many people 

ever been identified with a single tool or implement than the nineteenth-century 

impoverished Irish labourers were with the spade or shovel'.8 As the main peasant 

cultivation tool, Evans suggested the spade had an important role at the folk 

museum.9

As the Annual Report for 1964-65 acknowledged, the acquisition of the Coalisland 

spade mill symbolised a time when 'long-held theories' became 'practical realities'.10 

Although spade mills were a 'small, yet visible', feature of the Irish landscape, they 

were particularly numerous in the northern part of the island.11 These relatively small 

features told something of the local economy. A spade mill and spade exhibition at 

the Cultra site facilitated an interpretation of regional differences in blade sizes and 

shapes, where spade type was dependent on 'culture and not the physical 

environment'.12 Its prevalence was dictated by a 'territorial nomenclature', oral 

traditions, and social customs, all of which could be addressed in a variety of ways at 

the spade mill.13 Bringing the mill to the museum was undoubtedly an expression of 

Evans's brand of cultural geography, as it calibrated sub-regional diversity.

During fieldwork, Gailey had investigated the mill before it was acquired by the 

museum. Rebuilt in the 1840s, it supplied spades to the northern part of Ireland.14 

During the nineteenth century the market for its produce progressed further south and
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west, and by the First World War it included what has become the Republic of

Ireland within its remit.15 Yet progressively, the mill had to cater for small, localised 

markets requiring minimally different spade patterns. Indeed, it 'has been 

characteristic of rural Irish men that they have usually persisted with their regional 

variations in popular culture' and the demand for local spade types was no 

exception.16 This prevented a standardisation in Irish spade making and ultimately 

contributed to the gradual decline of the industry. The downturn of this 

undocumented rural economy compelled Gailey to secure the Coalisland spade mill 

for re-erection at the Ulster Folk Museum - to preserve the intricacies of spade 

making for posterity.

The nineteenth century water-powered mill was the second exhibit brought to the 

Cultra site. Presented by the Directors of Messrs. J. Stevenson and Co. Ltd., it was 

removed from the field in September 1963, and was in operation at the museum by 

June of the following year.17 To facilitate demonstrations, a water supply was 

installed at the site.18 Complete with four finishing shops and a forge, two 

waterwheels and machinery, the mill is indicative of economic diversity.19 It was one 

of three or four principal spade mills in Ulster.20 'One double-sized finishing shop 

was equipped, the remainder of the space being left for an exhibition of Irish spade 

types'.21 In a press release attention was drawn to the mill because it had:

the added distinction of being the Museum's first working exhibit and plans are being made to go into 

spade production in a small way. For this purpose Mr. Arnold Patterson of Glengormley was recently 

appointed to the Museum staff. Mr. Patterson is one of very few skilled spade platers - probably less



than a dozen - left in Ireland. His father and grandfather actually served their apprenticeships to the
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same craft in the mill now re-erected at the Folk Museum.22

Plate 1.1 Arnold Patterson working in the spade-mill re-erected at Cultra 

Reproduced by kind permission of the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum

Familial involvement in the industry is a typical trait of the craft, and Patterson 

practising plating, welding and finishing at the reconstruction added a nostalgic 

dimension to the representation (plate 7.1).23 A fifth generation Patterson spade- 

maker, his employment at the museum brought a 'romantic touch to it in that his 

recent forebearers actually learned and carried on their craft in this particular mill'.24 

By emphasising this 'romanticism', the past was essentially being staged for popular
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consumption. At a heritage site the visitor wants an authentic experience of the past,

to observe life as it really was. Employing Patterson, a genuine spade-maker, 

satisfies this need. Making spades in the original mill using traditional techniques 

could, nonetheless, be construed as an attempt to literally 'make' and 'produce' the 

past.

To recall comments made in the previous chapter, the academics claimed the study of 

folklife was incomplete without simultaneously engaging folklore. The re-erection of 

the Coalisland Spade Mill proffered the men with an opportunity to display the spade 

as an economic and cultural tool whilst concurrently exploring the folklore attached 

to the artefact in Ulster. For instance, spade names were dictated by folklore and 

reflected a regional diversity dependent on cultural preferences (as well as ecological 

conditions). Those manufactured in Coalisland were known as 'Dungannon spades' 

whereas in Newry they were referred to as 'Armagh spades', yet there was no such 

thing as 'Lurgan spades'. It was Gailey's conclusion that the saying 'he has a face as 

long as a Lurgan spade' stemmed from a misunderstanding in the linguistic change 

from Irish to English speech between 1650-1850 in mid-Ulster.25 However, this 

cultural artefact was also indicative of Protestant or Catholic religious affiliation 

because the phrase 'he digs with the wrong foot' can be traced to the spade type used. 

The native Irish, who have retained the Catholic faith, still dig with the right foot - a 

practice that stemmed from the one-sided spade.26 The 'planters' - Protestants - 

introduced the two-sided spade but preferred to use the left foot.27



The Smithy
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Following the official launch of the Coalisland spade mill the Board of Trustees 

praised the museum for introducing this 'living craft' because 'live demonstrations' 

added 'much to its interest and appeal' - a point Lord Wakehurst reiterated in his 

remarks at the opening ceremony.28 Keen to pursue this avenue, the museum secured 

another example of the craft industry. This came in the form of the smithy, and the 

acquisition of Lisrace Forge from county Fermanagh.29

The blacksmith was an important local craftsman in the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries and played a vital role in the rural community life. Not only was smithying 

an important economic function, there was also much folklore attached to the work.'10 

Dating to the 1830s, aside from smithying the blacksmith also made iron gates for the 

surrounding farmyards, such as those 'guarding' the Cushendall hill farm.31

Built from local carboniferous limestone, the layout of the Lisrace example is typical 

of that found in the north Antrim area. As custom dictated, the forge has one window 

at the front of the building, and two at the back.32 Windows are small in order to 

minimise breakage replacement costs 'inevitable when long lengths of iron were 

being handled in a restricted space'.33 The forge was re-erected at the museum exactly 

as it was found in the field even though all its original features did not remain intact. 

For example, the timber floor had been replaced with discarded railway-track 

sleepers, and a slate roofing replaced the original thatch.34
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In keeping with its 'environmental' policy the forge was re-erected in similar

surroundings at the museum as it was found in the field. For instance, it has been 

situated on a slight elevation to overlook one of the roads. Furthermore, 'Elm, Thorn 

and Chestnut trees have been planted in the vicinity, to reproduce in years to come 

something more of the Fermanagh environment from which the forge came'.’5 

Indeed, this environmental approach, combined with the notion of the working past, 

lent itself to another display at the Cultra site - that of the linen industry.

The Linen Industry

Three buildings were selected to represent the linen industry including a scutching 

mill, a bleach green tower, and a weaver's cottage. The trio were 'grouped together in 

a manner suggestive of the localisation of some aspects of the industry within the 

Ulster countryside' and 'are of a size that integrates neatly into the over-all conception 

of the open-air folk park'.36 Although these particular structures are associated with 

early handcraft techniques, it was acknowledged that 'nineteenth century factory 

methods' should also be represented.37 Therefore, first attentions concentrated on the 

small water-powered flax scutching mill, indicative of the application of technology 

to the traditional approach.

The mill, acquired from Mr. Patrick McSiggan, of Gorticashel, county Tyrone, was 

fully operational until the 1950s.38 The structure was built in the mid-nineteenth 

century and is architecturally typical of mills located in flax growing areas erected



from the eighteenth century onwards.39 Fire razed it to the ground twice primarily

because of the roofing.40 The first thatch was replaced by an equally as flammable 

covering of boards and tarred felt. The lesson learnt, when rebuilt for the second time 

slates from Britain replaced the roofing material, and this is how it was re-erected at 

the site.41

Flax underwent four processes to become cloth the last of which is represented at the 

folk museum in the bleach-green keeper's watch-hut and weaver's cottage, both 

situated relative to the scutching mill. (The hut is located between the mill and the 

weaver's cottage, as it would be in the field.42) From the eighteenth century onwards 

bleaching became a predominantly 'localised activity' most noticeable in west Down, 

particularly the Bann Valley.43 Originally located near Gilford, the hut is a stone 

circular construction, complete with conical roof, a circular spy-hole, and a wooden 

bench inside.44 It provided shelter for the green keepers and had two main functions: 

to prevent animals from the non-enclosed fields grazing on the linen bleach greens, 

and secondly to guard the cloth from theft - an act that warranted a hefty penalty.45

Both the scutching mill and the bleach-green watch keeper's hut are examples of 

structures that have been removed from the field and re-erected at the folk museum. 

However the third building from the linen exhibition is a deviation from this standard 

and indeed from all the buildings brought to the Cultra site mentioned thus far. It is
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in fact a reproduction.



Replicated or Re-erected?
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The replica building issue is a recurrent international theme frequently associated 

with the search for 'first person' heritage consumption. Replication has become a 

significant issue within museology as a consequence of pressure exerted on museums 

by funding bodies and the public to visibly see development and by extension, value 

for money.46 The open-air museum is a prime example because its collections are 

heavily dependent on the availability of buildings from the landscape, in terms of 

those donated or the size of the price tag.47 If particular structures do not become 

accessible, or are beyond the means of the museum, then replication provides a 

solution to completing an exhibition.

As far as the Ulster Folk Museum is concerned, replica buildings are considered only 

as a last resort. Used strictly for educational and demonstration purposes, or to 

enhance and literally 'fill in' the landscape, they are not deemed part of the 

institution's collection.48 The museum's position has in part been formed with the 

'credibility factor' in mind. The museum's original architects sought to create an 

open-air museum filled with original structures, because the alternative - a site filled 

with replica buildings - was not considered by its authors to be a 'proper' museum.49

It was with this in mind that the third component of the linen industry exhibition was 

undertaken - the weaver's cottage. It is a reproduction of a dwelling in 

Waringstown.50 The Board of Trustees justified their decision: departure 'from the 

normal procedure was thought advisable because so much of the fabric of the house



consisted of solid earth, protected only by a skim of plaster on the wall surfaces'.51

This was a practical decision taken because the walling material - mostly mud - was 

liable to crumble on removal.52 This 'faithful reproduction' is an exact duplication of 

the weaver's cottage discovered in Ballydugan townland, built of mud using 

techniques that followed the traditional method as closely as possible.51 The copy 

mirrors the original's traditional regional features in that a bedroom and a weaving 

shed flank the kitchen - characteristics typical of a weaver's cottage in east Ulster.54 

Furthermore:

The Ballydugan house at Cultra displays one feature which relates it to one of two major house types 

recognisable throughout Ireland. This is the jamb wall, the screen that separates the hearth from the 

door, the two being in line in the central-hearth house type. In this respect, therefore, as in the use of 

clay for the walling and the scolloped technique for the thatched roof, the house is culturally more 

significant than would be true were it representative only of the linen industry, and consequently it 

serves to integrate the complex of linen industry exhibits more closely into the over-all conception of 

the open-air museum.55

Officially opened in May 1968, guests 'entered the house to the sound of the loom 

actually working in the weaver's shop'.56 To this end, a Mr. McAtasney was 

appointed onto the museum's staff to demonstrate the weaving technique in the 

Ballydugan cottage (plate 7.2).57
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The Ballydugan weaver's cottage raises several interesting issues in terms of 

authenticity. Although a building may be described as a re-erection, the degree of 

exact reconstruction is variable dependant on the quality and durability of its features.
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Plate 7.2 Mr. McAtasney operating the weaver's loom in the Ballydugan Cottage. 

Reproduced with kind permission of the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum.

For instance, windows, doors, and thatched roofing are often replaced, and repairs are 

executed using contemporary materials. Although outside walling stones are 

numbered and brought to the museum, the inside walls are not (plate 7.3). Thus there 

emerges a fine line between an exact re-erection and an authentic interpretation of the 

original, where the former is the acclaimed ideal of the Ulster Folk Museum whilst 

the latter hints at producing a commodity to create a picture of the past.

From the outset, the museum remained steadfast to one principle: replica buildings 

were strictly exhibition centres only. The museum was keen to show its collections 

in their appropriate place, for example the display of spade tools and implements in
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Plate 7.3 (a) Numbered larger stones at the Coalisland Spade Mill before removal. 

Reproduced by kind permission of the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum.
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Plate 7.3 (b) Hand-drawn sketches of the mill prior to deconstruction 

Reproduced by kind permission of the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum.
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the Coalisland spade mill, and the reproduction of Ballydugan cottage facilitated

weaving demonstrations. However, the wealth of artefacts in the museum's custody 

rendered it impossible to exhibit everything in this way. In 1965, Gailey proffered a 

solution to this dilemma: 'complementary to the outdoor exhibits will be systematic 

collections on various themes, and the allocation of period and craft rooms, in 

conventional galleries1.58

Taking their lead from the early Scandinavian model, Gailey and Thompson 

considered these exhibition centres, known as galleries, as a fundamental aspect of 

the Ulster Folk Museum. In borrowing the ideal of small-scale systematic display, 

Gailey proposed three separate galleries be constructed at stations throughout the 

Cultra site to prevent one large gallery from 'obtruding seriously on the open-air 

section'.59 In the long term these would facilitate a number of 'circulation 

possibilities', taking in 'an exhibition gallery unit and a section of the open-air 

museum'.611 The galleries were to address three different themes and would both 

compliment and explain the outdoor exhibits. The first was to concentrate on 

buildings, settlement and social organisations, and activity. The second on textile 

history, costume, and craft work, and the third on primary life-support activities. The 

museum's Yearbook detailed that 'neither systematic gallery treatment of folklife 

material nor the open-air museum can stand-alone. Neither of these aspects of the 

institution's development alone can provide adequate exposition of folklife'.61 Gailey 

reinforced this issue when he explained:



It must be emphasised, therefore, that to function effectively as a means of explaining rather than 

merely displaying its subject, a folk museum cannot depend on naturalistic display alone. This would 

leave the visitor no better off than if he saw the same buildings and material in a real life setting. A 

folk museum worthy of the name does not merely accumulate objects and information. It must also 

interpret and understand, and seek to relay the resultant findings to the layman. Therefore, while the 

out-door section of reconstructed buildings, and landscape, may be in territorial terms the most 

expansive part of the folk museum, it only becomes fully meaningful after its constituent elements 

have been illustrated analytically.62

This idea of representing the working past was facilitated through the reconstruction 

of original buildings. However this all takes place outside of a real economic system. 

In other words, the blacksmith at the museum is not literally making his living from 

shoeing horses. Thus, although authentically re-erected using traditional skills and 

techniques, the Ulster Folk Museum is only a representation of the past based on a 

pro-rural interpretation of Ulster's cultural heritage.
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THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN

A document prepared in May 1973, which took effect from 1974, turned out to be the 

first endorsed open-air section development plan. However as early as February 

1965, Gailey had written his vision of the museum's future. This little known report 

was followed by a second draft in 1967: both had a limited readership, and were 

unearthed as a consequence of this research. They brought to light a number of issues 

that formed the basis of the 1974 Development Report. Documented when only two
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outdoor exhibits had been re-erected at the site, the early reports detailed the types of

buildings, and more significantly the vernacular features, Gailey thought important to 

illustrate at the museum, including some reference to layout.

The first buildings brought to the museum were randomly scattered on the Cultra site. 

A strategy only emerged after five or six had already been re-erected, and was 

intimated with the prospective merger of the Transport Museum with the open-air 

section.63 To facilitate this move the Board of Trustees bought the Dalchoolin estate, 

an area of land adjacent to the open-air site. As Thompson admitted the changes 

caused him to 're-examine the actual distribution of traditional buildings and try to 

readjust, if necessary, the sequence of which representative structures are brought into 

the Museum'.64 The development plan was designed to TDest fit' the buildings already 

on site, but one had to be moved to make it consistent with the rest - Duncrun 

cottage.65

The academics suggested each building be exhibited in its natural setting to reproduce 

the same working and living conditions of the past. Consequently, spacing between 

buildings, the use of appropriate field boundaries and suitable vegetation type, to 

mention a few, were important issues in re-creating the original environment.66 In the 

words of the 1974 development plan:

By taking careful note of slopes, it is possible to ensure that in areas intended to represent rural 

landscape with dispersed settlement, there will almost never be more than three or four reconstructions 

in sight. As development proceeds, attention will be paid to tree planting to provide additional
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screening where appropriate. Field patterns will be developed, being integrated wherever possible 

with existing field boundaries both within and outside the museum property.67

Services, such as the spade mill, were to be mixed amongst the buildings as they are 

in the 'natural landscape' in relation to one another. For the academics this idea was 

'fundamental to the conception of the open-air museum' because it was 'not believed 

to be sufficient to dismantle buildings, remove them to the Ulster Folk Museum site, 

and re-erect them simply in pleasant surroundings. It is important that they must, 

when re-erected, bear relationship to one another as they do in the actual landscape'.68 

Doing so would show some 'semblance of meaningful relationships ... set within the 

grounds in believable characteristic settlement patterns'.69 In this way, 'the visitor to 

the Museum could see, unhindered by conventional techniques, all the details of 

traditional life fitting into a pattern'.70

The politicians and scholars billed the museum as a microcosm of Ulster. As far as 

Evans's students were concerned, applying their 'environmental approach' would 

advance this aim. Earlier folk museums claimed to exhibit buildings 'in context', but 

in reality this was not the case. They may have been symbolic of national identity, 

but not in a methodologically planned manner. Thus, although each structure was 

indicative of regional vernacular architecture, the overall layout was not coherent. As 

far as Evans, Thompson and Gailey were concerned, the notion of the museum as a 

microcosm of Ulster was only loosely intended in that it would be 'a condensed, but 

detailed, picture of Ulster traditional life will be depicted and preserved'.71 It was not 

a political move to engineer or bolster a national identity.72



In 1965, Gailey delineated a specific layout that not only navigated the visitor around
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the museum complex, but also guided them to buildings in a specific order. Initially 

a two-circuit one-way system for traffic was envisaged with parking at strategic 

points, and footpaths between exhibits. This was intended not only to minimise the 

amount of walking, but also to prevent visitors from halting 'vehicles at each outdoor 

exhibit in turn'.73 This was, in essence, an attempt to stage-manage the visitor 

experience. For instance, by carefully planning access and footpaths, a distinct but 

limited number of circulation possibilities emerged, aided by an 'internal transport 

system capable of carrying appreciable numbers of visitors between distinctive 

staging points'.74 If implemented properly, Gailey was convinced this would avoid 

the impression of regimentation, with each route including a logical selection of 

subject matter.75 In this regard 'all aspects of the visitor's experience' at the folk 

museum would be 'carefully planned to ensure that from the moment visitors set out 

to visit a heritage attraction to the time they leave, everything is of the highest 

professional standard'.76 However, guiding visitors around exhibits in a particular 

order is an attempt to control the visitor's gaze.77 To this end, the 'managed visitor 

experience' means the past is consumed in a staged, albeit supposedly authentically, 

manner.

URBAN REPRESENTATION

The idea of a 'shopping list' - stipulating the specific buildings required - emerged as 

a consequence of the 1974 development plan.78 The proposal included the
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hypothetical idea of the urban area: a move away from Evans, Thompson, and 

Gailey's interpretation of Ulster as 'rural' or 'traditional'. They defined Ulster's culture 

and heritage in terms of folklore and folklife, which for them included the customs 

and techniques of the countryside. Thus, their vision for the museum was primarily 

preoccupied with preserving the idea of the 'folk'. Representation of the urban was an 

afterthought, or at least a second runner, to an essentially pro-rural project. From the 

outset, the museum was undoubtedly intended as a portrayal of Ulster's cultural 

heritage that had been interpreted by its originators as the traditional rural ideal - a 

condition of the folk museum movement. For example, those in the Baltic were all 

predominantly orientated towards the rural although they did have some urban 

buildings mixed amongst their collections.

Although the urban section was not a major part of the museum as Evans perceived it, 

the decision to include it within the museum's brief could well rest at his feet. Fie was 

interested in the urban but to a lesser degree than rural, and this may explain why, in 

the early debates, this form of representation was often relegated to a back seat. 

Thompson also made reference to the urban component when he proposed buildings 

from post sixteenth and seventeenth century villages should be brought to the Cultra 

site.74 A case in point is an article published in the Belfast Newsletter reporting 

Thompson's comment that 'urban life should be the concern of the Folk Museum'.80 It 

was in fact one of the arguments forwarded in his bid to secure a bigger site. Indeed 

both Evans and Thompson were keen to address the historical role of the town as it 

developed from 1800 onwards. Distinct communities growing up in an urban 

environment of high-density terrace dwellings, was reminiscent of a rural
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cohesiveness based upon kinship (plate 7.5). Including such features at the museum,

therefore, introduced the idea of social history as a parallel contrast to the 

representation of rural life.

It was Gailey who addressed the representation of the urban comprehensively in the 

1974 plan, although he had mooted the concept in both previous development 

proposals. Later dubbed the 'urban section', Gailey referred to it as a village: 'in the 

context of Irish, and north Irish settlement types this means a small rural or 

'provincial' service centre' (my emphasis).81 Thus it becomes clear that it was not so 

much a representation of the urban lifestyle that was his concern, but rather a 

'ruralisation' of the urban. He suggested the village section be guided by 'the 

development histories of actual villages throughout Ulster', thus maintaining an 

historical geographic foundation to the enterprise.82 As a consequence of fieldwork 

analysis Gailey came across the village of Tynan in county Armagh. He temporarily 

contemplated reproducing Tynan at the folk museum, but on a second thought 

rejected it on account of financial implications.83 On reflection he proposed the 

village should nonetheless 'evoke the character of such larger settlements', illustrating 

differing architectural styles, sizes, and 'social standing of the hypothetical 

occupants'.84 Gailey continued:

Even though in terms of space available, it would be possible to reproduce an actual settlement from 

one of the Ulster counties, this is thought inadvisable, especially because the specific buildings that 

ultimately will constitute the settlement must come from a variety of localities and it would therefore 

be unrealistic to site them within a settlement based on an actual village. In addition, if it were thought



that one particular village in Ulster should be perpetuated, this would best be done by preserving that 

particular village as a living museum, in situ: such a project would be outside the terms of reference
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within which the Ulster Folk Museum is being developed.*0

Yet the village was to differ fundamentally to any in the field, and indeed the other 

exhibits at the Ulster Folk Museum. These buildings would have authentic exteriors, 

but internally serve a different function:

only a selected number would be furnished and equipped authentically because, in order to provide the 

environment of a village, there would inevitably be functional duplication, for example particularly in 

the case of dwellings. This situation presents the possibility of using the interiors of some of the 

structural units, or of parts of them, for galleries, and certain public amenities, like a small tea-room.'0’

Galley dubbed the village section ’Ballycultra1 because the museum's site 

encompasses most of the Ballycultra townland, and secondly because the epithet 

means 'the town behind the strand, or shore which perfectly describes what would 

come into being in the creation of the exhibit village'.87 He observed many of the 

required functions 'lying derelict in various places', drawing up a list of the main 

desideratum using the historical development of small rural villages as his guide.88 

For instance, the representation of a settlement requires a number of functions and it 

is unlikely that each will become sequentially attainable at the time the museum 

requires it, if ever. The original inventory has been more or less maintained, although 

the size of the urban area with regards to function did change from a village to a small 

market town. As a consequence, recent attention has moved away from the rural 

scene to engage the development of the urban section. Indeed, it is within this area
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that the museum has accumulated several buildings that can be visibly distinguished

as being representative of a section of Northern Ireland's divided community, for 

example Drumcree Chapel (plate 7.4), terrace housing from Sandy Row (plate 7.5), 

and the Orange Hall from County Monaghan (plate 7.6).

Thus from the mid 1970s onwards focus at the museum has shifted from a rural- 

inspired ideal toward the representation of urban life, provoking museum staff to re

think the original time period parameters. Initially the museum was not 

chronologically limited, although the Nugent Committee advised that 'most of the 

exhibits are likely to date from the eighteenth century to the present day, with a few 

implements and other survivals from earlier periods'.89 Yet unlike other open-air 

museums that seek to recreate the domestic conditions at different historical periods, 

the Ulster Folk Museum does not attempt to do this. Instead, it portrays a window of 

time between 1900-1914. This was a deviation from the European folk museum 

model that typically represented and furnished buildings fitting to the period in which 

they were built. Therefore, while the buildings are not chronologically exact - 

selected on the grounds of their traditional features, not date of origin - they have all 

been furnished to represent a time within living memory. Although the span is now 

slightly outside of living memory, it was initially intended to capture life as it would 

have been for today's older generation.90 This nostalgic desire connotes a romantic 

sentiment that not only fosters a quixotic reading of the past but also more practically 

pertains to a portion of the past for which information on furnishings, traditions, and
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Plate 7.4 Drumcree Chapel as re-erected at the Cultra site

Plate 7.5 Sandy Row as re-erected at the Cultra site
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lifestyle was still available and recoverable. The authentic staging is set to both 

evoke and satisfy a yearning for 'a time that was'. Also, focusing on a specific 'time 

depth' facilitated the representation of regional and social differences. For instance, 

the technological innovations crucial to the construction of the Titanic stood in stark 

contrast to traditional rural housing.

OMITTED CULTURE

As the Board of Trustees acknowledged, 'publicity is vital to a Museum's success', 

and Evans, Thompson and Gailey laboured to utilise this resource to its full extent.41
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Through media portrayal, the trio set about generating a firm support base for the

museum, projecting the academic principles on which the institution was founded.1’2 

This issue was most pertinently addressed in 1964 with the prospect of a thirty- 

minute television slot devoted exclusively to the Ulster Folk Museum. Thompson 

was particularly concerned to emphasise the type and method of representation 

applied at the museum, and he wanted to focus attention on the reconstructed 

traditional buildings. The BBC was keen to maintain viewer's interest and thus avoid 

'presenting the Museum as a series of exhibits, which over 25 or 30 minutes would, 

no matter how interesting they were, become boring and dull'.93 However Thompson, 

in a bid to secure the potential 'invaluable publicity' associated with such a broadcast, 

agreed 'that it should do something better than present just a series of exhibits'.94 

Whilst the broadcasters wanted to 'recreate' the 'use' of artefacts such as the plough 

harnessed to a horse, Thompson had an alternative suggestion.95 Rather than televise 

the institution as just another museum, he wanted to reinforce Evans's earlier notion 

of the folk museum as an integral component of Ulster's society. With this in mind 

he penned the suggestion that 'it might be interesting to use Folk Museum material 

and facilities to present a more fundamental thesis on Ulster life'.96

The media can project either a positive or negative image and can therefore be fruitful 

or detrimental to an enterprise. Fortunately for the folk museum, it was largely 

presented in a favourable light and the many reports it featured in proffered positive 

comment.97 Focusing on what the museum contained served to highlight Evans, 

Thompson, and Gailey's agenda, but it also drew attention to what they left out.
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Whether deliberately omitted or otherwise, it conjures the impression of an 'excluded

past'.98 This suggests that reading history in a particular way, for example with an 

anti-modern bent, excludes anything that does conform to that interpretation. In these 

terms, the early museum debates contain a degree of anti-urban bias. This could well 

be a consequence of who was involved given the expressed connotation of 'folk' in 

terms of a romantic proletariat, and the Sauer-Fleure-Evans school of anti-modern 

thinking - the presumption being that urban life is not really part of an authentic 

culture.

The Ulster Folk Museum led the way in Europe in terms of its holistic approach: re

creating a buildings native environment, locating each building in context to its 

neighbour, and relating each building to the open-air section as a whole. Yet a 

missing element of this holistic approach is, to borrow Johnson's phrase, the 'big 

house'.99 Although Evans noted that 'estate landlordism left its mark in all parts of 

Ireland', it was not a feature of the museum's early exhibits.100

Although there are relatively few 'big houses' in Ulster compared with mainland 

Britain and other European countries, the landholding system was still an essential 

component of Ulster's rural economy and landscape. Not only was it significant in 

terms of agriculture and the economy, but it set the 'ultimate standard' of dress codes, 

and modes of behaviour, among other things. The early houses brought to the Cultra 

site belonged to peasant tenant farmers, who took their lead from the 'big house'. To 

this end it was not a 'closed shop' because local people were employed in the house
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and were influenced by the culture and lifestyle of the landlord and his family. The

Folk Museum Act envisaged the representation of this aspect of Ulster's rural past 

and determined that the museum's eventual site had to include a large house for this 

very purpose. Indeed the omission is surprising given that in the end the Cultra estate 

was selected precisely on the grounds that it contained the Manor House, that would 

add the landlord-demesne dimension to the museum's exhibition.101

Relatively little attention is afforded to the representation of class structure, although 

there is some evidence of class differences between the cottages.102 This could be 

because the 'big house' was not thought to be part of folklife, but the fact that the 

academic's world view excluded an examination of the class structure of Ulster 

society implies that folklife is immune to the class system. This is a very specific 

view of the past - romantic rural nostalgia - which airbrushes out the rural class 

conflict characteristic of Ulster's past for instance between landlord and tenant, and 

tenant and the land-less labourer.

Evans declared, the 'mountains and the bogs have thus played their part in shaping 

and colouring Irish life',103 yet these are the only two physical features that cannot be 

found at the site which boasts a celebrated 'varied topography'.104 Similarly, there is 

evidence of a notable iron industry in Ireland in the seventeenth and early eighteenth 

century that impacted several stratums of Ulster's society. But this was not apparent 

in the museum's early collection - a questionable slight given the attention afforded to 

the linen industry in the selection of initial exhibits. For example, there was no ship-
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yard display in the open-air section. The urban-industrial dimension was largely

ignored even though industrial culture is a significant aspect of Ulster's past both in 

terms of how it developed, and the influence it had on the population.

Yet it was on the basis of its early collection that the Ulster Folk Museum was 

presented with the 'Come to Britain Trophy' in 1964.105 The award was convened for 

the 'most outstanding effort made in Great Britain and Northern Ireland to attract 

foreign tourists'. By October 1964, 30,800 people had visited the museum, thus 

qualifying it for entry.106 Thompson registered the museum in the competition prior 

to Board approval, informing them officially over a month later by post.107 This risk 

paid-off when the museum received the award: the first occasion it had been 

bestowed outside of England.108 Although its conferral acknowledged the museum's 

thriving tourist potential, it was also recognition of its unique role within Northern 

Ireland.10, As Thompson stated in his entry, the award was given to the Ulster Folk 

Museum because it:

provides visitors with an immediate and readily accessible introduction to the traditions which 

characterise the Ulster way of life. This is something which otherwise the visitor could not easily 

identify and observe partly through his lack of knowledge of the country and its people and partly 

because visible traces of local heritage are elsewhere diminishing. Thus, visitors whose stay is limited 

may still see and experience something of the real Ulster, even in the course of a day ... Nor is the 

institution without significance for Ulster folk themselves, who may achieve through the Folk Museum 

a fuller knowledge of themselves and consequently a deeper pride in their common heritage.110



All of this success came at a time when 'the Museum', as far as the main protagonists

envisaged it, had 'barely begun to develop'.111 At this stage there was no systematic 

representation of transport even though Thompson nurtured an undergraduate interest 

in archaic vehicle types. The museum's collections did boast a number of horse- 

drawn carriages, but on the whole transport was comparatively under-represented.112 

To juxtapose it with 'folk' representation may on the surface appear somewhat 

contradictory, but Thompson was convinced the two should operate in tandem.113 As 

far as he was concerned, they were complimentary.114 However, as a consequence of 

museum re-organisation in Northern Ireland, the Transport collection housed at 

Witham Street, Belfast was to merge with the Ulster Folk Museum, resulting in an 

amendment of the Ulster Folk Museum Act to accommodate the inclusion of the 

Transport Section.115 As a result, the Dalchoolin estate, opposite the Cultra site, was 

purchased.116 For many this was a valuable addition to the museum's collection.117 

Not only did it redress the omission of this fundamental aspect of Ulster folklife, it 

also brought with it further development ideas. As one commentator ventured:

it should be taken into consideration that the Transport Museum should in future aim to have a sizeable 

section relating to sea transport. Therefore that part of the estate immediately to the south of the 

coastline would provide an ideal setting for a shipping gallery and possibly for a small reconstructed 

fishing village which would in effect be an extension of the outdoor Folk Museum.118

In museological terms, siting 'the Museums close together would produce a unique, 

integrated and unparalleled development'.119 Indeed one person described the 

amalgamation as 'a Museum complex of international significance'.120
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Others
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believed Dalchoolin was a positive supplement to the 'purposes of Folk Museum

development'.121 However, Thompson warned 'we do not want a large Museum 

building clashing with our outdoor Museum, since we are making considerable 

efforts to create a natural landscape for our buildings'.122 Spatially the estate was far 

enough away from the open-air section to avoid visual intrusion.123

The early buildings brought to the museum were selected because of the contribution 

they made to a scientific enquiry. Rather than an exhibition of 'polite tourism', the 

folk museum is an examination of a particular social and economic perspective of the 

past thus producing a clear historical message. Therefore, the museum could 

potentially transform the population's perception of Ulster's past as a consequence of 

its selective representation of history.124 (Although the possibility of representing an 

unselective history in a neutral form is somewhat questionable, if not impossible.) 

For Lumley, putting faith in artefacts is a political act, essentially because it ignores 

the social relations of production and consumption.125 One such 'technical process' 

has been outlined by Piccini who suggested that the folk museum per se is a group of 

buildings 'offset by the expressed educational aim' of presenting the story of a past 

national life.126

In Northern Ireland the so-called politico-religious debate, and the contested nature of 

Protestant or Roman Catholic identity complicate this issue. The early architects 

attempted to distance themselves from such controversy, but could not escape from 

being judged by others in these terms - a case in point being the arguments that
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emerged following the inauguration of the museum's first exhibit. However, the

politico-religious wrangles of the time drew attentions away from another issue. 

Whether consciously or sub-consciously underplayed, the involvement of women in 

the creation and development of the museum is limited. Since the impetus for 

contemporary feminism came in the 1960s with the rise of the civil rights 

movements, it is surprising that this issue was not addressed, especially given the 

pace of female emancipation. Although it is important to address such contentions in 

the context of 1950s-1970s Ulster, and not impose contemporary debates on this 

period, the dominance of men involved in the Ulster Folk Museum's decision making 

process is nonetheless an issue.

With the exception of Dame Dehra Parker, there was limited female participation, 

notably from within the academic lobby.127 Indeed, during the early years of the 

museum's physical development, men dominated the thinking process whilst women 

fulfilled clerical roles.128 Thus the knowledge-production process was formed from 

the male perspective, where the 'power' of 'knowing' conditioned the museum's 

framework. For example, the skills associated with economic production are male 

orientated, whilst women are represented primarily in the domestic scene, for instance 

baking soda bread (plate 6.1), making butter, or basket weaving - instances 

introduced to bring exhibits 'alive'. These activities are prioritised over other female 

roles such as factory work, which may be a consequence of Evan's romantic notion of 

rural folk, but it still begs the question 'where is a women's place in Ulster's past?'12'1 

Therefore, examining what is represented at the museum not only reflects the



interests of its creators, but also emphasises what is left out, telling something of their

intentions. All of the early exhibits at the Ulster Folk Museum reflected the pro-rural 

geographies of the men involved, omitting that which did not fit with their 

interpretation of Ulster as they defined it in terms of folklife.
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THE ULSTER FOLK AND TRANSPORT MUSEUM TODAY

From the beginning the museum has tried to have a reactive rather than a proactive 

role, and it attempted to maintain this stance regardless of the 'shopping list' idea, 

avoiding listed buildings as they would be restricting and out of place with the rest of 

the museum.130 Although a number of buildings are still required for the urban 

section to represent all the functions of a market town, many of these structures are 

still listed. It is the museum's policy not to make its intentions widely known. 

Interests are not declared to prevent association with de-listing - involvement 

commences after a decision has been reached to avoid the idea of plundering the 

landscape. Thus the museum is caught up in the 'waiting game' consequently 

affecting priorities. Each function is acquired as it becomes available with the silent 

cinema being a case in point. This was not on the 1974 'shopping list', but the 

museum accepted it primarily because it was offered, not because it was the next 

function it wanted to exhibit.131

Today the townscape is also determined by external factors, such as the Heritage 

Lottery Fund, whose development agendas are not always compatible with the
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museum's. There is also a degree of restriction from commercial sponsors. For

instance, the post office is backed by Royal Mail, and the Police Authority put up the 

money for the RIC Barracks. But ironically it was the Heritage Lottery Fund that 

funded the Presbyterian Church - a denomination vociferously opposed to the 

Lottery. Furthermore, curatorial and interpretative demands, with their differing 

priorities, have also impacted development.132

The buildings indicative of specific cultures and traditions have not been vandalised: 

an indication of public acceptance of the institution as an inclusive museum - a 

national institution for and representative of Ulster's common cultural heritage. The 

problem in the beginning, according to an anonymous source, was the media's 

portrayal of the museum to fit its own agenda. A Policy Appraisal and Fair 

Treatment exercise (PAFT) was carried out as part of a civil service policy at the 

museum. This denominational survey revealed that almost half the buildings at the 

museum had Roman Catholic occupancy: higher than their proportion of the 

population. Less than 7% were Presbyterian (pre Presbyterian Church) yet the 

Church of Ireland was over-represented. Although the report was not published for 

public perusal, it was brought to the attention of senior members of the museum's 

staff. This served to illustrate that whatever the political intentions in play at the 

outset, the museum was not a celebration of Protestant culture.

Thompson and Gailey set out to explore their notion of rural Ulster. Creating a folk 

museum provided them with an opportunity to study and present a picture of Ulster's



living and working past. Influenced by both Evans and the international folk museum

movement, the two attempted to create an authentic representation of Ulster's past. 

By accurately re-erecting exhibits using the 'contextual approach1, buildings were 

furnished to a time period within living memory in a bid to illustrate regional 

diversity, personality, and continuity, but very much from a rural perspective. Thus 

the academic interests conditioned the museum's representation. It included what they 

considered to be important and excluded anything that did not conform to their 

interpretation of Ulster's past.
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Chapter Eight

Concluding Remarks

The creation of Ulster's Folk Museum came about as a consequence of a series of 

personal contacts that can be traced to one individual, Emyr Estyn Evans. Evans - the 

pro-rural geographer, concerned with the disappearance of traditional skills and 

objects - struck up a number of friendships with like-minded individuals. His 

passionate pleas and earnest requests - a consequence of his burning desire to record 

the past of the ordinary - were rewarded when he was affectionately dubbed 'the 

father' of the Ulster Folk Museum.

In terms of preserving the past for posterity, Evans was inspired by the folk museum 

movement, and was particularly impressed by the Scandinavian prototype, both in 

terms of what it represented and the ideals on which it was founded. His particular 

brand of geography, with its emphasis on rural folklore and folklife, lent itself to the 

principles of the folk museum. This anti-modernist inclination was 'in his blood' so to 

speak, following in the footsteps of his teacher H. J. Fleure, and his mentor Carl 

Sauer. It is not surprising therefore that another of Fleure's students, lorwerth Peate,
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was involved in founding the Welsh Folk Museum, both institutions being located on

the Celtic fringe.

For Evans, the folk museum gave material expression to his interest in humankind's 

relationship with the landscape, revealing something of continuity and regional 

personality. His project was advanced with the appointment of George Thompson as 

museum Director. A former Evans-student, Thompson adopted the Evansian agenda. 

Their task was further eased with the appointment of another Queen's geographer, 

Alan Gailey. Keen to examine relationships between human culture and the physical 

landscape, a folk museum the three agreed, would encourage moral recovery and 

citizenship, instilling society with a greater sense of virtue and well being.

As far as the scholars were concerned, the museum was an institution intended to 

educate society about its common cultural heritage, rather than the divisive nature of 

politics. Furthermore, the museum was not intended to reinforce the political entity 

of Ulster, the six counties. Rather, Evans, Thompson and Gailey endeavoured to 

create a museum that celebrated the nine counties of Ulster as a cultural unit distinct 

from the rest of Ireland. Through the representation of local culture, the trio sought to 

present a picture of the ordinary. Ulster's past was very much defined in terms of 

available rural artefacts. Vernacular buildings were assembled together in a 

collection indicative of regional diversity in a bid to illustrate the personality of 

Ulster. The materials, gathered during fieldwork expeditions, were displayed in re

erected buildings: a direct consequence of who was involved.
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Despite the academic attempt to execute a project with an inherently geographical

foundation, the creation of the institution in 1950s Northern Ireland, left the purpose 

of the museum open to debate. The scale of the operation required an injection of 

cash, offered by the Stormont Government. Whilst acknowledging the benefits of the 

folk museum movement in preserving the past for posterity, the government also 

realised another advantage to the proposal. It was an opportunity to organise, and 

symbolically establish and institutionalise, a past for the newly created Northern 

Ireland, endowing the community with a sense of collective identity, despite the 

academic interpretation of Ulster as nine counties. Considering such merits 

worthwhile, the Stormont administration endorsed the venture, and established the 

museum by an Act of Parliament. The involvement of particular politicians appeared 

to align the museum toward a unionist agenda, hence reinforcing the Protestant 

majority in Northern Ireland. Contrary to Graham's argument, Prime Minister O'Neill 

claimed that this was not the case, and he supported the museum precisely because it 

was a cross-cultural venture that would encourage cross-community interaction.

The mixture of 'knowledge' and 'power' at play implied a sense of the museum telling 

the Ulster people who they really are. Early debates were characterised by Evans's 

anti-modern bias, and regardless of grand claims to the contrary, there was an 

emphasis on the collection of material artefacts rather than oral culture. This interest 

in the countryside came at a time in the 1950s when the focus of preservation had 

changed from a rural to an urban one, perhaps heightening the academics 

determination to stick to their rural agenda. Indeed, this explains why there was
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relatively little interest in urbanism and industrialism at the museum, despite the fact

that the region was the most heavily industrialised part of Ireland in the nineteenth 

century.

The content of early debates undoubtedly affected representation on the ground: the 

geographer's ethnographic approach had a similar affect. Through the accurate re

erection of traditional buildings situated and furnished in a realistic manner, the 

museum was promoted as a positive contribution to society. To this end, the original 

architects claimed not to be playing the 'heritage game', but instead were driven by 

altruistic motives to preserve past artefacts and traditions for posterity: the museum 

was billed as an authentic picture of rural Ulster's past and culture. Although the 

museum was not an attempt to manufacture history, it is caught up in the heritage 

debate in so far as it is concerned with the past.

According to Bell, folk museums can have a negative effect in that they lead to a 

functionalist view of the past, reinforcing the notion of an unchanging community. 

To this end he argues that folk museums are guilty of editing aspects of history in 

order to fulfil the contemporary need to access a non-industrial past. It could 

therefore be guilty of producing a 'picturesque, bourgeois image of the past', as 

Hewison described it. Whatever the case, folk museums, by there very nature of 

being a museum, direct the tourist gaze toward a particular reading of history as 

prescribed by those in control. Obviously the museum can be nothing more than a 

representation of the past, something Evans acknowledged when he shunned projects



created with 'romantic sentiments' in mind. Ultimately, the Ulster Folk Museum is
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part of a wider heritage business that 'deals in' the past, selecting and moulding 

aspects of it to fit particular interpretation. Essentially, it cannot reproduce the past - 

it can only create a time-space dimension with social conditions that didn't actually 

exist.

However, the Ulster Folk Museum differs from other heritage ventures in that it was 

founded on academic principles. To suggest the museum is a complete fabrication of 

the past, is to ignore the academic context of the venture. Dealing in re-erections 

rather than reproductions, the museum made a distinct contribution to museology 

both in Northern Ireland, and on the global scale. Through its representation of 

'ordinary people', overlooked in the grand historical accounts of the past, the folk 

museum redressed the imbalance of the Belfast Municipal Museum's collection of 

'high culture'. Furthermore, by relegating 'glass case exhibition' to the gallery 

displays alone, the museum introduced a revolutionary exhibition technique to 

museums in Northern Ireland, by encouraging visitors to interact with the displays. 

As a consequence of the personalities involved, the Ulster Folk Museum also 

received international recognition, ranked on a similar par with the Skansen original.

Thus, the Ulster Folk Museum was unique in Northern Ireland. As a consequence of 

its academic background, it was projected as an institution that sought to celebrate 

Ulster's cultural heritage, through an examination of regional diversity. Dealing 

particularly with the rural, Evans, Thompson and Gailey presented their interpretation



of Ulster's past. In tracing the history of the museum's development it is clear that

government involvement muddied the academic debate, and caused some to question
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the motives behind the museum's creation. However, to accept that the venture was 

solely engineered to consolidate the collective identity of Northern Ireland in terms of 

its affiliation to Britain, is to negate the projects academic underpinnings, although 

this is not a denial that a degree of cultural politics was at play.
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